
1 Basic Plotting

1.1 Command summary

AUTOEras Controls if PLOT or AXIS erase the screen
AUTOIDs Set automatic legend creation by OVERLAY and PLOT

FILL Fill a region with solid color (CRT only)
GRID Draw a simple grid on the plot
IDENTify Draw a legend entry with specified text
IDS Draw a legend entry with default text (filename)
NPOint Set point plotting interval
OVerlay Overlay a curve on the current plot
PLot Plot a curve, function or fit
TITle Put a title on the top of the graph
UNZoom Return to normal plot scales from a ZOOM

ZOOM Expand the plot around a specified region

The basic commands for plotting are treated in this section. In addition, the commands which create a legend of
the curves on the plot are described in this section. See IDS, AUTOIDS, IDENTIFY and TITLE below.

1.2 Plot and Overlay

Syntax: PLot [ [curve or function specifier options] [general options] ]

OVerlay [ [curve or function specifier options] [general options] ]

Plots the current data set, using whatever options are set along with reasonable default values for those options
that you have not specifically set. Formally equivalent to cmdAXIS OVERLAY. Usually the screen is erased and
a complete plot is done. This is all controlled with various options which is why there are so many commands in
GENPLOT. To plot a second curve over the first see the OVERLAY command.

The options for the plot command are extensive and enable almost complete control of the curve characteristics.
Many of these options override default values that are set by other commands, such as the color or the linewidth
commands. Others exist only as options in the plot command. In addition, several options accept options
themselves, which must follow immediately prior to other options.

Options

Help options
-help | -? Simple on-line help

Curve or function specifier options
[-Curve] <curve> Plot specified 2D/3D curve
[-Surface] <surface> Plot specified 3D surface
-Function <fnc(x)> Plot arbitrary function fnc(x)

-From <x1> -To <x2> X extent of function calculation
-Range <x1> <x2> X extent of function calculation
-Points <n> | -By <dx> Number or spacing of points

-FIT Plot the fit function fit(x)
-From <x1> -To <x2> X extent of function calculation
-Range <x1> <x2> X extent of function calculation
-Points <n> | -By <dx> Number or spacing of points

Data graphing format
-histogram Plot as histogram
-bargraph Plot as bargraph
-stick Plot as stick graph
-scope Plot on fake oscilloscope screen
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-pt label Draw data as point # (text)
-aziz Special error bar for Mr. A

Symbol and line type, color, size and skip options
-symbol <sym> Specify symbol
-ltype <lt> | -linetype <lt> Specify linetype (dash, . . . )
-l&s Lines and symbols
-pen <icol > | -color <icol> Specify pen #/color
-symsize <val> | -symbolsize <val> Symbol size drawn
-lw <val> | -linewidth <val> Line width of symbols/lines
-vecsize <val> Repeat spacing / dashed lines
-npoint <num> Only every ith point
-spoint <num> Symbols only every ith point
-exclude [-self | <curve>] Draw excluding region for points

Legend text options
-ids Legend using curve ID
-identify <string> Legend text
-noids No legend eve with AUTOIDS

Data scaling to graph axes options
-plx [bottom | top] Plot against specific X axis
-ply [left | right] Plot against specific Y axis
-bottom | -top | -left | -right Plot against specific axes
-xscale Re-autoscale in X axis
-yscale Re-autoscale in Y axis
-rescale | -xyscale Re-autoscale both X and Y
-xrange <xlow> <xhigh> Plot against specified range
-yrange <ylow> <yhigh> Plot against specified range
-zrange <zlow> <zhigh> Plot against specified range
-xyrange <xl> <xh> <yl> <yh> Plot against specified XY range
-xyzrange <xl> ... <zh> Plot against specified XYZ range

Error bar specifications
-errx <expr> Symmetric X error bar expression
-errxminus <expr> | -errxlow <expr> Lower X error bar expression
-errxplus <expr> | -errxhigh <expr> Upper X error bar expression
-erry <expr> Symmetric Y error bar expression
-erryminus <expr> | -errylow <expr> Lower Y error bar expression
-erryplus <expr> | -erryhigh <expr> Upper X error bar expression
-errwidth <val> Width of error bar cross-ticks

Contour plotting (surface in 2D mode)
-contour Contour map of 3D surface)

-at <val> Single contour
-dz <val> -dz2 <val> Major/minor intervals
-zscan <zmin> <zmax> Start/end contours levels
-zrigid Points of contour only (dflt)
-zspline Spline smooth contours
-zsmooth <strength> Spline contours w/ deviation
-rainbow [-zrange <zmin> <zmax>] Pretty colors, with defined range

Color bitmap plotting (surface in 2D mode)
-bitmap <surf> Color bitmap plot of 3D surface

-zrange <zlow> <zhigh> Range for color map
-palette [AFM | HOT ... ] Color palette for bitmap
-grid <nrow> <ncol> Number of grid elements

Miscellaneous options
-slow | -slower | -slown <msecs> Delay during drawing (poor)
-rainbow Rainbow color plot on 3D
-palette [AFM | HOT ...] Change rainbow color palette
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If AUTOAXIS is turned off, this command is identical to OVERLAY. If AUTOERASE is turned off, the screen will not
be erased prior to drawing the axis.

The options to be used for a PLOT command may also be specified by a variable string. For plotting the main
curve, options are taken from the string variable $PLOT:OPTS corresponding to the default curve $PLOT. For any
archived curve, the options similarly are taken from the variable <c1>:OPTS where <c1> is the name of the curve.
When plotting a function (or the fit function) using the -FUNCTION or -FIT options, plot options are taken from
the FUNCTION:OPTS string variable. Options specified by these variables are parsed first and hence any command
line options will override the defaults and :OPT options.

GENPLOT: pl /* Plot the current data set

GENPLOT: pl data1 -sym 3 /* Plot archived data set using symbol 3

GENPLOT: define s(t) = sin(t) /* Define a function

GENPLOT: pl -f s(x) -p 50 /* Overlay 50 points from the function

GENPLOT: declare $PLOT:OPTS = ’-errx sqrt(x) -erry sqrt(abs(y))’

GENPLOT: plot -lt 1 /* Options taken from $PLOT:OPTS also

GENPLOT:

See also: OVERLAY, AUTOAXIS, AUTOERASE

1.2.1 -Curve

Syntax: PLot [-Curve] <archive name>

Plots the data contained in the named archived curve. See the ARCHIVE command for information on saving
curves in memory. The -CURVE specifier is optional and is normally not given.

See also: ARCHIVE, RETRIEVE

1.2.2 -Function

Syntax: PLot -Function <fnc> [-From <r>] [-To <r>] [-Points <n> | -By <r>]

The specified function <fnc> is expanded into a temporary curve over the specified range and plotted. The
options and function correspond to definitions in the CREATE command. The IDS string is set to the specified
function and additional options for the plot are taken from the string variable FUNCTION:OPTS. See the CREATE

command for further details on specifying the range and function.

The -FIT option is equivalent to the option -FUNCTION FIT(X).

1.2.3 -PT label

Syntax: PLot ... -PT label

The data is plotted with the number corresponding the position of the point in the data set. For point 1, a 1 is
drawn centered at the position where the data point would lie. The curve cannot contain more than 9999 points
(which would be unbelievely slow and unreadable anyway).

GENPLOT: symsiz 0.50 plot -lt 0 -sym 1 /* Draw large circles

GENPLOT: symsiz 0.18 ov -pt_label /* Put numbers inside

GENPLOT:
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See also: SYMBOL, SYMSIZE

1.2.4 -Fit

Syntax: PLot -FIT [-From <r>] [-To <r>] [-Points <n> | -By <r>]

This form of the PLOT command is used to plot the results of a curve fit. It has meaning only after the FIT

command executed. The command is identical to PLOT -FUNCTION FIT(X) where the function FIT(X) is defined
by the FIT command. Generally you want to compare your fit against the data so you would want to use OVERLAY
instead of PLOT; the syntax is the same.

GENPLOT: plot c1 -lt 0 -sym 1 /* Draw data

GENPLOT: fit c1 linear ov -fit -lt 1 /* Overlay the fit

GENPLOT:

1.2.5 -Symbol

Syntax: PLot ... -SYMbol <n>

Overrides the symbol number to be used on the overlay. It is not necessary at this level to set ltype to zero, it
will be done automatically. However, you may specify -LT <n> after the -SYM setting to get lines and symbols
using L&S. The setting of the symbol within the main program remains unchanged. See the SYMBOL command for
more information about available symbols.

See also: SYMBOL

1.2.6 -Ltype

Syntax: PLot ... -Ltype <n>

Sets the line type for this plot, temporarily overriding the current linetype setting in GENPLOT. See the LTYPE

command for more information about the types available. Does not change the current line type set by the LTYPE

command. A linetype of zero causes symbols to be plotted instead of the line.

See also: LTYPE

1.2.7 -L&S

Syntax: PLot ... -L&S

Draws a symbol at each point using the current SYMBOL then connects them with a line using the current LTYPE.
The line does not go through the symbols.

Almost equivalent to the command sequence below except a slightly different exclusion algorithm is used.

plot -lt 0 ov -lt 1 -exclude plot

1.2.8 -Pen

Syntax: PLot ... -PEN <n> Synonym: -COLOR

Sets the color on video devices, on plotters it selects the pen number. It temporarily overrides the current symbol
setting in GENPLOT. It does not change the current color set by the COLOR or PEN commands.

See also: PEN
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1.2.9 -LINEwidth

Syntax: PLot ... -LINEWidth <lw> Synonym: -LW <lw>

This options sets a temporary line width to be used for the current overlay only. The line width is specified in
units of 0.007 inches, but need not be an integer. The axis line widths are not affected by this option nor is the
setting in the main module changed. See the LINEWIDTH command for additional details.

1.2.10 -SYMSize

Syntax: PLot ... -SYMSize <size>

This options sets a temporary symbol size to be used for drawing data as symbols (or -PT SYMBOLS). The size is
specified in inches. The setting of symbol size in the main module is unchanged by this option. See the SYMSIZE

command for additional details.

1.2.11 -IDS and -IDENTIFY

Syntax: PLot ... -IDS Syntax: PLot ... -IDENTIFY <text>

The options -IDS and -IDENTIFY cause the current curve to be identified in the legend by symbol or line type
followed by a descriptive text. For -IDS, the text is the default IDS of the curve. With -IDENTIFY, the text
immediately follows the option and should be enclosed in quotes. See the IDS and IDENTIFY commands for
additional information. This option formats -IDS and -IDENTIFY should be used if either the symbol or linetype
is overridden in the plot command and a legend is needed.

GENPLOT: PLOT -LT 1 -IDS

GENPLOT: OVERLAY C2 -SYM 7 -identify ’Modified fit’

See also: IDS, IDENTIFY

1.2.12 -Bargraph

Syntax: PLot ... -Bargraph

Plot the data as a bargraph. Each point is drawn as a rectangle from the X axis to the Y value, with the sides of
the rectangles centered between X values. The data is not sorted by this command and hence we strongly suggest
the use of SORT before using this option (unless you like strange plots).
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genplot reset -silent

lw 2 pen -1 lt 1

create y = 20+7*gnoise() -points 1000

label bot "Particle Size (\mu m)"

label left "Fraction of Samples (%)"

transform y histogram 2 -norm

let y = y*100

subticks off reg bot 0 40

plot -bargraph

hc dev psdoc bargraph.eps
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1.2.13 -Histogram

Syntax: PLot ... -Histogram

Plot the data as a histogram. Almost the same as the BARGRAPH mode except that the vertical line segments
do not extend down to the axis. A true histogram may be generated from the data by TRANSFORM Y BIN <dx>

genplot reset -silent

lw 2 pen -1 lt 1

create y = 20+7*gnoise() -points 1000

label bot "Particle Size (\mu m)"

label left "Fraction of Samples (%)"

transform y histogram 2 -norm

let y = y*100

subticks off reg bot 0 40

plot -histogram

hc dev psdoc histogram.eps
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1.2.14 -Stick

Syntax: PLot ... -Stick

Plot the data as a stick graph. A vertical line from the origin to each data point is drawn. Similar to -bargraph

and -histogram but only draws a single line for each data point.
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genplot reset -silent

lw 2 pen -1 lt 1

define f(x) = sin(x)+0.1*gnoise()

create y = f(x) -range -5 5 -points 50

label bot "Time (s)"

label left "Amplitude (AU)"

pl -stick

hc dev psdoc stick.eps
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1.2.15 -SCope

Syntax: PLot ... -Scope

For those that remember real analog oscilloscopes, this plot option resurrects the physical screen with the nice
grid and scale markings. This modifies the axis drawing to present oscilloscope type axes where the X range
corresponds to the full range across the bottom but the Y range corresponds only to the 0-100% subrange
(approximately 15% to 85% of the full screen). Otherwise, all options behave identical to normal graphs.

Note, the behavior of the -scope option in plot differs from the scope command itself. The scope command
sets the full range of the Y axis to the normal region (left). In contrast, the -scope option sets the left region to
the 0-100% scope area.

genplot reset -silent

lw 2 pen -1 lt 1

define f(x) = sin(x)+0.1*gnoise()

create y = f(x) -range -10 10 -points 512

pl -scope -lw 3

let y = rand()*[cos(x)+0.1*gnoise()] ov -lw 3

let y = -rand()*f(x) ov -lw 3

hc dev psdoc scope.eps
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1.2.16 -ERROR bars

Syntax: PLot ... [[-ERRXL <exp>][-ERRXH <exp>] | [-ERRX <exp>]]

Plot ... [[-ERRYL <exp>][-ERRYH <exp>] | [-ERRY <exp>]]

Plot ... [-ERRWidth <x> <y>]
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The error bar options specify the size of error bars in each of the directions on the plot. Independent error bar
expressions may be specified for plus and minus on X and Y. The -ERRX and -ERRY options cause the corresponding
expression to be used for both the plus and minus error of the corresponding error. -ERRXL sets the lower (minus)
error bar in X and -ERRXH set the high (plus) error bar. If an expression is not set, it defaults to zero and is not
drawn.

The option -ERRWIDTH is sticky (i.e. needs only be set once in a GENPLOT session) and determines the size of
the cross bar at the end of each error bar. The <x> specifies the size (in inches) of the cross bar for X error bars.
A size of zero generates a line only.

The expressions for the error bars may be arbitrarily complex but are more commonly either a simple expression
(or constant like 0.37) or the elements of an error bar curve (ERROR:X). See the Function Evaluator section for
more details about expressions. For a data point at 5.0, an error datum of 0.5 draws an error bar between 4.5 to
5.5.

A data file might consist of columns of data and the corresponding errors. To plot this data, the error data is
read into a separate curve and the expressions are set to point to this other curve.

GENPLOT: plot -errx sqrt(x) /* plot data with error function

GENPLOT: read datafile -col 3 4 /* read columns 3 and 4 for error

GENPLOT: archive erxy /* archive the error data

GENPLOT: read datafile /* read the data columns 1 and 2

GENPLOT: plot -errx erxy:x -erry erxy:y /* plot error bars for both

GENPLOT:

genplot reset -silent

lw 2 pen -1 lt 0 symsize 0.22

subticks off

identify -place 5.2 6.0 let $idspac = 2.0

label left "\theta\ \cdot\ r"

label bott "Saturation level \delta"

logar left on axctrl left -speclog -subticks

create y = sin(x)-ln(x) -from 1 to 10 by 1

archive t1

plot t1 -sym FilledSquare \

-errx .2*sqrt(x) -erry .2 \

-identify "Data 3/3/88"

fit spline ov -fit -points 200 -lt 1 -exclude t1 \

-identify "Spline fit"

fit poly 4 ov -fit -points 200 -lt 2 -exclude t1 \

-identify "4^{th} order polynomial"

hc dev psdoc errorbar.eps
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1.2.17 -Exclude

1.2.18 Excluding Symbols from Line Drawing

Syntax: plot ... -EXCLude [<curve> | -SELF | PLOT]

For those who are doing plots for publication, it is sometimes necessary to keep lines of a curve from going
through the data point symbols. The -EXCLUDE option of PLOT and OVERLAY is designed to handle these cases.
EXCLUDE prohibits drawing any vector within a circular region, of radius proportional to the current symbol size,
around each data point in a curve. The vectors are clipped so that they just touch, but do not enter, the circular
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exclusion region. This command is extremely slow if the number of data points becomes large (100 or greater)
since every vector stroke must search through the entire list of points.

The data points to be excluded are normally specified as a curve name (see ARCHIVE). The archived curve should
contain all of the points of interest since only a single curve may be specified. For drawing lines, this results in
lines connecting the data points which do not pass through the actual symbols centered on the data.

The other option is to specify the current curve for exclusion -SELF. For symbols, this creates a layering effect;
i.e. no symbol will draw in the region of a previous symbol. Note that because the exclusion area is circular,
perfect exclusion works only for symbol type 1, circles.

WARNING: The -SELF option only works for the main curve. Specifying a curve, -FIT or -FUNCTION will cause
-SELF to fail. When plotting a function or fit, the current data set can be selected by specifying PLOT as the
archive curve name.

GENPLOT: read t1 archive t1 read t2 archive t2 retrieve t1 -append archive both

GENPLOT: fit poly 3 reg bot 0 8 axis lt 0

GENPLOT: symsiz 0.30 ov t1 -sym 2 -identify ’Curve T1’

GENPLOT: symsiz 0.25 ov t2 -sym 1 -identify ’Curve T2’

GENPLOT: ov -fit -lt 1 -exclude both -identify ’Polynomial Fit’

GENPLOT: create y = fit(x) -points 50

GENPLOT: symsiz 0.25 plot -lt 0 -sym 1 -exclude -self

GENPLOT:
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2 Function Evaluator Reference

2.1 Using the function evaluator

2.2 Evaluation modes

At any moment, the Genplot function evaluator is operating in one of three modes. These are real number mode,
complex number mode, or string mode. In any given expression, the evaluator will transition from a number mode
to string mode as required. However, the entire operation is performed either in real mode or complex mode. By
default, operations are performed in the real number mode for numerical expressions though this may be modified
using the Genplot command mathmode.

Real Mode: All numerical operations assume real number value as input and results, flagging errors on invalid
parameters such as the square root of a negative number. Floating point operations are performed at the
highest precision of the architecture, and at least as precise as the C language variable type of double. This
mode applies to both integer and floating point expressions – there is no separate integer mode. Since integers
must be represented in the floating point representations, integers are exact only up to 252 ≈ 4.5 × 1015

(Windows version with 64-bit double type). While this exceeds the precision of a 32-bit integer, it is less
than that of a 64-bit integer.

Complex Mode: In complex mode, all of the fundamental operations and functions are cast to the corresponding
complex number behavior. The function evaluator will promote an expression from real mode to complex
mode if there is any explicit or implicit reference to a complex variable or function. The functions magn(),
real(), imag(), conj() and arg() implicitly switch into complex mode, as does use of any complex
constant or reference to a complex variable. In complex mode, functions may have an extended domain
(such as square root) and return real or complex values. Functions which are either not implemented or
make no sense with complex arguments will return errors if the imaginary part of their arguments are non-
zero. Other functions may simply disregard the imaginary part of the argument when it makes no sense. In
complex mode, the returned expression is two real-number values corresponding to the real and imaginary
parts of the result.

String Mode: String mode is entered to evaluate any argument involving string constants or variables ("even"),
for functions expecting string arguments (strlen), and for functions that return string values (sprintf).
In string mode, most of the fundamental operations are invalid with the exception of the plus (+) and
double-slash (//) operators which is overloaded with the concatenation function. Arguments and returned
strings may be of almost arbitrary length (> 1 GB).

2.3 Operator Precedence

The order of operator precedence follows the general rules for C programming. Parenthesis are obeyed explicitly,
but beyond these operations are completed in a specific order.
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Operator Description
! ** or ˆ Factorials and exponentiation
+ - Unary plus and minus
* / Multiplication and Division
+ - Addition and subtraction
+ // String concatenation
> < >= <= Relational operators
.gt. .lt. .ge. .le. Synonyms for relational operators

== ! = <> ˆ= Equal and not equal relational operators
.eq. .ne. Synonyms for equal and not equal
˜ Bitwise not operator
& Bitwise and operator
| Bitwise or operator
.not. Logical negation
.and. && Logical and
.or. | | Logical or
.eqv. .neqv. Logical (not) equivalent
(cond) ? (true) : (false) Conditional evaluation

2.4 Constants, Variable Types and Argument Types

2.4.1 Real numbers

Real numbers are stored internally as either the C-language float or double variable types, with the default being
float. Typically float values are 32-bit representations with approximately 7 digits of precision while double values
are 64-bit values with approximtely 15 digits of precision. The real variable type in Genplot is equivalent to
the float in the normal compilation; a double precision build of Genplot promotes the real to a double without
changing the other variable types.

Internally, all calculations are performed with the highest possible precision of the architecture. For Intel based
systems, this may be as much as an 80-bit floating point representation. But it is guaranteed to be at least as
good as double.

Under Windows, the variables can store values in the range given below. As values approach the smallest value
that can be represented, the number of digits of precision decreases. The column labeled Smallest full precision
is the value that retains the full precision of the fundamental variable type.

Variable type Smallest non-zero value Smallest full precision Largest value Precision
float ±1.4013× 10−45 ±1.1755× 10−38 ±3.4028235× 1038 7 digits
double ±4.9407× 10−324 ±2.2251× 10−308 ±1.7976931× 10308 15-16 digits

By default, variable are allocated as real type variables corresponding to the 32-bit float representation. However,
variables may explicitly allocated as double using the allocate command or with options to the setvar command.
Curves and surfaces are always allocated with real type storage. Arrays may be allocated as real, double, integer
or string types.

Values may be entered as simple floating point numbers or in standard scientific notation using the 1.37E5 format.

2.4.2 Complex numbers

Complex numbers are stored as a pair of real numbers representing the real and complex components. In calcu-
lations, the full precision of the architecture is maintained, but the storage class for complex is always real. By
default, this is the float C language variable.

The function evaluator in numeric mode defaults to real mode calculations unless there is an explicit or implicit
reference to a complex variable or function. The functions magn(), real(), imag(), conj() and arg() implicitly
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switch calculations into the complex mode, which applies then to the entire argument. Specifying a complex
constant as an argument, or refering to a complex variable, will equally enter the complex calcuation mode.
Finally, the Genplot command mathmode can be used to modify the default expression mode to be complex.
Functions that would return an error in real mode (such as the square root of a negative number) become valid
when in complex mode.

For complex functions such sqrt() and ln(), the branch cut by default is along the negative real axis. The
mathmode command can again modify this to be along the positive real axis if desired.

While complex numbers mathematically use i to represent the imaginary part, that variable already is allocated
to refer to the index of an array calcuation. Consequently, complex variables use the electrical engineering symbol
j to represent complex values. This is consistent both as output and input.

An imaginary number is entered as a standard real number followed by the j suffix, as in 2.86j or 2.86E10j.
The symbol j by itself is equivalent to 1j. However, there is no explicit format to specify a complex constant.
The expression 3.73+2.86j is interpreted as the constant 3.73 which is added to the constant 2.86j. In general
complex constants should be entered with parentheses to avoid unintended evaluation priority issues (see examples
below).

Examples:

GENPLOT: sin(7+3j)

:= 6.614319+7.5524985j

GENPLOT: sqrt(-1)+conj(0)

:= 0+1j

GENPLOT: sqrt(-1)

MATH exception: Invalid number (bad argument?)

Unable to evaluate expression: sqrt(-1)

GENPLOT: (1+7j)*(3+8j) /* Multiplying two complex values together

:= -53+29j

GENPLOT: 1+7j*3+8j /* Invalid multiplication due to evaluation priority

:= 1+29j

GENPLOT:

2.4.3 Integer numbers

Integers constitute a distinct class with respect to variables and storage, but are treated as equivalent to real
numbers for purposes of function evaluations. The storage class for integers is currently a 32-bit value allowing
signed values in the range −232 to 232 − 1 (−2, 147, 483, 648 < i < 2, 147, 483, 647). During function evaluation,
however, integers are exactly represented up to ±252 (≈ 4.5 × 1015). When stored in a double variable, integer
values are exact up to 252. However, when stored as a float variable (the default real type), the precision is only
to ±224 (±16, 777, 218).

Integer constants may be written in standard base 10 representations (-738), or as hexadecimal constants (0x32)
in most cases. In an expression which is clearly numeric (unambiguous to the parser), or as a numeric argument
to a function, constants may also be represented as a single character value (’c’) which is interpreted as the
corresponding value (99) in the ASCII translation table (see ichar() function).

Examples:

GENPLOT: -789+0x32

:= -739

GENPLOT: setv r = 2^24-1

GENPLOT: 2^24-r

:= 1

GENPLOT let r = 2^24+1

GENPLOT r-2^24

:= 0
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GENPLOT: setv -double m = 2^52-1

GENPLOT: 2^52-m

:= 1

GENPLOT: (’c’-’a’)

:= 2

GENPLOT:

2.4.4 String variables

Strings are stored as null (0x00) terminated arrays of characters based on the ASCII coding sequence. All
characters between 0x01 and 0xFF are considered valid (though some are dangerous such as ˆZ). Strings storage
may be explicitly allocated with the allocate command, or implicitly with the declare command. For historical
reasons, a default size of the string variables is required when allocating space. However, all strings are now of
arbitrary length which shrink and grow as required (up to > 1 GB). The length of a string should be determined
using the length() or strlen() functions.

Individual characters in a stored string variable may be accessed as if the string were an array of integers (chars).
For example, aline[2] refers to the third character in the aline string variable, which is returned as if it were
an integer value equivalent to ’c’.

String constants are formed by enclosing the characters between double quote characters (”), as in "This is a

string". This is the preferred syntax for strings. To embed the double quote character itself into the string,
use the ”” format, as in "He said ""I have no idea.""". While this is the preferred format, when a string
constant is explicitly expected (such as the argument to the strlen() function), the constant may also be formed
by enclosing the text in single quote (’) characters. This may simplify the embedding of quote characters, as in
’He said "I have no idea."’.

String constants come in two varieties, normal and C-format strings. In normal strings, the text consists of only
simple characters with generally no special embedded control characters (tabs, newline, etc.). In particular, the
backslash character (\) is encoded as a single character (0x5C). This allows encoding symbol command sequences
such as \theta or \pi to represent the greek θ and π characters. This is the default string mode, as might be
used for specifying a curve identifier.

let ids = "\phi = 7\deg \theta = 30\deg t = .31 \mu m"

φ = 7◦ θ = 30◦ t = 7.31 µm

The command sequence \phi occupies a total of 4 character in the string constant above. Embedded control
sequences are only applicable to text drawn on graphs, not to text printed to the console window. If output
the the console window (as by a printf commmand), the characters \phi will be printed equivalent to all other
characters in the string.

When working with formatting for output (e.g. the fprintf() function), it is often necessary to embed control
characters into the string, especially tab, newline and carriage return. In the C language, these are represented
as escape sequences which are translated into single control characters in the string. For example, the escape
sequence \t represents the tab character and the sequence is replaced in the string with the single tab character
0x09 (ˆI). A C-format string is identified by a backquote (‘) as the first character of the string. To embed a
backslash, use the double backslash format (\\). A typical format statement might be

declare fmt = "‘This is a line\twith tabbed numbers %.2f\\mu m\tand a newline\n".

The recognized escape sequences are given in the table below. The final escape sequences allow any character
codes to be embedded in the string as long as their ASCII values are known (in octal or hexadecimal values). For
hexadecimal constants, up to two characters will be interpreted. For octal constants, up to three characters will
be interpreted.
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Sequence Name Encoded character Action Notes
\a BEL ˆG = 0x07 Alert (bell) Only functional in Genplot, use beep()

\b BS ˆH = 0x08 Backspace Moves back one space
\t HT ˆI = 0x09 Horizontal tab Tabs normally 8 spacing
\n LF ˆJ = 0x0A Newline. Advance to new line. In text mode CR/LF
\v VT ˆK = 0x0B Vertical tab Typically does nothing
\f FF ˆL = 0x0C Formfeed New page - typically does nothing today
\r CR ˆM = 0x0D Carriage return Returns to first column of same line
\\ \ = 0x5C Backslash character
\xnn (nn)16 Hexadecimal constant Encodes nn as a hexadecimal constant
\ooo (ooo)8 Octal constant Encodes ooo as an octal constant

Examples:

"This is a simple string"

"‘This is a simple C-format string with a newline terminator\n"

"The heat flow equation is C_{P}(\partial T/\partial t) = K \nabla^{2}T"

"‘%.2f\t%.2f\t%.2f\t%.2f\n"

"‘The FWHM is %7.3f\\mu m with the center at %7.3\\mu m\n"

2.4.5 Boolean variables

When expected as an argument, a value is taken to be FALSE if it is exactly equal to 0. Any other value is
interpreted as TRUE.

For functions returning logical values (e.g. atof()), TRUE is always returned as 1.0 and FALSE as 0.0.

2.4.6 Arrays

Arrays exist potentially as real arrays (default floating point storage class), double precision arrays (of the C
language double type), complex arrays (default floating point storage class), integer arrays (integer storage class),
or as string arrays (arbitrary length). Although the double precision and integer array types exist, they cannot
be directly allocated through Genplot commands, but can only be linked via external programs.

String arrays are a special case. When allocated, arrays are initialized to zero or to the NULL (not empty) string.
As the NULL string is non-existent, elements of a string array must be set to some specific value before being
referenced. Many commands will return a segment violation when a NULL pointer is encounted where a string
is expected.

Arrays may be operated on as a vector (let s1 = ln(s1)), or individual elements of the array may be accessed
using the s1[0] format. Individual elements of the array behave as the corresponding underlying class variable.

Array definitions also implicitly define a hidden variable s1:npt where s1 is the array name. This variable contains
the number of elements active in the array. This may or may not equal the maximum number of elements possible
for the array. The maximum number of elements may be determined using the sizeof() function.

2.4.7 2D and 3D Curves

Curves are compound structures consisting of two or three real number arrays, and several integer and string
associated variables. Curves are allocated by name either through the allocate command or implicitly using the
archive command. The default curve name is $plot.

Several functions operate directly on curves, including @correlate(), @integrate(), @nearest(), 3D nearest()

and @pintegral. Individual elements of the curves may be used as arguments to any other appropriate functions.

Given a curve name c1, the variable includes the following elements:
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Variable Class Description
c1 curve Curve name itself. Evaluates as a curve or as c1:ids depending on context
c1:x real array X values of the curve
c1:y real array Y values of the curve
c1:z real array Z values of the curve (3D curve only)
c1:npt integer Number of points currently active in the curve
c1:ids string Curve identifier string

The variable c1:npt is the functional length of the curve and can be freely modified. If this is set to a value
larger than the initially allocated size of the curve, the curve will be expanded to accomodate the requested size
plus some extra (expecting it may go up again). To determine the allocated size of the curve, use the sizeof()

function.

The c1:ids is provided to identify the curve and is the default text for the legend.

2.4.8 Surfaces

Like curves, surfaces are compound structures consisting of several real number arrays, and several associated
integer and string variables. Surfaces are allocated by name either through the allocate command or with a
read command.

Functions may take a surface as an argument directly, including @zinterp() and zintegral(). More com-
monly, individual elements of the surface may be used as arguments to any other appropriate functions (e.g.
@ave(s1:z)).

Given a surface name s1, the variable includes the following elements:

Variable Class Description
s1 curve Surface name itself. Evaluates as a surface or as s1:ids depending on context
s1:x real array X values of each column of the surface (s1:ncol in length)
s1:y real array Y values of each row of the surface (s1:nrow in length)
s1:z real array Z values of the surface (s1:ncol×s1:nrow in length)
s1:nrow integer Number of rows on the surface (along Y direction)
s1:ncol integer Number of columns on the surface (along X direction)
s1:ids string Surface identifier string

The variables s1:nrow and s1:ncol are intimately linked to the organization of the s1:z array and should not
be modified once data exists. The s1:z array is a linear array of the z values on the 2D grid in column priority
order. All of the elements of column 0 are stored first, followed by column 1 through column ncol-1. A specific
(irow,icol) element of the surface will be located at element s1:z[icol*s1:nrow+irow].

The sizeof() function returns the size of the s1:z array, which should equal s1:ncol×s1:nrow.

The s1:ids is provided to identify the surface and is the default text for the legend.

2.4.9 Pointers

The pointer variable type is not specifically defined, but is generated implicitly in context for functions which
require the address of a variable to store results. Presently only the LexChkToken(), LexGetToken() and
LexGetTokenP() functions utilize pointer arguments, in these cases to a string that receives the token. These
arguments may be any valid string variable, but not a string expression. See the example functions for examples.

2.4.10 File Pointers

The buffered file I/O functions (fopen(), fgets(), fprintf(), etc.) require a pointer to a stream that defines
the open file or pipe, a fileptr type variable. This variable type (which is equivalent to the FILE * in C) is returned
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only by the fopen() and popen() functions, and is a required argument to all of the stream I/O functions. (In
contrast, low level I/O using the open() and related functions use a simple integer file handle instead.)

A variable of the fileptr type may be allocated using the allocate 〈name〉 fileptr command, or allocated and set
using the setvar 〈name〉 = fopen(...) command. These variables are valid only for the stream I/O functions
and return errors for most other operations. No numerical operations, with the exception of testing for a specific
value, are permitted.

The value of a fileptr itself may be evaluated, resulting in a message identifying it as a file handle, the actual
pointer in hexadecimal, and the current status of the error and end-of-file flags. Similarly the value of a file
pointer may be compared (using the == or != operators) to zero or other value. In this case, the value of the
fileptr variable is the pointer itself. Typically it is only necessary to test the file pointer to zero to determine if the
file open command succeeded or failed (fopen() returns NULL (0) on any error opening the file). Any numeric
operations (addition, subtraction) are flagged as invalid.

The special file pointers stdin, stdout, and stderr appear functionally to exist as constants and may be used as
fileptr arguments directly. However, they are not really constants and cannot be directly evaluated in any form.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "a")

GENPLOT: if (! funit) printf "ERROR: File failed to open" goto CantWorkNow

GENPLOT: eval funit

funit is a file handle: 781C1C58 (eof=0) (error=0)

GENPLOT: eval funit+1

(GVParse) Variable is not a string or simple function definition

funit <--> +1

Unable to parse expression: funit+1

GENPLOT: if (funit == 0x781C1C58) echo You have guessed the correct value

You have guessed the correct value

GENPLOT:

2.5 Function definitions

The function variable type is created and set using the define command, allocating a structure containing
both the initial defition with the dummy variable names and an internal structure format containg replaceable
arguments for evaluation. The syntax of the define command is

define [#]name( [ [# | *]arg1 [, ... ]] ) = definition

which in its simplest form reduces to

define name( [arg1 [, arg2 [, ... ]]] ) = definition

Functions may be defined with any number of arguments, including zero (essentially then referencing only variables
that already exist). The arguments listed in the function declaration and definition are just dummy arguments
which are independent of any actual variables otherwise created. At evaluation time, these are replaced by the
value of the expression in the corresponding position of the function call. Any other variables used in the definition
of the function must exist prior to evaluation of the function. As all numeric arguments are equivalent to the
function evaluator, there is no type specifier for any numeric arguments.

In the definition
define v(t,x) = sin(2*pi*x/L)*exp(-t/tau)

the variables t and r are dummy variables while L and tau reference existing variables. Dummy variables
may be of any length permitting “self-documenting” function definitions to be written. The above might more
appropriately been written as

define v(time,position) = sin(2*pi*position/L)*exp(-time/tau).
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While all numeric parameters are equivalent, string and numeric parameters are distinct. To indicate that an
argument will be a string value, it should be prefixed with a # character in the function declaration (but not in
the function definition). Similarly, the function name itself should be prefixed with a # character to indicate that
the function will return a string value rather than a numeric result. The # character is only a type indicator and
is stripped from the definition. Hence

define #addtext(#var1,n) = concat("And we go ", strip(copies(var1,n)))

would be called as addtext(" here ", 1) resulting in the string And we go here.

Dummy arguments are computed only once for each function call, and substituted for their corresponding variables
in the function definition as the corresponding string or numeric result.

The * prefix character to an argument indicates that it should be considered as direct “text” replacement in the
function definition, and should be interpreted then at evaluation time. Essentially the dummy argument becomes
replacable text as if the text of the argument (as characters) had been typed at the corresponding location in the
function definition. This is a literal substitution with no implied parenthesis, and is applied to every occurance
of the dummy variable in the definition. This allows compound variable structures such as curve:y or array[7] to
be part of the function definition. For example,

define f(x,*ar) = ar[0]+ar[1]*x+ar[2]*x^2

defines a polynomial expression using coefficients from an array that is an argument to the function. f(7,c1)

would essentially be equivalent to c1[0]+c1[1]*7+c1[2]*7^2.

For functions of zero arguments, parenthesis in the function call are optional with delta t() and delta t being
synonymous. In all other cases, all of the arguments are required and an error is flagged for invalid number or
type of arguments.

If the name of a function (of non-zero number of arguments) is used alone without parentheses, then it is
interpreted as a read-only string variable with a value equal to the original function definition, including the
dummy arguments. printf "%s" rlen will print the original definition of the function rlen (equivalent to the
listvar -f command). This is often useful to “draw” the defining equation on a graph.

Examples:

setv -integer t_start = time()

define delta\_t() = time()-t_start

define f(x) = a*sin(x)+b*cos(x)

define g(x,a,b) = a*sin(x)+b*cos(x)

define rlen(x,#name) = x*strlen(name)

define #fname(#name,nmax) = substr(name, pos("","", name)+2, nmax)

fname("Thompson, Mike", 10) returns "Mike"

define poly_eval(x,*ar) = ar[0]+ar[1]*x+ar[2]*x^2

define range(*c) = @max(c:y)-@min(c:y)

define end_phase(x,*c,*a,j) = sin(x+c:npt*a[j])

2.6 Functions operating on arrays and curves

Built-in functions beginning with the @ character take one or more arrays, curves or surfaces as their arguments.
Many of these are statistical operations returning the average, standard deviation, or higher moments of an array,
including @ave(), @absavg(), @sdev(), @sdom(), @median(), and @range(). Others (@integral()) return the
numerical integral of a curve (simple trapezoidal integration) or the correlation between two arrays of a curve
(@correlate()).

As some of these functions can involve considerable computational effort (@median()), they are evaluated at “parse
time” rather than during the “expression evaluation” where possible. For vector assignment evalutions such as
let y = ..., this can dramatically reduces the time required. However, if optional parameters are specified
(such as limiting the range for an integral), the evaluation is instead done at evalution time and repeated for each
element of a vector assignment.
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2.7 Functions of functions

Several functions take other functions as arguments. These include the solve(), integrate(), dydx(), sum()
and prod() functions. In each case, the function specified is of a dummy argument which is, by default, x for
the solve, integrate and dydx functions, and i for the sum and prod functions. However, any other dummy
argument may be specified.

Using the integrate() as an example, integrate(sin(x),0,pi) assumes the default dummy variable and

performs the integral

∫ π

0

sin(x) dx. The same numeric result is obtained changing to t as the dummy variable

by specifying integrate(sin(t)|t,0,pi) which is equivalent to

∫ π

0

sin(t) dt. The construct |t specifies that the

dummy variable is to be t instead of the default variable. Any variable name may be specified as the default, not
just single letters. integrate(sin(theta)|theta,0,pi) is yet again equivalent.

For the continued sum and product, it is more common to change the dummy variable from i to j or n.

Use of alternate dummy variables is often necessary to avoid ambiguity. The integral

∫ x

0

sin(x) dx is clearly

understood by a human with the x in sin(x) and dx recognized as a dummy variable while the x in the upper
limit of the integral is a parameter. However, it is not as easy for dumb computers. Even in clean math texts, such

ambiguity is avoided by using the form

∫ x

0

sin(x′) dx′ where the dummy variable x′ is intentionally introduced

distinct for x.

2.8 Caveats and Exclusions, If, and, or and buts ...

There are always a few special cases where some decision must be made. These are enumerated here for com-
pleteness where known. You have been warned.

lngamma() For positive arguments, Γ(x) is always a positive value. However, for negative argu-
ments Γ(x) periodically reverses sign. Rather than return an error with lngamma(),
in real calculation mode the function returns ln

∣∣Γ(x)
∣∣. However, when in the com-

plex evaluation mode, the log of a negative value is well defined and the lngamma()

returns just lnΓ(z).

3 Built-in Function Reference

3.1 Pre-defined constants

The function evaluator includes the following pre-defined constants which may be used freely. You can redefine
these names, but it is highly discouraged.
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e 2.71828. . .
pi 3.14159. . .
i In vector mode, the variable i refers to the specific element of the array currently

being evaluated. This can be used to reference a specific point relative to the current
point. For example let x = x[i]-x[max(0,i-1)] will replace the x vector with
the difference between adjoining points. For scalar evaluations, i=0.

j imaginary number
√
−1

REAL MIN smallest magnitude value that can be represented as a real value (with full precision)
REAL MAX largest magnitude value that can be represented as a real value
SEEK SET Constant to set specific file position with fseek() function
SEEK CUR Constant to set relative to current file position with fseek() function
SEEK END Constant to set relative to the end of the file with fseek() function
O APPEND Constant for fopen() specifying append mode
O BINARY Constant for fopen() specifying binary mode
O CREAT Constant for fopen() specifying that file should be created if not already existing
O RDONLY Constant for fopen() specifying read-only open mode
O RDWR Constant for fopen() specifying read-write open mode
O TEXT Constant for fopen() specifying text (ASCII) mode
O TRUNC Constant for fopen() specifying that file should be truncated if it already exists
O WRONLY Constant for fopen() specifying that file should be write only
S IWRITE Constant for open() specifying write access to a low level file handle
S IREAD Constant for open() specifying read access to a low level file handle

3.2 Alphabetical function list

This is a simple alphabetical listing of all the functions (excluding constants) that are recognized by Genplot.
Like everything else, this list is only valid as of the date this documentation was last updated. The full list may
be obtained operationally using the eval -names command.

@3d nearest @absavg @absmax @absmin @abssum @ave
@average @avg @correlate @count @covar @covariance
@f test @index @integral @integrate @kurt @kurtosis
@max @mean @median @min @nearest @pdf ave
@pdf average @pdf avg @pdf kurt @pdf kurtosis @pdf mean @pdf median
@pdf rms @pdf sdev @pdf skew @pdf skewness @pdf std @pdf stddev
@pdf stdev @pdf var @pdf variance @pintegral @pintegrate @range
@rms @sdev @sdom @skew @span @skewness
@std @stddev @stdev @sum @t test @td test
@u test @var @variance @wabsavg @wave @waverage
@wavg @wmean @wsdom @wsigma @wstd @wstddev
@wstdev @wvar @wvariance @z test @zintegral @zinterp
close creat eof get baud get timeout lseek
open open comx query read set baud set timeout
tell write abbrev abs acos acosd

acosh acot acotd acoth acsch arccos
arccosd arccot arccotd arcosh arcoth arcsch
arcsin arcsind arctan arctan2 arctan2d arctand
arg arsech arsinh artanh asctime asech
asin asind asinh atan atan2 atan2d
atand atanh atof atoi atol ave
average avg base2int beep beta betai
betai Ix bin2hex bin2int binomial bitand bitor
bitxor cd ceil center centre char
chdir cheby clock compare concat conj
copies cos cosd cosh cot cotd
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coth count csch ctime cwd d2x
ddspln ddspln2 delstr delword digamma double2hex
dpoly drand drand48 dspln dspln2 dydx
edgeworth erf erfc erfci erfi exists
exp exponent f test fabs fact fclose
feof ferror fflush fgetc fgets filedate
filesize filetime float2hex floor fmod fopen
fprintf fputc fputs frac fseek ftell
fullpath gamma gauss gaussian gaussn getenv
gnoise hex2bin hex2double hex2float hex2int hex2real
hexand hexor hexxor hv$ ichar imag
index insert int int2base int2bin int2hex
int2oct integral integrate isalnum isalpha isatof
isatoi iscntrl isdigit isdir isfile isgraph
islower ispln isprint ispunct isspace isvar
isupper isxdigit j0 j1 jn justify
lastpos ldexp left length LexChkToken LexEqual
LexGetToken LexGetTokenP limit ln lnbeta lnerfc
lngamma log lorentz lorentzian lowcase lowercase
lrand lrand48 m1n magn magn mantissa
max mean median min mkdir mod
mrand mrand48 mv ndtr ndtri nint
oct2int overlay p chi pclose poisson poly
popen pos pow printf prod pwd
q chi rainbow rand random real real2hex
rename reverse RGB RGB color right rm
rmdir rnd rnd drand rnd erlang rnd exponential rnd iuniform
rnd lognormal rnd lrand rnd normal rnd seed rnd triangle rnd uniform
rnd weibull round sdev sech sign sin
sind sinh sizeof solve space spline
spline2 sprintf sqrt srand srand48 std
stddev stdev strcat strcmp strcspn sdom
strftime stricmp strip strlen strnblen strncmp
strnicmp strnlen strspn strtol substr subword
sum t test tan tand tanh time
timer time2double time2float tn tolower toupper
translate typeof unlink upcase uppercase verify
weibull word wordindex wordlength wordpos words
x2d xrange y0 y1 yn

3.3 Function List by Usage

The list of all intrinsic functions, sorted into several categories, can be obtained using the eval -list command.
Not all functions are available in all implementations, but this list will always be complete and valid for the
current executable (generated directly from the list used to parse expressions).

Constants
e pi i j REAL MIN REAL MAX
SEEK SET SEEK CUR SEEK END O APPEND O BINARY O CREAT
O RDONLY O RDWR O TEXT O TRUNC O WRONLY S IWRITE
S IREAD
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Basic functions
abs fabs magn sign min max
ave avg average mean std sdev
stdev stddev median count limit int
sdom
nint frac ceil floor mod fmod
mantissa exponent m1n real imag conj
arg ln log exp sqrt pow
fact gamma lngamma digamma ldexp round
Trigometric functions
sin cos tan cot sind cosd
tand cotd asin acos atan acot
atan2 asind acosd atand acotd atan2d
arcsin arccos arctan arccot arctan2 arcsind
arccosd arctand arccotd arctan2d sinh cosh
tanh sech csch coth asinh acosh
atanh asech acsch acoth arsinh arcosh
artanh arsech arcsch arcoth
Special functions
j0 j1 jn y0 y1 yn
erf erfc erfi erfci lnerfc hv$
tn @index time clock timer RGB
rainbow RGB color
Polynomial functions
spline ispln dspln ddspln spline2 dspln2
ddspln2 poly dpoly cheby
Conversion functions
atof isatof atoi atol isatoi strtol
x2d d2x int2hex hex2int int2bin bin2int
int2oct oct2int int2base base2int hex2bin bin2hex
float2hex hex2float real2hex hex2real double2hex hex2double
time2float time2double bitor bitand bitxor hexor
hexand hexxor
Function of functions
solve dydx integral integrate sum prod
Random number generators
rnd rand srand gnoise drand48 lrand48
mrand48 srand48 drand lrand mrand
rnd erlang rnd exponential rnd iuniform rnd lognormal rnd normal
rnd triangle rnd uniform rnd weibull
Statistical functions
ndtr ndtri binomial edgeworth gauss gaussian
gauss lorentz lorentzian poisson weibull beta
lnbeta betai betai Ix t test f test p chi
q chi @z test @t test @td test @u test @f test
@min @max @sum @ave @avg @average
@mean @median @count @variance @var @covariance
@covar @std @sdev @stdev @stddev @sdom
@rms @skew @kurt @range @span @absmin
@skewness @kurtosis
@absmax @abssum @absavg @wmean @wave @wavg
@waverage @wsigma @wvariance @wvar @wstd @wstdev
@wstddev @wsdom @wabsavg @integral @integrate @correlate
@pdf ave @pdf average @pdf avg @pdf kurt @pdf kurtosis @pdf mean
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@pdf median @pdf rms @pdf sdev @pdf skew @pdf skewness @pdf std
@pdf stddev @pdf stdev @pdf var @pdf variance @pintegral @pintegrate
@nearest @3d nearest @zinterp @zintegral
Variable monitoring
sizeof typeof exists isvar
String and character functions
ctime asctime strftime sprintf
isalnum isalpha iscntrl isdigit isgraph islower
isprint ispunct isspace isupper isxdigit
tolower toupper
strcmp stricmp strncmp strnicmp strlen strnlen
strnblen strspn strcspn
ichar char getenv LexEqual
strcat concat upcase uppercase lowcase lowercase
LexGetToken LexGetTokenP LexChkToken
REXX string functions
abbrev center centre compare copies delstr
delword index insert justify lastpos left
length overlay pos reverse right space
strip substr subword translate verify word
wordindex wordlength wordpos words xrange
File manipulation functions
isfile isdir filedate filetime filesize fullpath
pwd cwd fopen popen fclose pclose
feof ferror fflush ftell fseek fgetc
fgets fputc fputs fprintf printf open
creat close write read query lseek
eof tell open comx set baud get baud set timeout
get timeout

OS (operating system) functions
beep chdir cd mkdir rmdir rm
unlink mv rename

3.4 Rexx-like String Functions

Quite powerful string manipulation can be programmed using functions that are modeled after the IBM Rexx
language, listed as REXX String Functions in Genplot. Their syntax and behavior were modeled based on the
documentation found at http://publib.boulder.ibm.com.

However, almost all of the functions have slight differences due to the way that arrays are indexed in Genplot
versus that in Fortran and other languages. Genplot follows the C-language standard whereby arrays are
indexed such that the first entry is element zero. In Fortran, arrays are indexed such that the first entry is
element one. In Genplot, the index() function will return 0 to indicate the first character of the string and a
-1 to indicate that the substring was not found. In real Rexx, the same function would return 1 for the first
character and a value 0 on error.

It is an intentional design choice to implement these functions based on the 0 indexing standard. This was done
to be consistent with all other indexing of arrays through the rest of the program (following the C language
standard). This applies both to character position and word positions (word 0 is the first word in a text string).

While the IBM standard language was used as a guide, there are several instances where the behavior of the
Genplot Rexx functions differ from that of the IBM standard. The full list of Rexx functions, their function,
and any differences are listed in the table below. Many of these functions have one or more optional parameters
to modify their behavior. See the detailed description of each function for specifics.
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Function Usage Notes
abbrev compare strings for equivalence Rexx returns a value of 0 or 1 corresponding to

whether the strings are valid abbreviations. Gen-
plot returns 0,1 or 2 with 2 indicating a perfect
match.

center center text in string
centre center text in string For our Canadian, British and related friends
compare compare if two strings are equal
copies duplicate a string n times
delstr delete a substring
delword delete one or more words
index locate a substring
insert insert a substring In Genplot, the start parameter indicates the

position where the inserted text will begin. In
Rexx, it identified the position that the text
would follow. Specifying the first position of the
inserted substring just makes more sense, and
avoids having to specify -1 to put it at the be-
ginning.

justify left/right justify a string
lastpos find last occurance of a string Versions of Genplot prior to 7/2011 implemented

the start parameter incorrectly
left left substring of the text
length number of characters in a string
overlay overaly one string atop another
pos locate a substring
reverse reverse the string order
right right substring of the text
space evenly space words in a string
strip strip leading/trailing char
substr extract a substring
subword extract one or more words
translate exchange chars for alternates
verify verify string contains chars
word extract one word from a string Any whitespace is considered a separator for words

in Genplot. In Rexx, the behavior unclear and
it is possible that only spaces are considered.

wordindex position in string of a word
wordlength length of a word in a string
wordpos position of specific word
words number of words in a string
xrange make string of sequential chars Substantial differences if end < start. Genplot

always creates a string containing the charac-
ters between the limits without wrapping around
through 0. Rexx always increments from start

through end. See the function documentation for
more detail.

Users familiar with Rexx will need to continuously remain aware of these differences.
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3.5 Function Reference

This section lists all of the internal functions alphabetically, including those that are synonymous with equivalent
functions. The required and optional arguments and their types (string, integer, real) are listed as well as the
resulting data type.

For integer arguments, real value expressions are generally truncated, but may use the nint() function. If the
value is not expected to be exact, use int() or nint() as necessary.

Many functions accept complex number arguments but use only the real part. If the function specifies an argument
such as z, then the function fully implements the corresponding complex function.

The evaluation of an expression occurs normally in two steps – a parse step that scans the expression resulting in
pseudocode and an evaluation step. For a few functions (primarily the array operations), the evaluation is done
at parse time for efficiency. For example, @median(ar) is an computationally expensive operation for extremely
large arrays but always has the same value. This evaluation is done at parse time and is replaced with the load of
a single value. The equivalent function @median(ar,i1,i2) cannot be evaluated at parse time since the values
of i1 and i2 are not necessarily known. Consequently this evaluation must be performed once for each point.
Functions which are evaluated at parse time are identified in their descriptions.

3.5.1 @3d nearest

Usage: @3d nearest(cv, x,y,z)

Inputs: cv 3D curve Data set to be searched
x,y,z real Coordinates

Returns: integer Index of closest point

The @3d nearest(cv,x,y,z) function returns the index of the point in the 3D curve cv that is closest in Euclidean
distance to the specified x, y, z triple. This point number is also stored as the $i variable. This is the 3D equivalent
to the 2D @nearest(cv,x,y) function.

Related functions: @nearest(cv,x,y)

3.5.2 @absavg

Usage: @absavg(ar [,il,ih])

@absavg(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average of the absolute value of the array elements

The @absavg(ar) returns the average of the absolute values of the array entries. Invoked without the optional
index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values
during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters
defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:
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3.5.3 @absmax

Usage: @absmax(ar [,il,ih])

@absmax(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Maximum of the absolute value of the array elements

The @absmax(ar) returns the maximum of the absolute values of the array entries. Invoked without the optional
index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values
during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters
defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The function sets the variable $i to the index of the point where the maximum was found. This value is relative
to the starting point of the search so will be located at ar[$i+il] for a limited search.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:

3.5.4 @absmin

Usage: @absmin(ar [,il,ih])

@absmin(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Minimum of the absolute value of the array elements

The @absmin(ar) returns the minimum of the absolute values of the array entries. Invoked without the optional
index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values
during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters
defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The function sets the variable $i to the index of the point where the minimum was found. This value is relative
to the starting point of the search so will be located at ar[$i+il] for a limited search.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:
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3.5.5 @abssum

Usage: @abssum(ar [,il,ih])

@abssum(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Sum of the absolute value of the array elements

The @absmax(ar) returns the sum of the absolute values of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index
range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during
evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters
defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:

3.5.6 @ave

Usage: @ave(ar [,il,ih])

@ave(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average value of the array elements

The @ave(ar) returns the average value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @ave(ar), @average(ar), @avg(ar) and @mean(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:
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3.5.7 @average

Usage: @average(ar [,il,ih])

@average(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average value of the array elements

The @average(ar) returns the average value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @ave(ar), @average(ar), @avg(ar) and @mean(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.8 @avg

Usage: @avg(ar [,il,ih])

@avg(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average value of the array elements

The @avg(ar) returns the average value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @ave(ar), @average(ar), @avg(ar) and @mean(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:
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3.5.9 @correlate

Usage: @correlate(cv)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve of y versus x
Returns: real Conventional correlation coefficient r

The @correlate(cv) returns the tranditional correlation coefficient r for the 2D curve, defined for a dataset of
n points as

r = ±
√
mm′ =

n
∑
xy −

∑
x
∑
y

[n
∑
x2 − (

∑
x)2]1/2[n

∑
y2 − (

∑
y)2]1/2

where m is the slope of the linear regression fit of x versus y, and m′ is the slope of the linear regression fit for y
versus x. In the case of perfect correlation, m′ = 1/m and the correlation is |r| = 1. If the data are completely
uncorrelated, then the value is zero. The sign is determined by whether the data exhibit positive correlation
(increase in x implies an increase in y), or negative correlation (an increase in x implies a decrease in y).

The parameter cv may be replaced by $plot to obtain the correlation coefficient for the current main curve. The
command is always evaluated at parse time and uses the full dataset.

The correlation value should be used with care. Typically the statistic is used to test a Null Hypothesis that the
variables are uncorrelated. Rejection of this hypothesis depends as much on the sample size as the correlation
coefficient. The statistic

t = r

√
n− 2

1− r2

has the Student’s t distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom, and the two sided distribution is normally used.
Thus the hypothesis can be rejected if the value of this statistic is less than −tn−2,α/2 or greater than tn−2,α/2.
Unfortunately, seldom is this statistic properly used – almost certainly a fault of Excel’s ability to put the value
on a chart with a linear regression fit.

The proper statistical treatment should use the t test(t,n) function to test the correlation value. This function
gives the probability that a random sample from the Student’s t distribution will have a value between −t and +t.
Using these definitions, the function defined as c in this code example gives the confidence interval for rejecting
the Null Hypothesis.

GENPLOT: define t(r,n) = abs(r)*sqrt((n-2)/(1-r^2))

GENPLOT: define c(r,n) = t_test(t(r,n),n-2)

GENPLOT: create y = x -points 10

GENPLOT: let x = rnd() let y = rnd()

GENPLOT: eval c(@correlate($plot),npt)

Value: 0.43414577 = c(@correlate($plot),npt)

GENPLOT: create y = x+0.3*ndtri(rnd()) -range 0 1 -points 10

GENPLOT: eval c(@correlate($plot),npt)

Value: 0.989415 = c(@correlate($plot),npt)

GENPLOT:

In the first case, the value of 43% indicates that the Null Hypothesis cannot be rejected and we must accept
the possibility that the two variables are uncorrelated. In the second case, we can reject the Null Hypothesis at
almost 99% confidence level.

Related functions:
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3.5.10 @count

Usage: @count(ar [,il,ih])

@count(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Number of entries in the array or range

The @count(ar) returns the number of items in the array. It is included as an analog to the moments of the
distribution @mean(ar), @stdev(ar), @skew(ar) and @kurt(ar). However, numerically it is equivalent to ar:npt.
With the optional parameters il and ih, returns ih-il+1 where both are restricted to valid parameters for the
array.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:

3.5.11 @covar

Usage: @covar(ar1, ar2 [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar1 real array First array
ar2 real array Second array
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Covariance of the two arrays

The @covar(ar1,ar2) returns the covariance of the two arrays. The covariance of n pairs is defined as

sxy =
1

n− 1

∑
[(x− x̄)(y − ȳ)]

where x̄ and ȳ are the mean of the x and y arrays.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The functions @covar(ar1,ar2) and @covariance(ar1,ar2) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.12 @covariance

Usage: @covariance(ar1, ar2 [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar1 real array First array
ar2 real array Second array
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Covariance of the two arrays
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The @covariance(ar1,ar2) returns the covariance of the two arrays. The covariance of n pairs is defined as

sxy =
1

n− 1

∑
[(x− x̄)(y − ȳ)]

where x̄ and ȳ are the mean of the x and y arrays.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The functions @covar(ar1,ar2) and @covariance(ar1,ar2) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.13 @f test

Usage: @f test(ar1, ar2)

Inputs: ar1 real array Set of measurements (numerator)
ar2 real array Set of measurements (denominator)

Returns: real Probability of observing F greater than computed

The F-test, from the F-distribution, is used to compare the variance of normally distributed populations, especially
as part of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The function @f test(ar1,ar2) returns the upper tail probability
that an F -statistic greater than that actually computed would be observed from random samples. The first
element ar1 is the numerator with ν1 degrees of freedom while ar2 is the denominator with ν2 degrees of freedom.
The F -statistic is the ratio of the observed variance for the two arrays and the function returns the upper tail
probability that a value this large or larger would have been observed. This is in contrast to the @t test and
@z test which return the probability for less than or equal to the statistic.

The function is numerically equal to f test(@var(ar1)/@var(ar2),ar1:npt-1,ar2:npt-1).

Related functions: f test, @t test, @f test

3.5.14 @index

Usage: @index(ar,x)

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
x real Value to find

Returns: integer Index of first point where ar[i] ≥ x, or -1 if none found

The @index(ar,x) is typically used to locate a value within a sorted set of numbers. It returns the index of the
first point in the data set where the value of the array is greater than or equal to the test value. Except for the
case where the value is less than the first point, the array will satisfy the condition ar[i− 1] < x ≤ ar[i] where i
is the value returned by the @index function.

Related functions:

3.5.15 @integral

Usage: @integral(cv)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve of y versus x
Returns: real Estimate of the integral of the curve

The @integral(cv) numerically integrates the dataset using the trapezoidal rule. There is no requirement that
the dataset be strictly sorted and the function simply returns the sum corresponding to the trapezoidal rule∫

y dx ≈
n−1∑
i=1

(
y[i− 1] + y[i]

2

)
(x[i]− x[i− 1])
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The parameter cv may be replaced by $plot to obtain the integral of the current main curve. The command is
always evaluated at parse time and uses the full dataset.

The functions @integral(cv) and @integrate(cv) are synonymous.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin^2(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 200

GENPLOT: eval @integral($plot)/(2*pi)

Value: 0.5 = @integral($plot)/(2*pi)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @pintegrate, @pintegral, @zintegral

3.5.16 @integrate

Usage: @integrate(cv)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve of y versus x
Returns: real Estimate of the integral of the curve

The @integrate(cv) numerically integrates the dataset using the trapezoidal rule. There is no requirement that
the dataset be strictly sorted and the function simply returns the sum∫

y dx ≈
n−1∑
i=1

(
y[i− 1] + y[i]

2

)
(x[i]− x[i− 1])

The parameter cv may be replaced by $plot to obtain the correlation coefficient for the current main curve. The
command is always evaluated at parse time and uses the full dataset.

The functions @integral(cv) and @integrate(cv) are synonymous.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x)^2 -range 0 2*pi -points 200

GENPLOT: eval @integral($plot)/(2*pi)

Value: 0.5 = @integral($plot)/(2*pi)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @pintegrate, @pintegral, @zintegral

3.5.17 @kurt, @kurtosis

Usage: @kurt(ar [,il,ih])

@kurtosis(ar [,il,ih])

@kurt(cv [,xl,xh])

@kurtosis(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Estimate of the excess kurtosis of the distribution
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The @kurt(ar) returns the excess kurtosis (beyond a Gaussian) of an array of values. This is the fourth moment
of the distribution corresponding to the first moment (mean), second moment (standard deviation), and the third
moment (skewness). The estimate for the kurtosis from a finite set of values from the distribution is given by

G2 =
(n+ 1)n

(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)

∑(
x− x̄
sx

)4

− 3
(n− 1)2

(n− 2)(n− 3)

where x̄ is the mean and sx is the standard deviation of the sample. The second term (≈ −3) subtracts off
the kurtosis expected for a Gaussian, thus giving the concept of the “excess” kurtosis. Positive excess kurtosis
corresponds to a distribution more peaked with wider tails compared to a Gaussian while negative excess kurtosis
corresponds to a less peaked distribution with narrower tails.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions: mean(ar), stdev(ar) and skew(ar)

3.5.18 @max

Usage: @max(ar [,il,ih])

@max(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Maximum entry of the array elements

The @max(ar) returns the maximum value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The function sets the variable $i to the index of the point where the maximum was found. This value is relative
to the starting point of the search so will be located at ar[$i+il] for a limited search.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:
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3.5.19 @mean

Usage: @mean(ar [,il,ih])

@mean(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average value of the array elements

The @mean(ar) returns the average value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @ave(ar), @average(ar), @avg(ar) and @mean(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.20 @median

Usage: @median(ar [,il,ih])

@median(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Median (half above and half below) value of the array

The @median(ar) searches the array for the value where half of the entries are greater and half of the entries are
less. If the median is a specific point, its value is returned. If the median lies between two values, the average of
the two values is returned. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time
and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched
can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default,
the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:
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3.5.21 @min

Usage: @min(ar [,il,ih])

@min(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Minimum entry of the array elements

The @min(ar) returns the maximum value of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this
command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation.
The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the
inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The function sets the variable $i to the index of the point where the minimum was found. This value is relative
to the starting point of the search so will be located at ar[$i+il] for a limited search.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:

3.5.22 @nearest

Usage: @nearest(cv, x,y)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Data set to be searched
x,y real Coordinates

Returns: integer Index of closest point

The @nearest(cv,x,y,z) function returns the index of the point in the 2D curve cv that is closest in Euclidean
distance to the specified x, y pair. This point number is also stored as the $i variable. This is the 2D equivalent
to the 3D @3D nearest(cv,x,y) function.

Related functions: @3D nearest(cv,x,y)

3.5.23 @pdf ave, @pdf average, @pdf avg

Usage: @pdf ave(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf average(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf avg(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf mean(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average of the curve probability distribution function

The @pdf ave(cv) (and equivalent) function returns the mean expectation value of the probability distribution
function represented by the curve histogram. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at
parse time and will not be affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments,
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the curve is assumed to be sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified
range. By default, the entire curve is used.

The mean expectation value of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

〈x〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

x p(x) dx∫ ∞
−∞

p(x) dx

where the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal integration of the specified curve. Use $plot to evaluate the
main (default) curve.

The function @pdf mean(cv) is also synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.24 @pdf kurt, @pdf kurtosis

Usage: @pdf kurt(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf kurtosis(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Excess kurtosis of the curve probability distribution function

The @pdf kurt(cv) and @pdf kurtosis(cv) functions returns the excess kurtosis (beyond a Gaussian) of the
probability distribution function represented by the curve histogram. This is the fourth moment of the distribution
corresponding to the first moment (mean), second moment (standard deviation), and the third moment (skewness).
Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes
in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve is assumed to be sorted in the X array
and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified range. By default, the entire curve is used.

The excess kurtosis of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

γ2 =

∫ ∞
−∞

[
x− 〈x〉
σ

]4
p(x) dx∫ ∞

−∞
p(x) dx

− 3

where 〈x〉 is the expectation value of x, σ is the standard deviation of the distribution, and the integrals are
approximated by trapezoidal integration of the specified curve. Subtraction of 3 from the moment gives an excess
kurtosis of zero for the Gaussian probability distribution. Positive excess kurtosis corresponds to a distribution
more peaked with wider tails compared to a Gaussian while negative excess kurtosis corresponds to a less peaked
distribution with narrower tails.

Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions: @pdf mean(cv), @pdf stdev(cv) and @pdf skew(cv)

3.5.25 @pdf mean

Usage: @pdf mean(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Average of the curve probability distribution function
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The @pdf ave(cv) (and equivalent) function returns the mean expectation value of the probability distribution
function represented by the curve histogram. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at
parse time and will not be affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments,
the curve is assumed to be sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified
range. By default, the entire curve is used.

The mean expectation value of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

〈x〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

x p(x) dx∫ ∞
−∞

p(x) dx

where the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal integration of the specified curve. Use $plot to evaluate the
main (default) curve.

The functions @pdf ave(cv), @pdf average(cv), @pdf avg(cv) and @pdf mean(cv) are all synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.26 @pdf median

Usage: @pdf median(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Median of the curve probability distribution function

The @pdf median(cv) function returns the median value of x for the probability distribution function represented
by the curve histogram. This is the value where the cummulative probability distribution function (integral of the
pdf) has the value of 0.5. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will
not be affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve is assumed
to be sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified range. By default,
the entire curve is used.

The mean is of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as the value x which satisfies
the expression

0.5 =

∫ x

−∞
p(x) dx∫ ∞

−∞
p(x) dx

Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions:

3.5.27 @pdf sdev, @pdf rms

Usage: @pdf sdev(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf rms(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation of the curve probability distribution function
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The functions @pdf sdev(cv), @pdf rms(cv), @pdf std(cv), @pdf stddev(cv) and @pdf stdev(cv) all return
the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the probability distribution function represented by the
curve histogram. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be
affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve is assumed to be
sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified range. By default, the
entire curve is used.

The standard deviation σ of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

σ =

√√√√√√√
∫ ∞
−∞

(x− 〈x〉)2 p(x) dx∫ ∞
−∞

p(x) dx

where 〈x〉 is the expectation value of x and the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal integration of the
specified curve. Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions:

3.5.28 @pdf skew, @pdf skewness

Usage: @pdf skew(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf skewneww(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Skewness of the curve probability distribution function

The @pdf skew(cv) and @pdf skewness(cv) functions returns the skewness of the probability distribution func-
tion represented by the curve histogram. This is the third moment of the distribution corresponding to the first
moment (mean), second moment (standard deviation), and the fourth moment (kurtosis). Invoked without the
optional range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the curve values
during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve is assumed to be sorted in the X array and the evaluation
will be limited to points within the specified range. By default, the entire curve is used.

The skewness of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

γ1 =

∫ ∞
−∞

[
x− 〈x〉
σ

]3
p(x) dx∫ ∞

−∞
p(x) dx

where 〈x〉 is the expectation value of x, σ is the standard deviation of the distribution, and the integrals are
approximated by trapezoidal integration of the specified curve. Positive and negative skewness correspond to
shifts of the distribution above or below the mean respectively.

Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions: @pdf mean(cv), @pdf stdev(cv) and @pdf kurt(cv)
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3.5.29 @pdf std, @pdf stddev, @pdf stdev

Usage: @pdf std(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf stddev(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf stdev(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation of the curve probability distribution function

The functions @pdf sdev(cv), @pdf rms(cv), @pdf std(cv), @pdf stddev(cv) and @pdf stdev(cv) all return
the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the probability distribution function represented by the
curve histogram. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be
affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve is assumed to be
sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified range. By default, the
entire curve is used.

The standard deviation σ of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

σ =

√√√√√√√
∫ ∞
−∞

(x− 〈x〉)2 p(x) dx∫ ∞
−∞

p(x) dx

where 〈x〉 is the expectation value of x and the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal integration of the
specified curve. Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions:

3.5.30 @pdf var, @pdf variance

Usage: @pdf var(cv [,xl,xh])

@pdf variance(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve representing probability distribution histogram (PDF)
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Variance of the curve probability distribution function

The functions @pdf var(cv), @pdf variance(cv) return the variance of the probability distribution function
represented by the curve histogram. Invoked without the optional range, this command is evaluated at parse
time and will not be affected by changes in the curve values during evaluation. Invoked with arguments, the curve
is assumed to be sorted in the X array and the evaluation will be limited to points within the specified range. By
default, the entire curve is used.

The variance σ2 of an un-normalized probability distribution function p(x) is defined as

σ2 =

∫ ∞
−∞

(x− 〈x〉)2 p(x) dx∫ ∞
−∞

p(x) dx

where 〈x〉 is the expectation value of x and the integrals are approximated by trapezoidal integration of the
specified curve. Use $plot to evaluate the main (default) curve.

Related functions:
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3.5.31 @pintegral

Usage: @pintegral(cv,xl,xh)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve of y versus x
xl real Lower limit for integral
xh real Upper limit for integral

Returns: real Estimate of the integral of the curve

The @pintegral(cv,xl,xh) numerically integrates the dataset using the trapezoidal rule but only for sample
points contained within the specified range. There is no requirement that the dataset be strictly sorted. This
function is meant to only correct the “edges” of an integral and will not be accurate if too few points lie within
the specific range of the integral.

The parameter cv may be replaced by $plot to obtain the correlation coefficient for the current main curve. The
command is always evaluated at parse time and uses the full dataset.

The functions @pintegral(cv,xl,xh) and @pintegrate(cv,xl,xh) are synonymous.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x)^2 -range -pi 3*pi -points 200

GENPLOT: eval @pintegral($plot,0,2*pi)/(2*pi)

Value: 0.5000025 = @pintegral($plot,0,2*pi)/(2*pi)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @integrate, @integral, @zintegral

3.5.32 @pintegrate

Usage: @pintegrate(cv,xl,xh)

Inputs: cv 2D curve Curve of y versus x
xl real Lower limit for integral
xh real Upper limit for integral

Returns: real Estimate of the integral of the curve

The @pintegrate(cv,xl,xh) numerically integrates the dataset using the trapezoidal rule but only for sample
points contained within the specified range. There is no requirement that the dataset be strictly sorted. This
function is meant to only correct the “edges” of an integral and will not be accurate if too few points lie within
the specific range of the integral.

The parameter cv may be replaced by $plot to obtain the correlation coefficient for the current main curve. The
command is always evaluated at parse time and uses the full dataset.

The functions @pintegral(cv,xl,xh) and @pintegrate(cv,xl,xh) are synonymous.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x)^2 -range -pi 3*pi -points 200

GENPLOT: eval @pintegral($plot,0,2*pi)/(2*pi)

Value: 0.5000025 = @pintegral($plot,0,2*pi)/(2*pi)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @integrate, @integral, @zintegral
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3.5.33 @range

Usage: @range(ar [,il,ih])

@range(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Range of the array elements (max-min)

The @range(ar) returns the extent of the data in the array, essentially the maximum of the elements minus the
minimum of the elements. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time
and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched
can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default,
the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @range(ar) and @span(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.34 @rms

Usage: @rms(ar [,il,ih])

@rms(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation (rms) of the array elements

The @rms(ar) returns the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the array entries. Invoked without
the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the
array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and
ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @rms(ar), @sdev(ar), @std(ar), @stddev(ar) and @stdev(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:
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3.5.35 @sdev

Usage: @sdev(ar [,il,ih])

@sdev(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation (rms) of the array elements

The @sdev(ar) returns the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the array entries. Invoked without
the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the
array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and
ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @rms(ar), @sdev(ar), @std(ar), @stddev(ar) and @stdev(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.36 @sdom

Usage: @sdom(ar [,il,ih])

@sdom(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation of the mean of the array elements

The @sdom(ar) returns the standard deviation of the mean of the array entries. For an array with n elements
and a standard deviation s, the standard deviation of the mean is defined as sµ = s/

√
N and represents the

uncertainty in the mean calculated from the data set. Invoked without the optional index range, this command
is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. Therange of
the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries
in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:
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3.5.37 @skew, @skewness

Usage: @skew(ar [,il,ih])

@skewness(ar [,il,ih])

@skew(cv [,xl,xh])

@skewneww(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Estimate of the skewness of the distribution

The @skew(ar) returns an estimate of the skewness from an array of values. This is the third moment of the
distribution corresponding to the first moment (mean) and second moment (standard deviation). The estimate
for the skewness from a finite set of values from the distribution is given by

G1 =
n

(n− 1)(n− 2)

∑(
(x− x̄)

sx

)3

where x̄ is the mean and sx is the standard deviation of the sample. Positive and negative skewness correspond
to shifts of the distribution above or below the mean respectively.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions: mean(ar), stdev(ar) and kurt(ar)

3.5.38 @span

Usage: @range(ar [,il,ih])

@range(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Range of the array elements (max-min)

The @range(ar) returns the extent of the data in the array, essentially the maximum of the elements minus the
minimum of the elements. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time
and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched
can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default,
the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
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data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @range(ar) and @span(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.39 @std

Usage: @std(ar [,il,ih])

@std(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation (rms) of the array elements

The @std(ar) returns the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the array entries. Invoked without
the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the
array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and
ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @rms(ar), @sdev(ar), @std(ar), @stddev(ar) and @stdev(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.40 @stddev

Usage: @stddev(ar [,il,ih])

@stddev(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation (rms) of the array elements

The @stddev(ar) returns the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the array entries. Invoked
without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes
in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional
il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @rms(ar), @sdev(ar), @std(ar), @stddev(ar) and @stdev(ar) are synonymous.
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Related functions:

3.5.41 @stdev

Usage: @stdev(ar [,il,ih])

@stdev(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Standard deviation (rms) of the array elements

The @stdev(ar) returns the standard deviation (root mean square deviation) of the array entries. Invoked
without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes
in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional
il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The standard deviation is defined as

s =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − 〈x〉)2

where 〈x〉 is the mean (average) of the array.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @rms(ar), @sdev(ar), @std(ar), @stddev(ar) and @stdev(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.42 @sum

Usage: @sum(ar [,il,ih])

@sum(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Maximum of the absolute value of the array elements

The @sum(ar) returns the sum of the array entries. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is
evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of
the array to be searched can be restricted using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries
in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
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data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

Related functions:

3.5.43 @t test

Usage: @t test(ar1, mu)

@t test(ar1, ar2)

Inputs: ar1 real array Set of measurements
ar2 real array Second set of measurments
mu real Expected mean (assumed known and true) of the data

Returns: real Probability of |t| ≤ value observed

This is one of the forms of the Student’s t test. It is also one of only a few functions accepting two very different
formats.

In the form @t test(x,mu), the function is used to compare the observed mean of a set of data to an expected
mean value. The computed mean and standard deviation for the array generates a t value for the Student’s t
test, where t = |x̄ − µ|/sx. The function then returns the probability that a random set of samples taken from
a distribution with the specified mean mu (and the standard deviation of the array) would have a t value less
than or equal to that observed. This is the probability that a random set of measurements would generate an
estimate for the mean no further away that that actually observed. Its complement 1-@t test(ar,mu) is then
the probability that the mean would be observed at least this far from the correct value for a random set of values
from a population with the specified mean.

Typically this is used to test whether a given sample of measurements is potentially consistent with a known
mean. The null hypothesis is that the measurements are consistent with the given mean. A t-test value of 0.95
implies that with 95% confidence one can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the data did not come
from a population with the specified mean.

The second form @t test(ar1,ar2) compares two sets of measurements which are assumed to be from a popu-
lation of equal variance. It again computes the probability that the difference in means between the two arrays
would be no greater than that actually observed. With a value of 0.99, with 99% probability one would reject
the null hypothesis that both sets of samples have the same mean.

The @t test(ar1,ar2) function is evaluate at parse time. However, the function form @t test(ar1,mu) is only
partially eavluated at parse time (the mean and standard deviation of the array).

The related function @u test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two sample sets do not have the same variance (of
the underlying population) and @td test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two measurements are dependent (such
as testing for a change in value after treatment).

Related functions: @u test(ar1,ar2), @td test(ar1,ar2), t test()

3.5.44 @td test

Usage: @td test(ar1, mu)

Inputs: ar1 real array Set of measurements
ar2 real array Second measurement of the same values

Returns: real Probability of |t| ≤ value observed

This is one of the forms of the Student’s t test. In this form @td test(ar1,ar2), the change in values between
two dependent measurements is tested. The samples in ar1 and ar2 are dependent on each other and only the
difference is meaningful. The values are subtracted and the resulting data set is compared to a known mean
of 0 using the equivalent of the @t test(ar,0) function. The function returns the probability a change of the
observed value or less would be occur for randomly chosen data. With a value of 0.90, with 90% probability one
would reject the null hypothesis that there was no difference in the values between the two sets.
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This function would be used, for example, to test whether a particular weight loss program was effective. The
first measurement is the initial weight of the subjects, with the second measurement taken after participation in
the program. The td test(w1,w2) would be used to test the null hypothesis that participation in the program
had no effect.

The @td test function is evaluate at parse time.

The related function @t test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two sample sets are not dependent but have a
common variance, and @u test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two measurements are not dependent but have
unequal variance.

Related functions: @t test(ar1,ar2), @u test(ar1,ar2)

3.5.45 @u test

Usage: @u test(ar1, mu)

Inputs: ar1 real array Set of measurements
ar2 real array Second set of measurments

Returns: real Probability of |t| ≤ value observed

This is one of the forms of the Student’s t test. In this form @u test(ar1,ar2), the means of two measurements
ar1 and ar2 are compared and tested with the t statistic without the assumption that the variance of the
underlying populations are equal. This occurs if, for example, the two measurements are made with instruments
with different precision. The function returns the probability that the observed difference in means between the
two arrays would be no greater than that actually observed. With a value of 0.99, with 99% probability one
would reject the null hypothesis that both sets of samples have the same mean.

Note, the @u test does not truncate the DOF parameter to an integer, but instead uses the analytical extension
of the Student’s t-test for real values of the DOF. Thus values may differ slightly from other implementations of
this test.

The @u test function is evaluate at parse time.

The related function @t test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two sample sets have the same variance and
@td test(ar1,ar2) should be used if the two measurements are dependent (such as testing for a change in value
after treatment).

Related functions: @t test(ar1,ar2), @td test(ar1,ar2)

3.5.46 @var

Usage: @var(ar [,il,ih])

@var(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Variance of the array elements

The @var(ar) returns the variance of the array entries. The standard deviation is just the square root of this
variance. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be
affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted
using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array
is used.
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This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @var(ar) and @variance(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.47 @variance

Usage: @variance(ar [,il,ih])

@variance(cv [,xl,xh])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)
cv 2D curve Curve (Y array) to be searched
xl real Optional lower limit in x to include (-max)
xh real Optional upper limit in x to include (+max)

Returns: real Variance of the array elements

The @variance(ar) returns the variance of the array entries. The standard deviation is just the square root of
this variance. Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be
affected by changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted
using the optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array
is used.

This function can be called with either an array or a 2D-curve as the first argument. If called with an array
argument, the optional parameters specify an index range within the array to restrict calculations. If called with
a 2D-curve argument, the calculation is performed on the Y-array of the curve and the optional parameters limit
data to a specified range within the X-array. This is equivalent to culling the curve on the X-range and performing
the calculation on the resulting Y-array.

The functions @var(ar) and @variance(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.48 @wabsavg

Usage: @wabsavg(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted average of the absolute value of the array

The @wabsavg(ar,sigma) returns the weighted average of the absolute values of the array entries, each point
weighted by 1/sigma2. Specifically, the function returns the value

x̄ =

∑
|x[i]|/sigma[i]2∑

1/sigma[i]2

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

Related functions:
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3.5.49 @wave, @waverage, @wavg, @wmean

Usage: @wave(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

@waverage(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

@wavg(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

@wmean(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted average of the values in the array

The @wave(ar,sigma), @wavg(ar,sigma) functions returns the weighted average of the array entries, each point
weighted by 1/sigma2. Specifically, the function returns the value

x̄ =

∑
x[i]/sigma[i]2∑
1/sigma[i]2

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

Related functions:

3.5.50 @wsdom

Usage: @wsdom(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted standard deviation of the mean of the data set

The @wsdom(ar,sigma) returns the standard deviation of the mean (conventional) where each point is weighted
by 1/sigma[i]2. This is just the standard deviation estimate divided by 1/

√
n. This function is not the same as

the function @wsigma(ar,sigma).

Formally, this function returns the value

sµ =

√(
1

n− 1

) ∑
(x[i]− x̄)2/sigma[i]2∑

1/sigma[i]2

where x̄ is the value given by @wmean(x,sigma). In the limit where all sigma values are equal, this reduces to
the expected formula for the standard deviation of the mean.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

Related functions:
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3.5.51 @wsigma

Usage: @wsigma(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Uncertainty in mean from known data/sigma pairs

The @wsigma(ar,sigma) returns the uncertainty in the mean given known and valid uncertainties in a set of
measurements. @wmean(ar,sigma) and @wsigma(ar,sigma) give the correct estimate for the mean and standard
deviation of the mean given samples of differing uncertainty (corresponding to the @sdom(ar) for an array with
equal but unknown uncertainties). This function applies only to a well defined statistical environment.

sµ =

(∑ 1

sigma[i]2

)1/2

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

Note that this is not equal to the standard deviation returned by the function @wstd(ar,sigma).

Related functions:

3.5.52 @wstd, @wstddev, @wstdev

Usage: @wstd(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

@wstddev(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

@wstdev(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted standard deviation estimate of the data set

The @wstd(ar,sigma), @wstddev(ar,sigma) and @wstdev(ar,sigma) functions are synonymous and return
the standard deviation (conventional) where each point is weighted by 1/sigma[i]2. This estimates the parent
population standard deviation where each measurement is itself subject to uncertainties. The weighted standard
deviation is the square root of the weighted variance. However, this function is not the same as the function
@wsigma(ar,sigma).

Formally, this function returns the value

sx =

√(
n

n− 1

) ∑
(x[i]− x̄)2/sigma[i]2∑

1/sigma[i]2

where x̄ is the value given by @wmean(x,sigma). In the limit where all sigma values are equal, this reduces to
the expected formula for the standard deviation.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.
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3.5.53 @wvar

Usage: @wvar(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted variance of the data set

The @wvar(ar,sigma) returns the variance of a sample set where each point is weighted by 1/sigma[i]2. The
weighted standard deviation is the square root of this weighted variance.

Formally, this function returns the value

s2x =

(
n

n− 1

) ∑
(x[i]− x̄)2/sigma[i]2∑

1/sigma[i]2

where x̄ is the value given by @wmean(x,sigma). In the limit where all sigma values are equal, this reduces to
the expected formula for the variance.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The functions @wvar(ar) and @wvariance(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:

3.5.54 @wvariance

Usage: @wvariance(ar, sigma [,il,ih])

Inputs: ar real array Data set to be searched
sigma real array Standard deviation for each point in data set
il integer Optional lower index of array to include (0)
ih integer Optional upper index of array to include (max)

Returns: real Weighted variance of the data set

The @wvariance(ar,sigma) returns the variance of a sample set where each point is weighted by 1/sigma[i]2.
The weighted standard deviation is the square root of this weighted variance.

Formally, this function returns the value

s2x =

(
n

n− 1

) ∑
(x[i]− x̄)2/sigma[i]2∑

1/sigma[i]2

where x̄ is the value given by @wmean(x,sigma). In the limit where all sigma values are equal, this reduces to
the expected formula for the variance.

Invoked without the optional index range, this command is evaluated at parse time and will not be affected by
changes in the array values during evaluation. The range of the array to be searched can be restricted using the
optional il and ih parameters defining the inclusive entries in the array. By default, the entire array is used.

The functions @wvar(ar) and @wvariance(ar) are synonymous.

Related functions:
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3.5.55 @z test

Usage: @z test(ar, mu, s)

Inputs: ar real array Set of measurements
mu real Expected mean of the data
s real Expected standard deviation of the data

Returns: real Probability of observed mean no worse than observed

This function is similar to the Student’s t test, but is based on the normal distribution and determines the
probability that an actual set of measurements would have a mean as observed given a known mean and standard
deviation of the parent population.

The function @z test(ar,mu,s) determines the mean of the array and compares the value to the given mean
mu. For a normal distribution, the probability that the mean would differ by this value or less is returned. This
is a two-sided probability (ignoring sign of the difference) and is numerically ndtr(|z|)− ndtr(−|z|) where ndtr is
the normal distribution function and z = (x̄−mu)/sµ.

As with most statistical tests, this function is used to disprove the null hypothesis. For a given set of data, the
null hypothesis would be that the samples are from a normal distribution with the specified mean and standard
deviation. A value of 0.95 would allow the null hypothesis to be rejected at the 95% confidence level.

Related functions: @t test, @f test

3.5.56 @zintegral

Usage: @zintegral(s1)

Inputs: s1 surface Surface matrix of z as function of x and y
Returns: real Estimate of the integral

∫
z dA over the surface

The @zintegral(s1) numerically integrates the dataset using a trapezoidal like rule. The integral extends over
the full area of the surface and assigns to each point a centered pillar of height z and area dx dy. While there is
no requirement that x and y values of the surface be sorted, the integral does not make sense numerically but
will still be evaluated by the same rules.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create -surface s1 x^2-y^2 -range -1 1 -1 1 -grid 256 256

GENPLOT: pl s1 -bitmap -palette hot

GENPLOT: eval @zintegral(s1)

Value: 6.1503564E-015 = @zintegral(s1)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @pintegrate, @pintegral, @zintegral

3.5.57 @zinterp

Usage: @zinterp(s1,x,y)

Inputs: s1 surface Surface matrix of z as function of x and y
x,y real Coordinates

Returns: real Interpolation of z at the specified (x, y) point

The @zinterp(s1) interpolates the value of z at a specified (x, y) point from the values of the nearest points
known on the surface s1. The point is located with a triangle formed by the mesh. The function is intended for
use only within the data set with constant extrapolation outside the boundaries of the surface.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: create -surface s1 x^2-y^2 -range -1 1 -1 1 -grid 16 16

GENPLOT: pl s1 -bitmap -palette hot

GENPLOT: create -surface s2 @zinterp(s1,x,y) -range -1 1 -1 1 -grid 256 256

GENPLOT: pl s2 -bitmap -palette hot

GENPLOT: create -surface s3 @zinterp(s1,x,y)-(x^2-y^2) -range -1 1 -1 1 -grid 256 256

GENPLOT: status s3

Surface ID: @zinterp(s1,x,y)-(x^2-y^2)

Mesh: 256 x 256 Maximum mesh: 256 x 256 (X columns, Y rows)

X minimum = -1 maximum = 1

Y minimum = -1 maximum = 1

Z minimum = -0.0044291 maximum = 0.0044291

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.58 close

Usage: close(fd)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
Returns: real 0 if successful, non-zero otherwise

The close(fd) closes a file descriptor opened using either open(), creat() or open comx(). If successful,
the function will return 0. Otherwise an error code from the operating system call is returned.

Warning: This function is simply passed to the OS without validation. Passing an invalid file descriptor may
result in unintended consequences and potentially a crash of the program.

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open(), creat(), open comx()

3.5.59 creat

Usage: creat(pathname [,mode])

Inputs: pathname string Name of file to create
mode integer mode flags

Returns: integer file descriptor or -1 on error

The low-level I/O function creat(pathname) creates and opens the specified pathname returning a file descriptor
which can be used with the write() functions. creat is equivalent to open() with flags of O CREAT, O WRONLY

and O TRUNC. This function will open and truncate an existing file, or create a new file if none exists.

The optional mode specifier determines the read/write status of the created file. If not specified, it defaults to
S IWRITE | S IREAD corresponding to a normal read/write file. If only S IREAD is given, the file will be created
readonly. The predefined constants S IWRITE and S IREAD are available for use. Note - the file will always be
opened for writing and any read-only status will apply only to future access.

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open(), creat(), open comx()

3.5.60 eof

Usage: eof(fd)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
Returns: real 1 if at end-of-file, 0 otherwise
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The eof(fd) function determines whether or not the end of file associated with the file descriptor has been
reached. It returns TRUE (1) if the EOF is set or 0 if not.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open("Hello.txt")

GENPLOT: while (! _eof(fd)) printf "%s" _read(fd)

Hello World.

I am alive.

GENPLOT: qev _close(fd)

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: lseek(), tell()

3.5.61 get baud

Usage: get baud(fd)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
Returns: string mode parameters for fd

This function returns a string listing the “mode” parameters for the communication port opened on the specified
file descriptor. If fd does not point to a port opened using the open comx() function, the return string is an
error message. The format of the string will include the baud rate, parity, data bits, stop bits, and flow control
for the port. The string may be modified and passed back to set baud() to change the values.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open_comx(10)

GENPLOT: _get_baud(fd)

:= baud=1200 parity=e data=7 stop=1 xon=off

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open comx(), set baud(), get timeout(), set timeout()

3.5.62 get timeout

Usage: get timeout(fd, parm)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
parm integer Parameter to return (0¡var¡4) or -1 for print

Returns: integer value of [var] parameter from timeout structure
or -1 on error

This function returns one of five parameters defined for the timeout setting of a COMx port. If fd does not point
to a port opened using the open comx() function, the function returns -1. Otherwise, it returns the specified
parameter from the timeout structure associated with the com port. If parm is set to -1, the function prints (to
the console) the value and description of the five parameters. This function is primarily used to query the value
prior to a modification using the set timeout() function.

The five timeout parameters are listed below. Values are in milliseconds and any parameter with a value of zero
is disabled (no timeout). See set timeout() for further discussion.
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Entry Name Desription
0 ReadIntervalTimeout Maximum time between chars read
1 ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier Time per char for read timeout
2 ReadTotalTimeoutConstant Overhead time for read
3 WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier Time pre char for write timeout
4 WriteTotalTimeoutConstant Overhead time for write

Examples:

GENPLOT: _get_timeout(fd,-1)

ReadIntervalTimeout: 100

ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier: 10

ReadTotalTimeoutConstant: 1000

WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier: 0

WriteTotalTimeoutConstant: 0

:= 0

GENPLOT: _get_timeout(fd,2)

:= 1000

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open comx(), set baud(), get baud(), set timeout()

3.5.63 lseek

Usage: lseek(fd, offset, whence)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
offset integer Number of bytes
whence integer SEEK SET, SEEK CUR or SEEK END

Returns: integer New file position, or -1 on error

The lseek(fd,offset,whence) function repositions the file pointer of the open file descriptor. The offset is
relative to either the beginning of the file (SEEK SET), from the current position (SEEK CUR) or from the end of the
file (SEEK END). Any subsequent file operations ( read() or write()) will occur from this position. The return
value is the new position (in bytes) of the file pointer relative to the start of the file.

Due to restrictions on the precision of integers stored as real numbers, this function should be used very carefully
if moving more than 33MB from the whence origin. Any real value has at least 24 bits of integer precision; double
precision and intermediate stack values have greater precision.

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: eof(), tell()

3.5.64 open

Usage: open(pathname [,flags [,mode]])

Inputs: pathname string Pathname to be opened
flags integer Optional flags controlling how open is performed
mode integer Optional mode determining access mode of created file

Returns: integer File descriptor if successful, -1 otherwise

The open(pathname) function opens or creates a file/device and returns a low level I/O file descriptor (fd)
that is subsequently used to refer to the open file. The flags and mode parameters are optional and default to
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O RDWR|O TEXT and S IWRITE|S IREAD respectively. If the file is successfully opened, the next smallest available
file descriptor is returned. On error, the function returns -1. An opened file/device will be automatically closed
when the program terminates, or may be closed using the close() function.

The optional flags specify how the file should be opened or created. A subset of the possible flags are included as
variables. Others may be set as numeric constants if required.

O CREAT If the file does not exist, creates a new file for writing.
The mode argument establishes the read/write status of
the created file. If the file already exists, this flag has no
effect.

O APPEND File pointer is moved to the end of the file before every
write operation

O BINARY Open file in binary mode (untranslated). Cannot be spec-
ified with O TEXT

O TEXT Open file in text mode (translated). Cannot be specified
with O BINARY

O RDONLY File is opened read only. Cannot be specified with O RDWR

or O WRONLY

O RDWR File is opend for read and write access. Cannot be specified
with O RDONLY or O WRONLY.

O WRONLY File is opend write only. Cannot be specified with O RDWR

or O RDONLY.
O TRUNC Opens the file and truncates it to zero length. This de-

stroys all existing data in the file.
O CREAT | O TRUNC Open and truncate an existing file, or create an empty file,

for writing

Flags are combined with the binary or operator as in O TEXT | O RDWR.

The optional mode is required only with CREAT and specifies the permission associated with the created file. The
existing file desriptor will always be created with write access and the mode only affects subsequent attempts to
modify the file.

S IREAD Created file will have read access
S IWRITE Created file will have write access (not readonly)

The creat(path,mode) function is equivalent to open(path,O CREAT|O TRUNC|O WRONLY,mode).

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open("Hello.txt")

GENPLOT: eval fd

:= 3

GENPLOT: qev _close(fd)

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open("Data.txt", O_RDONLY | O_TEXT)

GENPLOT: setv new = _open(Output.txt", O_CREAT | O_TRUNC | O_WRONLY, S_IREAD|S_IWRITE)

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: close(), write(), read()
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3.5.65 open comx

Usage: open comx(port [,baud [,timeout]])

Inputs: port integer COM port to be opened
baud string Optional string to set the communication parameters
timeout integer Optional timeout (ReadTotalTimeoutConstant) in ms

Returns: integer File descriptor if successful, -1 otherwise

Under windows, serial communication ports must be opened by a different mechanism than other files and
devices. This is not the case for Linux. The open comx(port) opens and initializes a serial communication
port under Windows returning a low level I/O file descriptor (fd) that is subsequently used to refer to the
open port. If the serial port does not exist, or is in use, the function will return -1. The optional baud and
timeout parameters permit immediate setting of these parameters without subsequent calls to set baud() or
set timeout() functions.

The string defining the baud (communication) parameters may be in either the old format ("9600,n,8,1") or in
the new format ("baud=9600 parity=n data=8 stop=1 xon=off") as specified by the operating system mode
command. If not specified, the communication settings will be unmodified.

Timeout on read from a serial port is often critical. This function permits setting one of the timeout values
(ReadTotalTimeoutConstant) with the open. This is an overall timeout for read that typically should be set to
1000. The default is to make no changes to the existing values. See set timeout() for more information.

The serial ports opened with this command may be read and written as any other file descriptor. The port should
be closed using close() when access is no longer required. However, the port will be automatcally released when
the program terminates.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open_comx(10,,1000)

GENPLOT: _query(fd,"‘1PA?\r\n")

:= "1PA37.482"

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: close(), write(), read()

3.5.66 query

Usage: query(fd, str [,count])

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
str string String to write to the file descriptor
count integer Maximum number of bytes to read (default=256)

Returns: string Read data null terminated. Blank string on error

The query(fd) function is a combined write and read to the file desriptor. The passed str is written to the fd

followed by an immediate read up to the specified count number of bytes. See write() and read() for details
on these operations.

This function is primarily intended to simplify communication with simple instruments that process and command
return a string response.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open_comx(10,,1000)

GENPLOT: _query(fd,"‘1PA?\r\n")
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:= "1PA37.482"

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: write(), read()

3.5.67 read

Usage: read(fd [,count])

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
count integer Maximum number of bytes to read (default=256)

Returns: string Read data null terminated. Blank string on error

The read(fd) function returns a string containing data read from the open file descriptor. The optional param-
eter count defines the maximum of bytes that will be returned in a single read operation, and defaults to 256.
However, there is also an internal limit of 32767 bytes in a single read operation.

It is possible to read from stdin (fd=0), though I’ve observed that you only get one character at a time.

Care should be taken when reading file descriptors. The read will not terminate on newline characters even for
text files, but will read until the specified count of bytes have been acquired or until the end of the file is reached.
For com ports (or other devices), the read may also terminate when any of the timeout conditions are satisfied
(see set timeout()).

Control characters will be embedded in the returned string, particulary 0x0A and 0x0D for LF (Ctrl-J) and CR
(Ctrl-M). As data is returned as a string, it is not easy to use these functions to work with binary files since the
00 byte is recognized as the end of string (EOS) character. When read, the returned string will contain all of
the bytes read terminated with an additional EOS. However, if this string is stored only bytes to the first EOS
will be saved. If you are processing binary data, you should be sufficiently comfortable programming to write an
extension module for GENPLOT instead of trying to use these functions.

The primarily intended use of the low level I/O functions is for communicating with USB and RS-232 linked
instruments that require simple commands and return relatively simple data streams (Newport Conex manipula-
tors, Mettler balances). Indeed a large number of USB attached instruments do little more than create a driver
that maps the USB to a serial port. The associated serial port can be identified using the device manager.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open("enhance.log")

GENPLOT: _read(fd)

:= Genplot Enhancements Log File

LIST OF ENHANCEMENTS IN ANSI-C DEVELOPMENT

<News>

<item> Windows users, the new MESSAGEBOX command may be very useful.

See MessageBox -? for further information and help.

<item> Major changes to the string handling code w

GENPLOT: _read(fd,100)

:= as implemented in Fall

2007.

</News>

=========================================================

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: write(), query()
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3.5.68 set baud

Usage: set baud(fd,str)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor of a com port
str string Mode string giving com parameters

Returns: integer 0 success, -1 invalid fd, +1 set failed

This function sets the communication parameters (baud rate, data bits, etc.) associated with an opened COM
port. The fd must have been returned from an open comx() function call or a -1 error is returned. The string
defining the parameters may be in either the old format ("9600,n,8,1") or in the new format ("baud=9600
parity=n data=8 stop=1 xon=off") as specified by the operating system mode command. A string returned
by the get baud() function may be modified to provide all of the parameters.

From Windows XP, the mode command specifies the possible options as:

[BAUD=b] [PARITY=p] [DATA=d] [STOP=s]

[to=on|off] [xon=on|off] [odsr=on|off]

[octs=on|off] [dtr=on|off|hs]

[rts=on|off|hs|tg] [idsr=on|off]

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv fd = _open_comx(10)

GENPLOT: _set_baud(fd, "921600,n,8,1")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open comx(), get baud(), get timeout(), set timeout()

3.5.69 set timeout

Usage: get timeout(fd [,p1][,p2][,p3],[p4],[p5])

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
p1 integer ReadIntervalTimeout in ms
p2 integer ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier in ms
p3 integer ReadTotalTimeoutConstant in ms
p4 integer WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier in ms
p5 integer WriteTotalTimeoutConstant in ms

Returns: integer 0 successful, -1 fd invalid, +1 set fails

The set timeout() function sets timeout parameters for a communication port, and is generally necessary to
avoid hangs waiting for a response from instruments. If fd does not point to a port opened using the open comx()

function, the function returns -1. Otherwise, it attempts to set the timeout parameters as given.

Any or all of the 5 parameters may be left unmodified by accepting the default or setting a value less than
0. For example, set timeout(fd,,,1000) sets only the ReadTotalTimeoutConstant to 1000 ms leaving all
other parameters unmodified. The get timeout() function may be used to determine the current value of any
parameter prior to modification.

The five timeout parameters are listed below.
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Entry Name Desription
0 ReadIntervalTimeout Maximum time between chars read
1 ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier Time per char for read timeout
2 ReadTotalTimeoutConstant Overhead time for read
3 WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier Time pre char for write timeout
4 WriteTotalTimeoutConstant Overhead time for write

All timeout values are given in milliseconds. If any parameter has a value of zero, that timeout function is
essentially disabled.

The ReadIntervalTimeout is the maximum time that the system will wait for another character during a read
(after the first is received). If none is received within the ReadIntervalTimeout period, the read is terminated
and the string received so far is returned.

The overall time before the read terminates is determined by the ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier and the Read-
TotalTimeoutConstant parameters. The multiplier is a time per character and multiplies the number of bytes
requested in the read. The constant is an overhead parameter that is added to the multiplier time. A call
read(fd,nbytes) will have a total timeout of

timeout = nbytes× ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier + ReadTotalTimeoutConstant

At 9600 baud, a character takes approximately 1 ms to transmit and ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier should be set
to 1. Setting then ReadTotalTimeoutConstant to 1000 will cause a timeout after 1.25 seconds for an attempted
read of the the default 256 characters.

The overall time before a write terminates is similar and determined by the WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier and
the WriteTotalTimeoutConstant parameters. For hardwire connections, these parameters can generally be left as
zero, though you may want to set the timeouts to avoid hanging if an XOFF is transmitted from the device.

Examples:

GENPLOT: _set_timeout(fd,100,10,1000,0,0)

:= 0

GENPLOT: _set_timeout(fd,,,,1,1000)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: open comx(), set baud(), get baud(), get timeout()

3.5.70 tell

Usage: tell(fd)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
Returns: integer Current file pointer position, or -1 on error

The tell(fd) function returns the current value of the file pointer corresponding to the open file descriptor.
On devices incapable of seeking (such as the console or a com port), the return value is undefined. While the
returned value is a 64-bit quantity, the precision will be limited when stored in real or double precision variables.

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: eof(), tell()
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3.5.71 write

Usage: write(fd,str)

Inputs: fd integer Open file descriptor
str string String to write

Returns: integer Number of bytes written successfully written

The write(fd,str) function writes the specified string to the open file descriptor. Although the file descriptor
should have been opened using open(), creat() or open comx(), there is no checking and any valid file
desriptor may be used. In particular, standard output is fd=1 and can be used to write to the console. The
function returns the number of bytes successfully written to the file or device. On error, -1 is returned.

To embed control characters in the string, the string must be properly formatted with an initial single quote
character. write("‘This is a test\r\n") appends the CR/LF to the string.

Low level I/O functions are currently only available for Windows.

Related functions: read(), query()

3.5.72 abbrev

Usage: abbrev(pattern, str [, minlen])

Inputs: pattern string Pattern to be matched
str string Given string
minlen integer Optional minimum number of characters that must math

(default = length of str)
Returns: integer 0 if str is an invalid abbreviation to pattern

1 if it is a valid abbreviation
2 if it is an exact match

The abbrev(pattern,str [,minlen]) function is used to test whether a given str is a valid abbreviation for
the specified pattern. To be a valid abbreviation, all characters of str must match the pattern and there must
be at least minlen characters in str. The comparison is case sensitive. If minlen is zero or negative, the length
of str is used.

Note: The return value of 2 is an extention from the normal Rexx function. Rexx returns only 1 if the string
is a valid abbreviation. Test should be done for zero or non-zero only to be portable.

Examples:

GENPLOT: abbrev("Print", "Pri")

:= 1

GENPLOT: abbrev("PRINT", "Pri")

:= 0

GENPLOT: abbrev("PRINT", "PRI", 4)

:= 0

GENPLOT: abbrev("PRINT", "PRY")

:= 0

GENPLOT: abbrev("PRINT", "")

:= 1

GENPLOT: abbrev("PRINT", "", 1)

:= 0

GENPLOT: abbrev("Hello", "He", 2)

:= 1

GENPLOT: abbrev("Hello", "hello", 2)

:= 0

GENPLOT: abbrev("Hello", "Hello", 3)
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:= 2

GENPLOT: declare response = &getarg -prompt "Your command: " -default "none"

GENPLOT: if (abbrev("Hello", response, 3)) printf " Well, hello to you too!"

Well, hello to you too!

GENPLOT:

Related functions: LexEqual()

3.5.73 abs, fabs, magn

Usage: abs(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real Magnitude of the argument

Returns the magnitude of the real or complex argument. This is synonymous with the magn(z) and fabs(z)

functions. For complex arguments, magn(z) =
√
R(z)2 + I(z)2

While nominally identical, the magn() function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode
while abs() and fabs() remain in real mode unless some other element of the expression implies complex mode.

Related functions: imag(), real(), sign()

3.5.74 acos, arccos

Usage: acos(z)

arccos(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse cosine of the argument in radians

Returns the inverse cosine (arccosine) of the argument in radians.

Related Functions: acosd()

3.5.75 acosd, arccosd

Usage: acosd(z)

arccosd(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse cosine of the argument in degrees

Returns the inverse cosine (arccosine) of the argument in degrees.

Related Functions: acos()

3.5.76 acosh, arcosh

Usage: acosh(z)

arcosh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic cosine of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the argument. For complex arguments this is

cosh−1(z) = ln
[
z +
√
z + 1

√
z − 1

]
Related Functions:
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3.5.77 acot, arccot

Usage: acot(z)

arccot(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse cotangent of the argument in radians

Returns the inverse cotangent of the argument in radians.

Related Functions: acotd()

3.5.78 acotd, arccotd

Usage: acotd(z)

arccotd(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse cotangent of the argument in degrees

Returns the inverse cotangent of the argument in degrees.

Related Functions: acot()

3.5.79 acoth, arcoth

Usage: acoth(z)

arcoth(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic cotangent of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic cotangent of the argument. For complex arguments this is

coth−1(z) =
1

2
ln
z + 1

z − 1

3.5.80 acsch, arcsch

Usage: acoth(z)

arcoth(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic cosecant of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosecant of the argument. For complex arguments this is

csch−1(z) = ln

[
1

z
+

√
1

z2
+ 1

]

3.5.81 arg

Usage: arg(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real Return θ from z = reiθ
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Returns the argument (angle in the complex plane) of the complex number. In the from z = reiθ, r is the
magnitude and θ is the arg of the number. The value is always in radians and is exactly zero for a real quantity.
This function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode.

Related functions: imag(), real(), magn()

3.5.82 asctime, ctime

Usage: asctime(t)

ctime(t)

Inputs: t integer Time in seconds since the Epoch
Returns: string String representing the time in the current locale

The asctime(t) and ctime(t) functions formats the time specifed in t as a string appropriate for the current
locale corrected for the timezone and daylight savings. The time is normally obtained from the time() function,
but may also be obtained from the filetime() or calculated independently.

The format of the date string will depend on the current locale settings for the system. Use the strftime()

function to encode the time in a user defined format.

Examples:

GENPLOT: asctime(time())

:= Wed Jan 12 14:22:06 2011

GENPLOT: asctime(6*3600)

:= Thu Jan 01 01:00:00 1970

GENPLOT: asctime(filetime("hello.txt"))

:= Tue Jan 11 22:29:42 2011

GENPLOT:

Related functions: ctime(), time(), filetime(), filedate(), strftime()

3.5.83 asech, arsech

Usage: asech(z)

arsech(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic secant of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic secant of the argument. For complex arguments this is

sech−1(z) = ln

[
1

z
+

√
1

z
+ 1

√
1

z
− 1

]

3.5.84 asin, arcsin

Usage: asin(z)

arcsin(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse sine of the argument in radians

Returns the inverse sine (arcsin) of the argument in radians.

Related Functions: asind()
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3.5.85 asind, arcsind

Usage: asind(z)

arcsind(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse sine of the argument in degrees

Returns the inverse sine (arcsin) of the argument in degrees.

Related Functions: asin()

3.5.86 asinh, arsinh

Usage: asinh(z)

arsinh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic sine of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of the argument. For complex arguments this is

sinh−1(z) = ln
[
z +

√
z2 + 1

]
3.5.87 atan, arctan

Usage: atan(z)

arctan(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse tangent of the argument in radians

Returns the inverse tangent of the argument in radians.

Related Functions: atand()

3.5.88 atan2, arctan2

Usage: atan2(z1,z2)

arctan2(z1,z2)

Inputs: z1 real/complex Argument
z2 real/complex Argument

Returns: real/complex Inverse tangent of ratio z2/z1 in proper quadrant

The atan2() function returns the inverse tangent of the ratio z1/z2 in radians. It differs from the atan()

function in that it returns the arugment with the correct quadrant where the result extends over the range of
−π < atan2(y, x) < π. In contrast, atan() returns only the domain −π/2 < atan(x) < π/2.

Related Functions: atan(), atan2d()

3.5.89 atand, arctand

Usage: atand(z)

arctand(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse tangent of the argument in degrees
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Returns the inverse tangent of the argument in degrees.

Related Functions: atan()

3.5.90 atan2d, arctan2d

Usage: atan2d(z1,z2)

arctan2d(z1,z2)

Inputs: z1 real/complex Argument
z2 real/complex Argument

Returns: real/complex Inverse tangent of ratio z2/z1 in proper quadrant in degrees

The atan2d() function returns the inverse tangent of the ratio z1/z2 in degrees. It differs from the atand()

function in that it returns the arugment with the correct quadrant where the result extends over the range of
−180 < atan2d(y, x) < 180. In contrast, atand() returns only the domain −90 < atand(x) < 90.

Related Functions: atand(), atan2()

3.5.91 atanh, artanh

Usage: atanh(z)

artanh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse hyperbolic tangent of the argument

Returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the argument. For complex arguments this is

tanh−1(z) =
1

2
ln

1 + z

1− z

3.5.92 atof

Usage: atof(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII string to be converted to a number
Returns: real Floating point value of the string

The atof(text) atttempts to interpret the string a real number value. It is flexible and will convert the string
to the first character that no longer makes sense as a number. Both simple floating point and scientific notation
values are valid. While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: atof("3.141592654")

:= 3.1415927

GENPLOT: atof("7.482E17 is the value of the constant")

:= 7.482E+017

GENPLOT: atof(strcat("3.27","E-08"))

:= 3.27E-008

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isatof(), atoi(), atol(), strtol()
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3.5.93 atoi, atol

Usage: atoi(s)

atol(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII string to be converted to a number
Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The functions atoi(text) and atol(text) are equivalent and atttempt to interpret the string as an integer
value. The i refers to conversion to an integer value while l refers to a long integer, which are equivalent in this
code. The routine is flexible and will convert the string continuing to the first character that no longer makes
sense as a number. While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned. atoi(s) is
effectively identical to strtol(s,10).

Examples:

GENPLOT: atoi("374")

:= 374

GENPLOT: atoi("37.84")

:= 37

GENPLOT: atoi("42 is the answer to the universe")

:= 42

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isatoi(), atof(), strtol()

3.5.94 ave, avg, average, mean

Usage: ave(a,b,...)

avg(a,b,...)

average(a,b,...)

mean(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Average of the values

The average() (and all of its aliases) takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the average of the list.
Arguments must be single values – see the function @average() to determine the average of an array.

〈x〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi

Examples:

GENPLOT: average(7,3,5,6,5,7)

:= 5.5

GENPLOT: average(7+2j,3+3j,5+j)

:= 5+2j

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: count(), min(), max(), mean(), median(), std(), stdev(), sdom()

3.5.95 base2int

Usage: base2int(s,base)

Inputs: s string ASCII string to be converted to a number
base integer Base for the number conversion

Returns: integer Integer value of the string
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The function base2int(text,base) atttempts to interpret the string as an integer value in the specified base
system. It is the generic version of functions converting strings to values in various bases. Conversion of the
string stops at the first character that does not fall within the valid range of the base (case insensitive). The base
can be any integer from 2 to 36.

Special prefix strings may override the specified base. Strings beginning with 0x are interpreted as hexadecimal
constants while those beginning o are considered as octal constants. This permits constants of the form 0x377F

and o377 to be properly interpreted.

While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: base2int("10011001",2)

:= 153

GENPLOT: base2int("7F",16)

:= 127

GENPLOT: base2int("7F",10)

:= 7

GENPLOT: base2int("0x7F",10)

:= 127

GENPLOT: base2int("o377",2)

:= 255

GENPLOT: base2int("This",36)

:= 1375732

GENPLOT:

Related functions: bin2int(), hex2int(), oct2int()

3.5.96 beep

Usage: beep([freq][,ms])

Inputs: freq real Frequency (880 Hz)
ms real Duration (150 ms)

Returns: integer 0

The beep() function just beeps the speaker (assuming it is not muted). Both the frequency and/or duration
are optional arguments which default to 880 Hz (an A-note) and 150 ms (a reasonable duration to get the user’s
attention). It can, of course, be used to program Genplot to play a nice song.

This function is available only on Windows.

Examples:

GENPLOT: qev beep()

GENPLOT: qev beep(440)

GENPLOT: qev beep(440,1000)

GENPLOT: foreach (0,2,4,5,7,9,11,12,11,9,7,5,4,2,0) qev beep(220*2^{(3+\%f)/12},200)

GENPLOT:

3.5.97 beta

Usage: beta(a,b)

Inputs: a real/complex argument
b real/complex argument

Returns: real/complex beta function B(a, b)
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The beta function B(a, b), implemented as beta(a,b), occurs in statistical tests and is defined as

B(a, b) =

∫ 1

0

ta−1(1− t)b−1 dt =
Γ(a)Γ(b)

Γ(a+ b)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: beta(3,7)

:= 0.003968254

GENPLOT: gamma(3)*gamma(7)/gamma(10)

:= 0.003968254

GENPLOT:

Related functions: betai(), lnbeta()

3.5.98 betai, betai Ix

Usage: betai(x,a,b)

betai Ix(x,a,b)

Inputs: x real 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
a real argument
b real argument

Returns: real incomplete beta function B(x; a, b)
real regularized incomplete beta function Ix(a, b)

The incomplete beta function B(x; a, b), implemented as beta(x,a,b), is a generalization of the beta function
similar to the incomplete gamma function. It is defined as:

B(x; a, b) =

∫ x

0

ta−1(1− t)b−1 dt

In the limit that x = 1, the incomplete beta function coincides with the complete beta function B(a, b).

The incomplete beta function is most often used as the regularized incomplete beta function Ix(a, b), which is
implemented as the function betai Ix(x,a,b). It is defined as

Ix(a, b) =
B(x; a, b)

B(a, b)

with values on the domain [0, 1]. Limiting values are I0(a, b) = 0 and I1(a, b) = 1. x is restricted to the domain
0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

The incomplete beta function is only calculated to a precision better than 5× 10−8.

Warning: Prior to 6/2011, the function betai(a,b,x) returned not B(x; a, b) but rather Ix(a, b). The order
of the arguments and the meaning of the function were changed to conform with more precise definitions.

Examples:

GENPLOT: betai(0.5,3,7)

:= 0.0036117312

GENPLOT: betai_Ix(0.5,3,7)

:= 0.91015625

GENPLOT: betai_Ix(0.5,3,7)*beta(3,7)

:= 0.0036117312

GENPLOT:

Related functions: beta(), lnbeta()
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3.5.99 bin2hex

Usage: bin2hex(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII binary string to be converted
Returns: string Hex representation of the binary string

The function bin2hex(text) atttempts to convert a string representing a binary value into a hexadecimal equiva-
lent string. Leading spaces are skipped, and only subsequent consecutive 0 and 1’s are considered in the conversion.
If the first character in the string is invalid, the value of 0 is returned. See hex2bin for the inverse function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: bin2hex("1011011010100111")

:= b6a7

GENPLOT: bin2hex("1011abcd")

:= b

GENPLOT:

Related functions: hex2bin()

3.5.100 bin2int

Usage: bin2int(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII binary string to be converted
Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The function bin2int(text) atttempts to interpret the string as an integer value in base two format. It is
equivalent to the call base2int(text,2). Conversion of the string stops at the first character that is not a 0 or
1.

Special prefix strings may override the specified base. Strings beginning with 0x are interpreted as hexadecimal
constants while those beginning o are considered as octal constants. This permits constants of the form 0x377F

and o377 to be properly interpreted.

While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: bin2int("10110100")

:= 180

GENPLOT: bin2int("0x3F")

:= 63

GENPLOT:

Related functions: base2int(), hex2int(), oct2int()

3.5.101 binomial

Usage: binomial(x,n,p)

Inputs: x real/int Number of results 0 ≤ x ≤ n
n real/int Number of samples 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞
p real probability of event 0 ≤ p ≤ 1

Returns: integer Binomial distribution 0 ≤ r ≤ 1

The function binomial(x,n,p) returns the binomial distribution probability for observing x events given n
attempts with a probability of each attempt of p. While used primarily with x and n as integers, it is well defined
(through the gamma function) for all positive real values as well.
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The binomial function is formally defined as

pB(x |n, p) =

[
n!

x! (n− x)!

]
px (1− p)n−x

If any of the parameters are out of range, the function returns 0.

The probability of throwing exactly N sixes in Yatzee can be determined as:

GENPLOT: loop 6 printf "Chance of exactly %d sixes: %6.3f%%" %i 100*binomial(%i,5,1/6)

Chance of exactly 0 sixes: 40.188%

Chance of exactly 1 sixes: 40.188%

Chance of exactly 2 sixes: 16.075%

Chance of exactly 3 sixes: 3.215%

Chance of exactly 4 sixes: 0.322%

Chance of exactly 5 sixes: 0.013%

GENPLOT:

Related functions: binomial(), gaussian(), poisson(), lorentz(), weibull()

3.5.102 bitand, bitor, bitxor

Usage: bitand(bitstr1, bitstr2)

bitor(bitstr1, bitstr2)

bitxor(bitstr1, bitstr2)

Inputs: bitstr1 string ASCII binary string argument 1
bitstr2 string ASCII binary string argument 2

Returns: string Bitwise operation on the strings

The functions bitand(str1,str2), bitor(str1,str2) and bitxor(str1,str2) perform the corresponding bit-
wise operations on text string representations of binary numbers. These are the symbolic equivalent of the
mathematical operators & and |. The result is a string representing the binary number result, with a length equal
to the longer of the arguments.

Leading whitespace in the string is ignored. The string is terminated at the first invalid (not a 0 or 1) character.
If there are no valid characters in an argument, the argument is treated as a 0.

Examples:

GENPLOT: bitand("1101","11011")

:= 01001

GENPLOT: bitor("1101","11011")

:= 11111

GENPLOT: bitxor("1101","11011")

:= 10110

GENPLOT: bitxor("a","11011")

:= 11011

GENPLOT:

Related functions: hexand(), hexor(), hexxor()

3.5.103 cd,chdir

Usage: cd(path)

chdir(path)

Inputs: path string New directory path
Returns: integer 0 if successful
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The functions chdir(path) and chdir(path) change the current working directory to the specified path (and
for Windows drive). Path specification is operating system dependent with the string passed unmodified to the
corresponding operating system function. Under Windows, the path may be a relative path (optionally using
. and ..), a fully qualified path including optional drive specification, or a fully qualified network directory
specification (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters must be backslashes; in all other cases both
forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname separators.

Functionally there is no difference between the command version cd c:/data and the function cd(path), except
that the validity of the directory change may be checked through the return value of the function call.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: qev cd("/cgs.v14") pwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14

GENPLOT: qev cd("lexp/backup") pwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14/lexp/backup

GENPLOT: qev cd("c:/documents and settings/tommy/desktop") pwd()

:= c:/documents and settings/tommy/desktop

GENPLOT: qev cd("\\thompsons/users\Ian") pwd()

:= //thompsons/users/Ian

GENPLOT: qev cd("f:") pwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14/lexp/backup

GENPLOT: if (cd("f:/newdata") != 0) printf " ERROR: Directory does not exist"

ERROR: Directory does not exist

GENPLOT:

Related functions: mkdir(), rmdir(), rm(), unlink(), mv(), rename()

3.5.104 ceil

Usage: ceil(r)

Inputs: r real argument
Returns: integer Smallest integer greater than or equal to r

The ceil(r) function returns the smallest integer that is “above” the given value on a number line, that is the
smallest integer greater than or equal to the argument.

Examples:

GENPLOT: ceil(3.73)

:= 4

GENPLOT: ceil(-3.73)

:= -3

GENPLOT: ceil(-3)

:= -3

GENPLOT:

Related functions: floor(), int(), nint()
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3.5.105 center, centre

Usage: center(text,length [,pad] )

centre(text,length [,pad] )

Inputs: text string Input string
length integer Final string length
fill integer/char Optional pad character (default = blank)

Returns: string text centered in a string of width length

The center(text,length,fill) function centers the spectified text in a string that will have a length exactly
equal to length. If the original text is wider than length, the string is truncated symmetrically. If the original
text is shorter, it is centered with pad characters on either side. By default the pad character is a blank space,
but any other character may be specified.

The pad character may be specified as an integer (95 which is an underscore), as a single character (’ ’), or as
a string of length 1 (" "). If an odd number of fill characters are required, the extra is placed at the end of the
string. Similarly, if the string must be truncated by an odd number of characters, the extra truncated character
is taken at the end of the string.

The British spelling is provided for my good friends that haven’t adopted to the American way of life yet.

Examples:

GENPLOT: center("This is too long", 5)

:= is to

GENPLOT: "*"+center("Hi",11)+"*"

:= * Hi *

GENPLOT: center("Hi",11,’\_’)

:= ____Hi_____

GENPLOT: center("Hi",11,0x2D)

:= ----Hi-----

GENPLOT: center("Hi there georgeous",10,"_")

:= there georg

GENPLOT:

Related functions: left(), right()

3.5.106 char

Usage: char(ival)

Inputs: ival integer ASCII code for character
Returns: string Single character string with specified character

The char(ival) function creates a length one string containing the character corresponding to the 8-bit standard
ASCII code ival. The value of ival is taken modulo 256.

Codes below 0x20 are control characters and are embedded in the string as specified (e.g. 0x07 is a bell, 0x09 is a
tab, 0x0A is linefeed, 0x0D is carriage return). Values between 0x20 (32) and 0x7F are well defined and standard
among all operating systems as given below. The upper half of the code page (0x80-0xFF) display according to
the operating system dependent code page, but include such characters as the German umlauts (0xFC is ü).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 NUL SOH STX ETX EOT ENQ ACK BEL BS HT LF VT FF CR SO SI

1 DLE DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB CAN EM SUB ESC FS GS RS US

2 SP ! ” # $ % & ’ ( ) * + , - . /
3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ?
4 @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
5 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z [ \ ] ˆ
6 ‘ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o
7 p q r s t u v w x y z { | } ˜ DEL

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval char(97)

Value: char(97) = "a"

GENPLOT: eval char(0x41)

Value: char(0x41) = "A"

GENPLOT: eval "R"+char(0xFC)+"diger"

Value: "R"+char(0xFC)+"diger" = "Rudiger" [with the umlaut for real]

GENPLOT:

Related functions: ichar()

3.5.107 cheby

Usage: cheby(x,ar)

Inputs: x real Real argument
ar array Coefficients of the Chebyshev polynomials

Returns: real Sum of Chebyshev polynomials at x

The Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) form an complete orthogonal basis set on the interval [−1, 1] and as such may
be used to represent an arbitrary function over the same interval as a series

f(x) =
(a0

2

)
T0(x) +

∞∑
n=1

an Tn(x)

where an are the Chebyshev coefficients. This is analogous to the Fourier expansion in sines and cosines. The
first few Chebyshev polynomials, and the recursion relationship, are given by:

T0(x) = 1

T1(x) = x

T2(x) = 2x2 − 1

Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−1(x)

The cheby(x,ar) function evaluates the sum of the Chebyshev polynomials using Clenshaw’s recursion method:

cheby(x, ar) =
ar[0]

2
T0(x) +

len−1∑
n=1

ar[n]× Tn(x)

where len is the number of term in the ar array. The first term coefficient is divided by two to allow the coefficients
to be calculated by a common formula. Coefficients ar[i] are determined by integrating the inner product of the
function and the specific Chebyshev polynomial with the weighting function 1/

√
1− x2:

an = ar[i] =
2

π

∫ 1

−1
f(x)Tn(x)

dx√
1− x2
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The singularity in the integrand near x = ±1 can be challenging if the function itself does not go to zero at the
boundary.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = cos(pi*x/2) -range -1 1 archive $tmp

GENPLOT: define f(n,x,y) = y*Tn(n,x)/[sqrt(1-x^2)+1E-7]

GENPLOT: alloc ar array 10

GENPLOT: loop 10 retr $tmp let y = f(%i,x,y) let ar[%i] = 2/pi*@integral($plot)

GENPLOT: eval ar

0: 0.943706-1.767494E-009 -0.4996981 7.776506E-010 0.02770166

5: -2.747517E-009 -0.0008796158-1.000514E-009 -0.0002654556-1.748307E-009

GENPLOT: eval cos(pi*0.7/2),cheby(0.7,ar)

Value: 0.4539905 = cos(pi*0.7/2)

Value: 0.45385009 = cheby(0.7,ar)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: tn()

3.5.108 clock

Usage: clock()

Inputs: (none)

Returns: real CPU or wall time since program start

The clock() returns an approximation of the CPU time used by the program since it was started (Linux), or
the wall-clock time since program start (Windows), as a real value in seconds. The behavior and resolution are
operating system dependent but typically the absolute resolution is on the order of the wall clock frequency (16
or 20 ms).

Windows The function returns the wall-clock time in seconds since the program was started. Wrap around does
not occur for at least 25 days.

Linux The function returns a value related to the processor time used. The value increments with processor usage,
but the initial value is not guarenteed to be zero at program start. Due to finite integer representations,
the clock() function may wrap around as often as every 72 minutes in some implementations (32-bit OS
with CLOCKS PER SEC=1000000).

Use of this function is very much OS dependent. In Windows, since it is wall clock time, it can be used as a more
precise interval timer than is possible with the time() function (only 1 second resolution). Under Linux, it can
be used to benchmark operations.

If the time cannot be determined, a negative value is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval clock()

Value: 1013.078 = clock()

GENPLOT: setv c0 = clock()

GENPLOT: eval clock()-c0

Value: 4.5779883 = clock()-c0

GENPLOT: setv c0 = clock() create y = sin(x) -points 100000 eval clock()-c0

Value: 0.03099707 = clock()-c0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: time(), timer()
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3.5.109 compare

Usage: compare(s1, s2 [, pad])

Inputs: s1 string First string
s2 string Second string
pad integer Optional pad character for shorter string

(default = space)
Returns: integer index of first mismatching charater, or -1 if s1 matches s2

The compare(s1, s2, [, pad]) function compares the two strings for equality. If the strings match, -1 is
returned. If they do not match, the function returns the character index of the first mismatch character (0-index
based so 0 is the first character in the string). Comparisons are case sensitive. The shorter string is assumed to
be padded on the right with pad characters, which defaults to a blank space. Any other padding character may
optionally be specified.

Examples:

GENPLOT: compare("abc","abc")

:= -1

GENPLOT: compare("abc","ak")

:= 1

GENPLOT: compare("ab ","ab")

:= -1

GENPLOT: compare("ab ","ab",’ ’)

:= -1

GENPLOT: compare("ab ","ab",’x’)

:= 2

GENPLOT: compare("ab--","ab",’-’)

:= -1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strcmp(), stricmp(), LexEqual(), abbrev()

3.5.110 concat, strcat

Usage: strcat(str1, str2)

concat(str1, str2)

Inputs: str1 string first argument
str2 string second argument

Returns: string concatentation of str1 and str2 strings

The strcat(str1,str2) and concat(str1,str2) function returns the concatenation of the two text string.
When the function evaluator recognizes that it is working with strings, the “+” operator is overloaded with this
function. The full length of the combined string is always returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strcat(strcat("First string", " "), "and second string")

:= First string and second string

GENPLOT: declare text = "His name is "

GENPLOT: declare name = "John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt"

GENPLOT: concat(text,name)

:= His name is John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt

GENPLOT: text+name

:= His name is John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt

GENPLOT:
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Related functions: strcat(), insert()

3.5.111 conj

Usage: conj(z)

Inputs: z complex Argument
Returns: complex Complex conjugate of the argument

The conj(z) function returns the complex conjugate of the argument z. This is just the complex value with
the sign of the imaginary part reversed. This function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation
mode.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval conj(7+3j)

Value: 7-3j = conj(7+3j)

GENPLOT: setv -complex zval = 7+3j

GENPLOT: eval zval*conj(zval)

Value: 58 = zval*conj(zval)

GENPLOT:

3.5.112 copies

Usage: copies(text,num)

Inputs: text string Input string
num integer Final string length

Returns: string string consisting of text duplicated num times

The copies(text,num) function duplicates the specified text num times into the resulting string. All characters
in the initial string are copied including control characters and blank spaces.

Examples:

GENPLOT: copies("0123456789", 8)

:= 01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789

GENPLOT: copies("‘\nI will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep",10)

:=

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

I will not write on the teacher’s forehead while he is asleep

GENPLOT:

Related functions: center() reverse()
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3.5.113 cos

Usage: cos(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Cosine of the argument

Returns the cosine of the argument, where the argument is given in radians.

Related Functions: cosd(), sin(), tan, cot

3.5.114 cosd

Usage: cosd(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in degrees)
Returns: real/complex Cosine of the argument

Returns the cosine of the argument, where the argument is given in degrees.

Related Functions: cos(), sind(), tand, cotd

3.5.115 cosh

Usage: cosh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic cosine of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic cosine of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic cosine is
defined in terms of exponentials as

coshx =
ex + e−x

2

Related Functions: sinh(), tanh(), coth(), sech(), csch()

3.5.116 cot

Usage: cot(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Cotangent of the argument

Returns the cotangent of the argument, where the argument is given in radians.

Related Functions: cotd(), sin(), cos, tan

3.5.117 cotd

Usage: cotd(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in degrees)
Returns: real/complex Cotangent of the argument

Returns the cotangent of the argument, where the argument is given in degrees.

Related Functions: cot(), sind(), cosd, tand
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3.5.118 coth

Usage: coth(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic cotangent of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic cotangent of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic
cotangent is defined in terms of exponentials as

cothx =
coshx

sinhx
=

ex + e−x

ex − e−x

Related Functions: sinh(), cosh(), tanh(), sech(), csch()

3.5.119 count

Usage: count(a,b,c...)

Inputs: (a) real/complex argument
(b) real/complex argument
. . . . . . arbitrary number of arguments

Returns: integer Number of arguments listed

The function count(a,b,...) provides a very difficult way to count the number of arguments put in the list.
But it is provided in symmetry to the average(a,b,...) and stdev(a,b,...) functions. The arguments can
be of any numeric type or numerical expression and will be evaluted, but the values are ignored.

Examples:

GENPLOT: count(0.7,3,8,5,2,9,7)

:= 7

GENPLOT: average(0.7,3,8,5,2,9,7)

:= 4.9571429

GENPLOT: stdev(0.7,3,8,5,2,9,7)

:= 3.1748266

GENPLOT:

Related functions: average(), stdev(), sdom()

3.5.120 csch

Usage: csch(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic cosecant of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic cosecant of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic cosecant
is defined in terms of exponentials as

cschx =
1

sinhx
=

2

ex − e−x

Related Functions: sinh(), cosh(), tanh(), coth(), sech()
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3.5.121 ctime, asctime

Usage: asctime(t)

ctime(t)

Inputs: t integer Time in seconds since the Epoch
Returns: string String representing the time in the current locale

The asctime(t) and ctime(t) functions formats the time specifed in t as a string appropriate for the current
locale corrected for the timezone and daylight savings. The time is normally obtained from the time() function,
but may also be obtained from the filetime() or calculated independently.

The format of the date string will depend on the current locale settings for the system. Use the strftime()

function to encode the time in a user defined format.

Examples:

GENPLOT: ctime(time())

:= Sat Jun 18 13:54:14 2011

GENPLOT: ctime(0)

:= Wed Dec 31 19:00:00 1969

GENPLOT: ctime(2^31-1)

:= Mon Jan 18 22:14:07 2038

GENPLOT: ctime(filetime("hello.txt"))

:= Tue Jan 11 22:29:42 2011

GENPLOT:

Related functions: asctime(), time(), filetime(), filedate(), strftime()

3.5.122 cwd, pwd

Usage: cwd()

pwd()

Inputs: (none)

Returns: string Current working directory

The functions cwd() and pwd() return the current working directory. The fully qualified path is normally returned
including the drive letter in Windows. This string may be passed to the cd(path) function to return to the same
location later.

Examples:

GENPLOT: cwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14/lexp

GENPLOT: cd .. pwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14

GENPLOT: declare old_dir = pwd()

GENPLOT: /* lots of work */ qev cd(old_dir)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir()
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3.5.123 d2x, int2hex

Usage: d2x(ival)

int2hex(ival)

Inputs: ival integer Numerical value to encode as hexadecimal
Returns: string Hexadecimal representation of the integer

The functions d2x(ival) and int2hex(ival) encode the integer argument as a string of the equivalent hexadec-
imal value. Complex and real values are truncated to the real integer part only. For negative values, the value is
stored as a signed integer, and then treated as an unsigned integer for evaluation. Hence -1 with 32-bit integers
will 0xFFFFFFFF.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval d2x(32676)

Value: d2x(32676) = "7fa4"

GENPLOT: eval int2hex(0x401)

Value: int2hex(0x401) = "401"

GENPLOT: eval d2x(-3)

Value: d2x(-3) = "fffffffd"

GENPLOT: eval d2x(7.93)

Value: d2x(7.93) = "7"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: x2d(), hex2int(), int2hex(), int2bin(), bin2int(), int2oct(), oct2int(), int2base(),
base2int()

3.5.124 ddspln, ddspln2

Usage: ddspln(x [,ar] )

ddspln2(x,ar)

Inputs: x real Argument for evaluation
ar array Array with matrix elements for spline coefficients

(default = spl$data from the spline fit)
Returns: real 2nd derivative of spline function evaluated at x

The ddspln(x) and ddspln2(x,ar) functions evaluate the second derivative of a spline (normally a fit) function
at the specified argument x. The spline is a piecewise continuous cubic function between a set of knot values
(in x) that is normally continuous in f(x), f ′(x) and f ′′(x). This function evaluates the f ′′(x) curvature for an
arbitray value of x based on the coefficients in the array.

The optional array ar contains 5 coefficients for each knot in a spline interpolation. The values are the knot (x)
and function value (y), and the coefficients of the cubic polynomial between knots. While the values of the ar

array could be generated directly, they are almost invariably obtained from a spline fit to the knot points. The
default value for ar is thus the array created by the spline fit spl$data. To work with multiple spline curves,
this array should be copied into a new array.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 100

GENPLOT: fit spline

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3),dspln(0.3),ddspln(0.3),sin(0.3),cos(0.3)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3)
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Value: 0.29552021 = sin(0.3)

Value: 0.95533649 = cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3),1-cos(0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = 1-cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: alloc ar1 array sizeof(spl$data) let ar1 = spl$data

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3,ar1),dspln(0.3,ar1),ddspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: spline(), spline2(), dspln(), dspln2(), ispln()

3.5.125 delstr

Usage: delstr(text, start [, length])

Inputs: text string Original text string
start integer Starting position of substring to delete (0 based)
length integer Optional number of substring to delete

(default = all remaining characters)
Returns: string str with substring deleted

The delstr(text, start [, length]) function returns the text string after deleting the substring beginning
at the start character and of optional length. By default, the remainder of the string is deleted leaving just the
beginning characters. The start index is 0-based, with 0 referring to the first character in text. If start is past
the end of the text string, the string is return unmodified. length is the maximum number of characters that
will be removed.

Examples:

GENPLOT: delstr("abcd",2)

:= ab

GENPLOT: delstr("abcde",2,2)

:= abe

GENPLOT: delstr("abcde",5)

:= abcde

GENPLOT: delstr("abcde",0)

:=

GENPLOT: delstr("abcde",0,2)

:= cde

GENPLOT: delstr("abcde",0,5)

:=

GENPLOT:

Related functions: delword()
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3.5.126 delword

Usage: delword(text, start [, length])

Inputs: text string Original text string
start integer Starting word of substring to delete (0 based)
length integer Optional number of words to delete

(default = all remaining words)
Returns: string str with word substring deleted

The delword(text, start [, length]) function returns the text string after deleting the substring beginning
at the start blank-space delimited word and continuing for the optional length number of words. By default, the
remainder of the string is deleted leaving just the beginning words. The start index is 0-based, with 0 referring
to the first word in text. If start is past the end of the text string, the string is return unmodified. length is
the maximum number of words that will be removed.

The deleted characters include all whitespace folling the the last word deleted, but none of the white space
preceding the first word deleted.

Examples:

GENPLOT: delword("Now is the time", 1, 2)

:= Now time

GENPLOT: delword("Now is the time", 2)

:= Now is

GENPLOT: delword("Now is the time", 4)

:= Now is the time

GENPLOT: delword("Now is the time", 2,1)

:= Now is time

GENPLOT: delword(" Now is the time", 2,1)

:= Now is time

GENPLOT:

Related functions: delstr()

3.5.127 digamma

Usage: digamma(x)

Inputs: x real Argument
Returns: real Value of function

The digamma(x) function is the first derivative of the lngamma(x) function. In mathematics, it is often represented
as the ψ(x) function and is defined as

ψ(x) =
d

dx
ln Γ(x) =

Γ′(x)

Γ(x)

and obeys reflection and recursion relationships similar to Γ(x)

ψ(1− x) = ψ(x) + π cot(πx)

ψ(x+ 1) = ψ(x) +
1

x

The digamma() function has singularities at zero and at all negative integers where the function returns the
constant TMPREAL MAX.

The function is only implemented for real arguments and will flag an error if the imaginary part of the argument
is non-zero.

Related functions: lngamma()
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3.5.128 double2hex

Usage: double2hex(rval)

Inputs: rval double Floating point numerical value to encode as hexadecimal
Returns: string Hexadecimal representation of the floating point constant

The function double2hex(rval) encodes the internal representation of the double precision value resprenting
rval in a hexadecimal format. This is the computer hardware dependent method of storing a floating point
values in the C language “double” variable type, and is the explicit bit pattern stored in memory. With an
Intel architecture (IEEE Standard 754 Floating Point Numbers), floating point double values (64 bits wide) are
represented by 1 bit of sign, 11 bits of exponent with a bias of 0x3ff, followed by 52 bits of mantissa with an
implied 1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval double2hex(0.5),double2hex(1.0),double2hex(2.0),double2hex(1.5)

Value: double2hex(0.5) = "3fe0000000000000"

Value: double2hex(1.0) = "3ff0000000000000"

Value: double2hex(2.0) = "4000000000000000"

Value: double2hex(1.5) = "3ff8000000000000"

GENPLOT: eval double2hex(pi)

Value: double2hex(pi) = "400921fb54442d18"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: hex2double(), hex2real(), real2hex(), hex2float(), float2hex()

3.5.129 dpoly

Usage: dpoly(z,ar [,order])

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
ar array Coefficients of the polynomial
order int Optional order of the derivative (integral) desired

Returns: real/complex Derivative (or integral) of the polynomial expansion at z

The dpoly(z,ar) evaluates the first derivative of a power series polynomial at the z using the coefficients in the
array ar. The order of the polynomial is set by the dimension of the array len.

With the optional order parameter, any derivative or integral (within reason) can be evaluated. Setting order

to 0 evaluates the function itself, 1 evaluates the first derivative, 2 the second derivative, and so on. Negative
values of order calculate the integral of the polynomial from 0 to the specified argument.

The function, and the corresponding derivatives, are defined as

f(z, ar) =

len∑
i=0

ar[i] zi

f ′(z, ar) =

len∑
i=1

i ar[i] zi−1

. . . = . . .

Examples:

GENPLOT: alloc coeff array 3

GENPLOT: let coeff(..) = 1 7 3 /* y = 3x^2 + 7x + 1

GENPLOT: eval dpoly(3,coeff)
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Value: 25 = dpoly(3,coeff)

GENPLOT: eval dpoly(3,coeff,2)

Value: 6 = dpoly(3,coeff,2)

GENPLOT: eval dpoly(3,coeff,0)

Value: 49 = dpoly(3,coeff,0)

GENPLOT: eval dpoly(3,coeff,-1),integral(poly(x,coeff)|x,0,3)

Value: 61.5 = dpoly(3,coeff,-1)

Value: 61.5 = integral(poly(x,coeff)|x,0,3)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: poly()

3.5.130 drand, drand48

Usage: drand()

drand48()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1]

drand() and drand48() (double random) are two members of a series of 48-bit pseudo-random number (PRN)
generators. The various functions differ only in the domain for the returned values. This is a portable PRN
generator with many more values (normally) than are typically provided by the default rand() C function.

Names Type Return values
drand(), drand48() double precision real [ 0, 1 ]
lrand(), lrand48() unsigned integer [ 0, 231 ]

mrand(), mrand48() signed integer [−231, 231 ]

If called in a complex number expression, random values will be assigned to both the real and imaginary parts.

The seed value for the random number generator may be set with the srand48() function. As with all pseudo-
random number generators, use of more than one value at a time in an expression should be carefully tested for
correlations.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval drand48()

Value: 0.80567218 = drand48()

GENPLOT: create y = drand() -points 1000 eval @min(y),@max(y)

Value: 0.00013988487 = @min(y)

Value: 0.9999814 = @max(y)

GENPLOT: create y = drand() -points 1E6 transf y hist / pl -hist

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd(), rand(), srand(), gnoise(), lrand(), lrand48(), mrand(), mrand48(), srand48()

3.5.131 dspln, dspln2

Usage: dspln(x [,ar] )

dspln2(x,ar)

Inputs: x real Argument for evaluation
ar array Array with matrix elements for spline coefficients

(default = spl$data from the spline fit)
Returns: real 2nd derivative of spline function evaluated at x
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The dspln(x) and dspln2(x,ar) functions evaluate the first derivative of a spline (normally a fit) function at
the specified argument x. The spline is a piecewise continuous cubic function between a set of knot values (in
x) that is normally continuous in f(x), f ′(x) and f ′′(x). This function evaluates the f ′(x) slope for an arbitray
value of x based on the coefficients in the array.

The optional array ar contains 5 coefficients for each knot in a spline interpolation. The values are the knot (x)
and function value (y), and the coefficients of the cubic polynomial between knots. While the values of the ar

array could be generated directly, they are almost invariably obtained from a spline fit to the knot points. The
default value for ar is thus the array created by the spline fit spl$data. To work with multiple spline curves,
this array should be copied into a new array.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 100

GENPLOT: fit spline

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3),dspln(0.3),ddspln(0.3),sin(0.3),cos(0.3)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3)

Value: 0.29552021 = sin(0.3)

Value: 0.95533649 = cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3),1-cos(0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = 1-cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: alloc ar1 array sizeof(spl$data) let ar1 = spl$data

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3,ar1),dspln(0.3,ar1),ddspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: spline(), spline2(), ddspln(), ddspln2(), ispln()

3.5.132 dydx

Usage: dydx(fnc,x [,eps] )

Inputs: fnc function Function to be differentiated
x real Point where dy/dx is to be evaluted
eps real Optional ∆x to use in numerical differentiation

Returns: real Derivative of the function at x

The dydx(fnc,x) function numerically approximates the derivative of the function at the point x. This value is
approximatd by a symmetric finite difference value about the point x:

dydx(f,x) =
f(x+ ε)− f(x− ε)

2ε

where epsilon is

ε =


eps if optional argument given

10−4 x for x 6= 0√
REAL EPSILON for x = 0

In almost all cases, the default value for ε is adequate. REAL EPSILON is the fractional precision of a floating
point number (1.19× 10−7).
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The first argument is a function declaration of a dummy argument that may be as complex or simple as desired.
For example, the derivative of the product of two functions at x = 0.3 may be determine as dydx(f(x)*g(x),0.3).
By default, the dummy argument for the function is x, but may be specified as another variable with the “|r”
construct (read “given r”). The expression dydx(f(q)*g(q)|q,0.3) is equivalent (read derivative of f(q)g(q)
given q at q = 0.3). This form is often necessary to avoid ambiguity regarding the interpretation of x (see example
below).

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = cos(x)^2*sin(x)

GENPLOT: eval dydx(f(x),pi/4)

Value: -0.35355339 = dydx(f(x),pi/4)

GENPLOT: eval dydx(f(x)*exp(x),pi/4)

Value: -3.189743E-009 = dydx(f(x)*exp(x),pi/4)

GENPLOT: solve(dydx(f(r)*exp(r)|r,x),0.5,1.0)

:= 0.78539825

GENPLOT: create y = dydx(f(r)|r,x) -range 0 pi -points 1000 pl

GENPLOT: eval dydx(sin(x),0,1E-4),dydx(sin(x),0,1E-3),dydx(sin(x),0,1E-2)

Value: 1 = dydx(sin(x),0,1E-4)

Value: 0.99999983 = dydx(sin(x),0,1E-3)

Value: 0.99998333 = dydx(sin(x),0,1E-2)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: integral(), solve()

3.5.133 edgeworth

Usage: edgeworth(x,x0,s,sk,ku)

Inputs: x real Argument
x0 real Mean of distribution
s real Standard deviation of distribution
sk real Skew of distribution
ku real Kurtosis (excess) of distribution

Returns: real Edgeworth probability distribution

The function edgeworth(x,x0,s,sk,ku) is an expansion of the Edgeworth probability distribution function
which “distorts” the standard Gaussian distribution with a specified skew and kurtosis. It is often used to fit
distributions that are clearly non-Gaussian.

Given a mean µ = x0, a standard deviation σ = s, skew κ3 = sk, and excess kurtosis κ4 = ku, the Edgeworth
function is approximated as

pE(x) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

[
− (x− µ)2

2σ2

]
f

(
x− µ
s

)
f(r) = 1 +

κ3
3!

(r3 − 3r) +
κ4
4!

(r4 − 6r2 + 3) +
κ23
72

(r6 − 15r4 + 45r2 − 15)

In the limit κ3 → 0 and κ4 → 0, the Edgeworth distribution reduces to the Gaussian distribution.

The distribution is normalized such that

∫ ∞
−∞

pE(x) = 1. However, because of skew and kurtosis, the peak does

not occur at x0.

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = edgeworth(x,1.7,1.2,0.5,0.2)

GENPLOT: create y = f(x) -range 0 6 -points 1000 plot -lt 1
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GENPLOT: eval integral(f(x),-10,10)

Value: 1 = integral(f(x),-10,10)

GENPLOT: eval integral(x*f(x),-10,10) /* Determine mean

Value: 1.7 = integral(x*f(x),-10,10)

GENPLOT: eval sqrt(integral((x-1.7)^2*f(x),-8,10)) /* Determine sigma

Value: 1.2 = sqrt(integral((x-1.7)^2*f(x),-8,10))

GENPLOT: eval (integral((x-1.7)^3*f(x),-8,10))/1.2^3 /* Determine skew

Value: 0.49999971 = (integral((x-1.7)^3*f(x),-8,10))/1.2^3

GENPLOT: eval (integral((x-1.7)^4*f(x),-8,10))/1.2^4-3 /* Determine excess kurtosis

Value: 0.1999979 = (integral((x-1.7)^4*f(x),-8,10))/1.2^4-3

GENPLOT:

The integrals confirm the moments of the distribution.

Related functions: binomial(), gaussian(), poisson(), lorentz(), weibull()

3.5.134 erf, erfc

Usage: erf(z)

erfc(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Error function / complementary error function

The error function erf(z) and the complementary error function erfc(z) are solutions to the parabolic differential
equation for heat flow and impurity diffusion. The functions are defined as

erf (z) =
2

π

∫ x

0

e−t
2

dt

erfc (z) = 1− erf (z) =
2

π

∫ ∞
x

e−t
2

dt

Limiting values for the functions at 0 and ±∞ are:

−∞ 0 ∞
erf (z) -1 0 1

erfc (z) 2 1 0

The normal distribution is the integral of a Gaussian which has a very similar form and thus is closely related to
the error function

PG(x) = ndtr(x) =
1

2
erfc

(
− x√

2

)

Related Functions: erfi(), erfci(), ndtr(), ndtri()

3.5.135 erfi, erfci

Usage: erfi(z)

erfci(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Inverse Error function / inverse complementary error function
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The erfi(z) and erfci(z) functions are the inverse error function and inverse complementary error function
respectively. These functions determine the value r such that erf (r) = z or erfc (r) = z.

The domain for erfi(z) is [−1, 1] with return values that mathematically extend to ±∞. However, due to finite
precision of numbers (precision limit at x = ±1), the erfi(z) function has a practical return range of ±5.805.
For x = ±1, the return value is ±27.205686.

The domain for erfci(z) function is [0, 2]. Again due to limited number precision near x = 2, the return is
−5.805 at 2− ε and -27.205686 for x = 2. However, as x→ 0, the precision is not an issue and the function can
be evaluated as x → 10−324 where erfc (z) = 27.205686. In both cases, for arguments out of range the limiting
value is returned.

Related Functions: erf(), erfc()

3.5.136 exists

Usage: exists(var)

isvar(var)

Inputs: var arbitrary Internal variable name
Returns: integer 1 if name is a varable (of any type), 0 otherwise

The exists(var) and isvar(var) function are equivalent and simply return true (1) if the specified variable
name exists anywhere in the functional evaluator name space. Both simple [c1] and compound variables names
[varc1:npt)] may be specified. This function is normally used to either flag an error if something has not already
happened, or to avoid repeating operations in a macro.

Examples:

GENPLOT: exists(npt)

:= 1

GENPLOT: isvar(ids)

:= 1

GENPLOT: exists(c1:npt)

:= 1

GENPLOT: exists(c1:nrow)

:= 0

GENPLOT: if (! exists(loaded)) { /* Do so work */ setv loaded = 1 }

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: isvar(), sizeof(), typeof()

3.5.137 exp

Usage: exp(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex ez

Returns e raised to the argument power ez for both real and complex arguments.

Related Functions: ln(), log()

3.5.138 exponent

Usage: exponent(r)

Inputs: r real Argument
Returns: integer Exponent appropriate for base-10 scientific notation
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The function returns the appropriate exponent (base 10) for representing a real number in scientific notation. For
a complex argument, returns only the value for the real component of the argument. Normally used along with
the mantissa() function to format printing in scientific notation.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv q = -1.602E-19

GENPLOT: printf "The electron has a charge q = %.3fE%+3.2d" mantissa(q) exponent(q)

The electron has a charge q = -1.602E-19

GENPLOT:

Related functions: mantissa()

3.5.139 f test

Usage: f test(F, v1, v2)

Inputs: F real F statistic (ratio of variance from two sample sets)
v1 integer Number of degrees of freedom 1
v2 integer Number of degrees of freedom 2

Returns: real Probability of observing F greater than that given

The F-test, from the F-distribution, is used to compare the variance of normally distributed populations, especially
as part of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). In general, F is the ratio of the variance from the first set to that
in the second set. The function f test(F,v1,v2) returns the upper tail probability that an F -statistic equal to
or greater than F would be observed in random set of samples having v1 and v2 degrees of freedom. This is in
contrast to the @t test and @z test which return the probability for less than or equal to the statistic.

The test on two arrays is given by f test(@var(ar1)/@var(ar2),ar1:npt-1,ar2:npt-1), as implemented by
the @f test() function.

Related functions: @f test()

3.5.140 fabs, abs, magn

Usage: fabs(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real Magnitude of the argument

Returns the magnitude of the real or complex argument. This is synonymous with the abs(z) and magn(z)

functions. For complex arguments, magn(z) =
√
R(z)2 + I(z)2

While nominally identical, the magn() function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode
while abs() and fabs() remain in real mode unless some other element of the expression implies complex mode.

Related functions: imag(), real(), sign()

3.5.141 fact

Usage: fact(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex z! (factorial)

Returns the factorial of z (z!) for arbitrary real and complex values. Equivalent to the inline format z!. The
analytical extension to non-integer values (and complex values) is through the gamma function where n! = Γ(n+1).

Related Functions: gamma()
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3.5.142 fclose

Usage: fclose(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen()

Returns: integer 0 if successful, EOF otherwise

fclose() closes the file associated with the specified file handle, flushing all internal buffers associated with the
stream. After the call, the file handle will be invalid, even if the call fails.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() command. Use pclose() for
streams opened using popen(). If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise it returns an error code, typically
EOF. It is not possible to close the standard handles stdin, stdout or stderr.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "w")

GENPLOT: qev fprintf(funit, "‘This is a test line\n")

GENPLOT: fclose(funit)

:= 0

GENPLOT: type test.txt

This is a test line

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), pclose()

3.5.143 feof

Usage: feof(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
Returns: integer !0 if EOF set, 0 otherwise

feof() function tests the End-Of-File (EOF) flag on the file. EOF is set by any operation that moves the stream
to the end of the file. The function returns non-zero if the EOF flag is set, and 0 otherwise. Typically the
command is used to identify the end of data in a file.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popen() command.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv numlines = 0

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test3d.dat")

GENPLOT: while (! feof(funit)) { qev fgets(funit) let numlines = numlines+1 }

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT: printf "File contains %d lines" numlines

File contains 90602 lines

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), ferror()

3.5.144 ferror

Usage: ferror(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
Returns: integer !0 if EOF set, 0 otherwise
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ferror() function tests the error flag assocated with the file stream. This flag is set by any operation that
generates an error. The function returns non-zero if the error flag is set (possibly related to the specific error),
and 0 otherwise. Typically the command is used to identify the cause of a read or write command failing.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popen() command.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test3d.dat","r")

GENPLOT: eval ferror(funit)

Value: 0 = ferror(funit)

GENPLOT: qev fprintf(funit, "Try to write a line")

GENPLOT: eval ferror(funit)

Value: 32 = ferror(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), feof()

3.5.145 fflush

Usage: fflush(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
Returns: integer 0 if successful, EOF otherwise

fflush() flushes all buffers associated with the specified file handle, writing any pending data to a file opened
for modification. Flushing a file handle opened read only is allowed, but the behavior is system dependent (may
flush internal buffers and reread from disk). Typically this command is used to write experimental data to the
hard drive to avoid data loss on power failure.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popen() command. If
successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise it returns an error code, typically EOF.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 1000 { /* Get data and write to file */ qev fflush(funit) }

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen()

3.5.146 fgetc

Usage: fgetc(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
or stdin

Returns: integer Next character from file, or -1 on error

fgetc() returns the character code (integer) of the next character read from the data stream. If there are no
more characters available in the file, a -1 value is returned and the EOF flag is set. Subsequent reads continue to
return -1.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popoen() command. Alter-
natively, it may be specified as stdin which will read from standard input (normally the keyboard). However,
characters typed will not normally be echoed to the screen.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: alloc ar array 10

GENPLOT: loop 10 let ar[%i] = fgetc(funit)-’0’

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), fgets(), feof()

3.5.147 fgets

Usage: fgets(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
or stdin

Returns: string Next line read from the file (terminating on a newline)

fgets() reads text from the file handle and returns all characters up to (i) the next newline character (0x10),
(ii) the end of the file, or (iii) to a confingured maximum string length. Currently this limit is set at 32768
characters. The newline character, if present, is removed from the string before returning (in contrast to the
normal C language behavior). On error, or if there is no data to read, the returned string is empty. Use feof()

to determine if the end of the file has been reached.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popen() command. Alter-
natively, it may be specified as stdin which will read from standard input (normally the keyboard). However,
characters typed will not normally be echoed to the screen.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv icnt = 0

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test3d.dat")

GENPLOT: while (! feof(funit)) printf "‘%4.4d: %s" icnt fgets(funit) let icnt = icnt+1

...

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), fgetc(), feof()

3.5.148 filedate, filetime

Usage: filedate(path)

filetime(path)

Inputs: path string pathname or filename
Returns: int Modification time of file or -1 on error

The filedate() and filetime() functions are synonymous and return the timestamp (modification) of the
specified filename or pathname in seconds since the epoch. On error, or if the file does not exist, the function
returns -1.

The returned value can be compared with other file timestamps, the current time using the time() function, or
it may be “printed” using the asctime() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval filetime("test3d.dat")

Value: 1.1109428E+009 = filetime("test3d.dat")

GENPLOT: asctime(filetime("c:\windows\cmd.exe"))

:= Tue Jun 21 20:09:45 2011

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: filesize(), time(), asctime()
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3.5.149 filesize

Usage: filesize(path)

Inputs: path string pathname or filename
Returns: int File size in bytes or -1 on error

The filesize() function returns the size of the file in bytes. For portability, the function is currently limited to
file sizes not exceeding 231 bytes (2.1 Gbytes). If the file does not exist, the function return -1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: filesize("test3d.dat")

:= 2981354

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: filedate(), filetime()

3.5.150 float2hex, real2hex

Usage: float2hex(rval)

real2hex(rval)

Inputs: rval double Floating point numerical value to encode as hexadecimal
Returns: string Hexadecimal representation of the floating point constant

The functions float2hex(rval) and real2hex(rval) encode the internal representation of the real value re-
sprenting rval in a hexadecimal format. This is the computer hardware dependent method of storing a floating
point values in the C language “float” variable type, and is the explicit bit pattern stored in memory. With
an Intel architecture (IEEE Standard 754 Floating Point Numbers), floating point real values (32 bits wide) are
represented by 1 bit of sign, 8 bits of exponent with a bias of 0x7f, followed by 23 bits of mantissa with an implied
1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval real2hex(0.5),real2hex(1.0),real2hex(2.0),real2hex(1.5)

Value: real2hex(0.5) = "3f000000"

Value: real2hex(1.0) = "3f800000"

Value: real2hex(2.0) = "40000000"

Value: real2hex(1.5) = "3fc00000"

GENPLOT: eval real2hex(pi)

Value: real2hex(pi) = "40490fdb"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: double2hex(), hex2double(), hex2float, hex2real()

3.5.151 floor

Usage: floor(r)

Inputs: r real argument
Returns: integer Largest integer less than or equal to r

The floor(r) function returns the largest integer that is “below” the given value on a number line, that is the
largest integer less than or equal to the argument. Compared to the truncation function int(r), the floor function
behaves properly for both positive and negative values of r.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: floor(3.73)

:= 3

GENPLOT: floor(-3.73)

:= -4

GENPLOT: floor(-3)

:= -3

GENPLOT:

Related functions: ceil(), int(), nint()

3.5.152 fmod, mod

Usage: mod(x,y)

fmod(x,y)

Inputs: x real argument
y real divisor

Returns: real remainder of x/y

The modulo functions mod(x,y) and fmod(x,y) returns the “remainder” when the argument The mkdir(path)

function attempts to create a directory with the is divided by the divisor. While typically used with integers, it is
defined for any real number arguments. The result satisfies 0 ≤ |mod(x, y)| < y with the sign of the result being
the same as that of the argument. The sign of the divisor is ignored.

A common use of the mod() function is to cycle through a series of integer values repeatedly. let ival =

mod(ival+1,3) will loop through values 0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2. . . repeatedly.

For complex arguments, the imaginary part of the value is ignored.

Examples:

GENPLOT: mod(7,3)

:= 1

GENPLOT: mod(-7,3)

:= -1

GENPLOT: loop 6

:= 0

GENPLOT: create y = mod(x,4) -range 0 14 -by 1 eval y

0: 0 1 2 3 0

5: 1 2 3 0 1

10: 2 3 0 1 2

GENPLOT:

3.5.153 fopen

Usage: fopen(path [,mode])

Inputs: path string pathname of file to be opened. Must exist if readonly
mode string Optional specification for access wanted (default = readonly)

Returns: fileptr file handle for use with subsequent I/O operations on file

fopen(path [,mode]) opens a file stream to the specified pathname with access defined by the optional mode
string. If the mode string is not provided, it defaults to read-only access to the file. This command returns a
special variable type of fileptr which can only be used as an argument to file I/O operations. The file handle
should be closed when no long needed using the fclose() function.

The pathname can be a relative or fully qualified path. The following “special” names are also recognized and
return the specified handles. These are no longer really necessary since the corresponding fputs(), fprintf(),
etc. commands recognize stdout, stdin, and stdout directly.
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path fileptr Description
"stdout" stdout Standard output (normally the screen)
"stderr" stderr Standard error output (normally trapped and not displayed)
"stdin" stdin Standard input (normally the keyboard)
"con" stdout / stdin Console opens stdout/stdin depending on mode (read/write)

"/dev/tty" stdout / stdin Console opens stdout/stdin depending on mode (read/write)

Use of stdin is discouraged as I do not know how it will really behave. Certainly, it does not echo characters as
they are read! Same goes for the console in read mode. Use of stdout is okay and often good for debugging when
text would otherwise be written to a file.

Access modes are somewhat operating dependent, but include generally

mode Action
"r" Open a file for reading only. File must exist
"w" Create an empty file for writing. If the file already exists, the contents will be

erased.
"a" Open a file to append. If the file does not exist, it will be created. Otherwise the

file will be opened as with "w" but positioned past any existing data.
"r+" Open a file for reading and writing. File must exist
"w+" Create an empty file for both reading and writing. If the file already exists, the

contents will be erased.
"a+" Open a file for reading and appending. All write operations occur at the end of the

file. fseek() positions only the read pointer and will be reset to the end on any
write operation. If the file does not exist, it will be created.

For windows, the mode may include a translation modified "b" or "t" to indicate that the file is in binary or
text mode. In text mode, CTRL+Z is recognized as an end of file indicator and CR/LF characters in the file
are translated to a single NL character on read (and inversely on write). In binary mode, no translation occurs
on file characters. This qualifying character must be appended to the mode desired ("r+b"). Text translation is
normally the default mode.

The function return is stored as a special variable type which cannot normally be tested, including for errors.
The special case test if (! funit) printf "ERROR: File open failed" is allowed to determine if the
file successfully opened.

When a file is opened for both reading and writing, one should be careful to use fflush() to ensure buffers are
written before repositioning or reading from the stream.

Warning: In windows, it appears that an invalid character or format of the mode option will fail non-gracefully
(i.e. crash GENPLOT). This appears to be a library/compiler bug that probably will never get resolved by
Microsoft.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "a")

GENPLOT: if (! funit) printf "ERROR: File failed to open" goto CantWorkNow

GENPLOT: qev fputs("‘This is line 4\n", funit)

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt")

GENPLOT: while (! feof(funit)) qev printf("‘%s\n", fgets(funit))

This is line 1

This is line 2

This is line 3

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fclose(), popen()
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3.5.154 fprintf

Usage: fprintf(funit, format, expr1, expr2, ...)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()
or optionally stdout or stderr

format string format string describing output
expr1 arbitrary first expression used in format specification
expr2 arbitrary second expression used in format specification
. . . at least as many arguments as are referred to in the format

Returns: integer number of characters written if successful, negative on error

The function fprintf(funit,format,...) outputs a sequence of data values formatted as defined by the format
specifier. The arguments following the format are expressions which ae interpreted according to the descriptors
in the format.

The format is an arbitrary string containing text and optionally embedded format tags that are replaced by the
values of the subsequent arguments. The number of arguments must be at least equal to the number of embedded
tags in the format string. Tags are of the format

%[flags][width][.precision][length]specifier

The specifier indicates the type of variable and how the corresponding expression will be interpreted. As the %
indicates an embedded format specifier, use %% to encode a single % character in the format string.

specifier number format example
c Character a

d or i Signed decimal integer -127
e Scientific notation (mantise/exponent) using lowercase e 3.141593e+007
E Scientific notation (mantise/exponent) using uppercase E 3.141593E+007
f Floating point value 127.37
g General floating point - uses shorter of %e or %f 3.14159
G General floating point - uses shorter of %E or %f 3.14159
o Signed octal 177
s String words
u Unsigned decimal integer 127
x Unsigned hexadecimal integer 7f
X Unsigned hexadecimal integer 7F
p Pointer address 009E1798
% A % followed by another % character will write % to the stream. %

The embedded format “n” is not implemented.

The specifier is qualified with tags specifying the justification of the value in the field, how the sign is presented,
the width of the total field, the number of digits of precision and optionally modifications of the variable type.

flags description example
- Left-justified with the field (default is right justified) "7 "

+ Forces use of plus and minus sign for all number (default sign only
on negative values)

"+7"

(space) Insert blank in place of sign for positive quantities " 7"

# o,x or X specifier: Prefix octal values with 0 and hexadecimal with
0x or 0X

"0x7f"

e,E or f specifier: Force value to include a decimal point even if no
digits follow "127."

g or G specifier: Same as for e or E but trailing zeroes are not
removed

0 Left-pad number to full field width with zeroes instead of spaces "0000127"
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The width qualifier determines the minumum number of characters that the value to use in the output text.
Actual length can be larger, but never less that this value.

width description example
(number) Minimum number of characters to be printed. If the number re-

quires less space, the extra is padded with blanks. If more space is
required, this flag is ignored and the minumum space is used.

" 7.37"

* Value of width is given as an integer argument in the list (not
currently implemented)

The precision qualifier, for numbers, specifies the number of digits that the answer must contain. The default is
system dependent but commonly 6 for floating point numbers.

precision description example
.number For integer specifiers (d,i,o,u,x,X): Minimum number fo digits to be

written. If fewer digits would have been required, result is padded
with zeroes. If more are required, this flag is ignored. For a preci-
sion of 0, the value of 0 will print as nothing.

"007"

For e,E and f specifiers: Number of digits to be printed after the
decimal point

"127.32"

For g and G specifiers: Maximum number of significant digits to
be printed

"127.37e007"

For s specifier: Maximum number of characters to be printed. By
default, the entire string is printed
For c specifier: No effect
If no precision is specified, the default value is 1

* The precision is given as an integer argument in the list (not cur-
rently implemented)

Arguments may represent various “sizes” of integers and floating point variables. The length modifier determines
how to interpret the argument. As GENPLOT uses the highest possible precision within the function evaluator,
these flags are permitted but ignored in the format specifier.

length description example
h Used with integer specifiers (d,i,o,u,x,X), argument is interpreted

as a short int or unsigned short int

l Used with integer specifiers (d,i,o,u,x,X), argument is interpreted
as a long int or unsigned long int

L Used with floating point specifiers (e,E,f,g, G), argument is inter-
preted as a long double

If the argument type does not match with the expected format specifier, GENPLOT fakes a value and continues
with a warning message. For example, variables can be used with the %p specifier but not constants. The
command printf uses the same format as the fprintf() commands.

The functions fprintf(), printf(), and sprintf() behave identical with the exception of where the output is
sent. fprintf() sends the output to a specified file, printf() sends the data to stdout, and sprintf() encodes
the data into a string variable. The command line function printf also uses the same format for encoding values,
but in addition always appends a newline character to the output string.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popoen() command. Alterna-
tively, it may be specified as either stdout or stderr which will write to standard output (normally the screen)
or standard error (which may be trapped and not displayed).

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("stdout")
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GENPLOT: fprintf(funit, "‘This is a test line with a newline\n")

This is a test line with a newline

:= 35

GENPLOT: printf "%+15.3f" pi

+3.142

GENPLOT: printf "The sin of pi: %f" sin(pi)

The sin of pi: 0.000000

GENPLOT: printf "The sin of pi: %g" sin(pi)

The sin of pi: 1.22461e-016

GENPLOT: printf "The sin of pi: %.16f" sin(pi)

The sin of pi: 0.0000000000000001

GENPLOT: printf "Address of the ids variable: %p" ids

Address of the ids variable: 009E1798

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), sprintf(), printf()

3.5.155 fputc

Usage: fputc(ichar, funit)

Inputs: ichar integer/char single character to write (ASCII code)
funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()

or optionally stdout or stderr
Returns: integer character written if successful, EOF on error

The function fputc(ichar,funit) writes a single character to the data stream. If successful, the character is
returned as the function value. On error, EOF is returned and the errof flag is set (see ferror()).

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popoen() command. Alterna-
tively, it may be specified as either stdout or stderr which will write to standard output (normally the screen)
or standard error (which may be trapped and not displayed).

Examples:

GENPLOT: funit = fopen("test.txt", "w")

GENPLOT: qev fputc(’T’,funit)

GENPLOT: declare aline = "his is a new line of text"

GENPLOT: loop strlen(aline) qev fputc(ichar(substr(aline,%i,1)),funit)

GENPLOT: qev fputc(0x0A,funit)

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), fgets(), fflush()

3.5.156 fputs

Usage: fputs(text, funit)

Inputs: text string character string to write to file/pipe
funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen() or popen()

or optionally stdout or stderr
Returns: integer non-negative value if successful, EOF on error

The function fputs(text, funit) writes the entire string to the opened file or pipe stream. If successful, the
function return is a non-zero value. On error, EOF is returned and the errof flag is set (see ferror()).

The string is written exactly as stored with no appended newline character. Newlines must be explicitly written
using fputc(), or embedded in the text string. Escape sequences (control characters) can be embedded in a
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string constant by identify the string as a “C-string” with a backhash (‘) as the first character. Logical escape
sequences such as \n are then properly encoded as 0x0A. See the example below.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() or popoen() command. Alterna-
tively, it may be specified as either stdout or stderr which will write to standard output (normally the screen)
or standard error (which may be trapped and not displayed).

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "w")

GENPLOT: qev fputs("This is line 1", funit)

GENPLOT: qev fputc(0x0A, funit)

GENPLOT: qev fputs("‘This is line 2\n", funit)

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), popen(), fgets(), fflush()

3.5.157 frac

Usage: frac(r)

Inputs: r real argument
Returns: real Fractional part of the argument with range (−1, 1)

The frac(r) function returns the fraction portion of the real number, discarding any integer part. The sign of
the argument is retained.

Examples:

GENPLOT: frac(3.73)

:= 0.73

GENPLOT: int(-3.73)

:= -0.73

GENPLOT:

Related functions: int()

3.5.158 fseek

Usage: fseek(funit, posn, origin)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen()

posn integer Number of bytes offset from the origin

origin integer One of SEEK SET, SEEK CUR, SEEK END constants
Returns: integer 0 if successful, non-zero on error

The function fseek(funit, posn, origin) sets the position indicator associated with the funit stream to a
new position defined by the combination of the origin and the posn arguments. Care must be exercised when
setting the position to anything other than the start or end of the file.

Positioning is relative to the third parameter. These are named constants (hidden integers) which have the action

Constant Action
SEEK SET Sets position relative to the beginning of the file
SEEK CUR Sets position relative to the current position of the file
SEEK END Sets position relative to the end of the file
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Rewinding the file is accomplished using SEEK SET with posn=0. Similarly, the file may be set to the end (to
append for example), using SEEK END with posn=0.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() command.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "r+")

GENPLOT: fseek(funit, 0, SEEK_END)

:= 0

GENPLOT: qev fputs("‘This is line 3\n", funit)

GENPLOT: fseek(funit, 0, SEEK_SET)

:= 0

GENPLOT: while (! feof(funit)) qev printf("‘%s\n", fgets(funit))

This is line 1

This is line 2

This is line 3

GENPLOT: qev fclose(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), ftell()

3.5.159 ftell

Usage: ftell(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from fopen()

Returns: integer Current value of the file position indicator, or -1 on error

The function ftell(funit) returns the value of the internal file position indicator. For a file opened in binary
mode, this is the number of bytes from the beginning of the file. For a text file, the exact value is ill-defined but
is guarenteed to return the file to the same position if passed to fseek() using the SEEK SET origin.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a fopen() command.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv funit = fopen("test.txt", "r")

GENPLOT: fgets(funit)

:= This is line 1

GENPLOT: ftell(funit)

:= 16

GENPLOT: fgets(funit) fgets(funit)

:= This is line 2

:= This is line 3

GENPLOT: qev fseek(funit, 16, SEEK_SET)

GENPLOT: fgets(funit)

:= This is line 2

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: fopen(), fseek()

3.5.160 fullpath

Usage: fullpath(path)

Inputs: path string filename, directory, or partial pathname
Returns: string Fully qualified pathname
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The function fullpath(path) returns a fully qualified pathname (including drive letter if appropriate) for the
specified path. If the file or directory exists, the name returned will be valid and refer to the location from any
directory in the system. However, the specified path need not actually exist, but will be treated as if it did refer
to valid directory names and files. With Rexx string functions, this function can be used to extract the directory
and filenamea of an arbitrary filename.

Examples:

GENPLOT: fullpath("test.txt")

:= F:\cgs.v14\test.txt

GENPLOT: fullpath("lexp/gvparse.c")

:= F:\cgs.v14\lexp\gvparse.c

GENPLOT: fullpath("\\zoo\users\tommy")

:= \\zoo\users\tommy

GENPLOT: fullpath("notadir/test.txt")

:= F:\cgs.v14\notadir\test.txt

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: pwd(), cwd()

3.5.161 gamma

Usage: gamma(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Γ(z) gamma function value

The gamma(z) function returns the value of Γ(z), which is the analytical extension of the factorial function to
arbitrary arguments. It is defined as

Γ(z) =

∫ ∞
0

tz−1e−t dt

and satisfies the recursion relationships

Γ(z + 1) = zΓ(z)

Γ(1− z)Γ(z) =
π

sin(πz)

(the former can be readily shown by simple integration by parts). These relationships establish the links

Γ(n) = (n− 1)!

Γ

(
1

2

)
=
√
π

Γ(z) is continuous on the complex plane except for zero and all negative integers. At these points, the function
diverges to ±∞ as a simple pole and the function gamma() returns the constant TMPREAL MAX. Because the Γ(x)
function grows very rapidly with x, the lngamma(z) function is also defined to work with large values of z returning
ln Γ(z). Finally, the derivative of Γ(x) (for real arguments only) is given by the digamma() function.

Related functions: lngamma(), digamma()
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3.5.162 gauss, gaussian, gaussn

Usage: gauss(x,x0,s)

gaussian(x,x0,s)

gaussn(x,x0,s)

Inputs: x real Argument
x0 real Mean of distribution
s real Standard deviation of distribution

Returns: real Gaussian probability distribution

The functions gaussian(x,x0,s) and gauss(x,x0,s) are the conventional definition of the Gaussian probability
distribution function. Given a mean µ = x0 and a standard deviation σ = s, the Gaussian probability distribution
function is defined as:

pG(x |µ, σ) =
1√

2πσ2
exp

[
− (x− µ)2

2σ2

]

The distribution is normalized such that

∫ ∞
−∞

pG(x) = 1, with the peak occuring at x0 and a full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of

FWHM =
√

8 ln 2 σ ≈ 2.35σ

The gaussn(x,x0,s) function is similar except that the function is normalized to a peak value of 1.0 and an area
of
√

2πσ. It is defined as

gaussn(x |µ, σ) = exp

[
− (x− µ)2

2σ2

]
This is somewhat easier to use when fitting peaks to a Gaussian profile where the peak amplitude is needed rather
than the integrated area.

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = gauss(x,2.7,1.2)

GENPLOT: create y = f(x) -range 0 6 -points 1000 plot -lt 1

GENPLOT: create y = gauss(x,1.7,1.2)/gauss(0,0,1.2) pl -lt 1 /* Peak = 1.0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: binomial(), edgeworth(), poisson(), lorentz(), weibull()

3.5.163 getenv

Usage: getenv(name)

Inputs: name string Name of the environment variable to query
Returns: string Value of the environment variable, or blank string on error

The getenv(name) function queries the operating system for the value of the string associated with name in the
environment variable list. These strings are normally set by the operating system and users (via a command
line interface) to control and configure the behavior of programs. For example, values may be set before starting
GENPLOT to modify the behavior or pass data that cannot be passed on the command line itself.

In a shell window, the full list of the environment variables can be seen using the printenv command (in Linux or
Windows) or the set command in Windows. These variables define, for example, the current user and computer
name, location of the windows directory, and number of processors.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: getenv("ComputerName")

:= LAZARUS

GENPLOT: getenv("Username")

:= tommy

GENPLOT: ! set Username = NotMe

GENPLOT: getenv("Username")

:= tommy

GENPLOT: getenv("windir")

:= C:\WINDOWS

GENPLOT: getenv("Homepath")

:= \Documents and Settings\tommy

GENPLOT: getenv("Homedrive")

:= C:

GENPLOT:

Related functions: none

3.5.164 gnoise

Usage: gnoise()

Inputs: (none)
Returns: real/complex Random number with Gaussian probability distribution

The gnoise() function is used to add normally distributed noise to data. It returns a random number in the range
[-8,8] which follows the Gaussian probability distribution. For complex numbers, both the real and imaginary
components are assigned random values. The range truncates the Gaussian probability tails at 10−16 to avoid
roundoff precision problems with the inverse normal distribution function. Internally, this function is implemented
as

gnoise() = ndtri(drand48())

Gaussian noise is extremely useful when attempting to fake data. Adding a reasonable amount of random noise
to the data set will improve the “feel” of validity, though a statistical test may prove that the error is just too
close to a Gaussian distribution to be physically realistic. Howver, it may be perfectly valid to test the sensitivity
of a fit by adding random noise to the data and re-fitting.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = gnoise() -points 1E6 transf y hist 0.01 pl -hist

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x)+0.1*gnoise() -range -10 10 -points 200 plot

GENPLOT:

Related functions: gaussian(), ndtri()

3.5.165 hex2bin

Usage: hex2bin(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII hexadecimal string to be converted
Returns: string Binary representation of the hexadecimal string

The function hex2bin(text) atttempts to convert a string representing a hexadecimal value into a binary equiva-
lent string. Leading spaces are skipped, and only subsequent characters in the range [0-9] and [a-f] are considered
in the conversion. If the first character in the string is invalid, the value of 0 is returned. See bin2hex for the
inverse function.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: hex2bin("b6a7")

:= 1011011010100111

GENPLOT: hex2bin("3FFF")

:= 0011111111111111

GENPLOT:

Related functions: bin2hex()

3.5.166 hex2double

Usage: hex2double(hexstr)

Inputs: hexstr string Hexadecimal representation of real floating point value
Returns: string Double precision number corresponding to the hexadecimal pattern

The function hex2double(hexstr) is the inverse of the double2hex() function, converting the input hexadecimal
representation of a double precision floating point value into a number. The pattern represented by the hexstr

variable is simply copied into memory and interpreted as a floating point value corresponding to the C “double”
type object. No validation or interpretation of the string is otherwise made.

Leading whitespace and an optional 0x prefix are ignored in the string if present. Only the first 16 characters of
the remaining string are interpreted and the string is assumed to contain only valid hexadecimal symbols. Big
and little endian structure of memory storage is properly handled.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval double2hex(pi)

Value: double2hex(pi) = "400921fb54442d18"

GENPLOT: eval hex2double("400921fb54442d18")

Value: 3.1415927 = hex2double("400921fb54442d18")

GENPLOT: eval hex2double("3FF7000000000000")

Value: 1.4375 = hex2double("3FF7000000000000")

Related functions: double2hex(), hex2double(), real2hex()

3.5.167 hex2float, hex2real

Usage: hex2real(hexstr)

hex2float(hexstr)

Inputs: hexstr string Hexadecimal representation of real floating point value
Returns: string Floating point numerical corresponding to the hexadecimal code

The function hex2real(hexstr) is the inverse of the real2hex() function, converting the input hexadecimal
representation of a floating point value into a number. The pattern represented by the hexstr variable is simply
copied into memory and interpreted as a floating point value corresponding to the C “float” type object. No
validation or interpretation of the string is otherwise made.

Leading whitespace and an optional 0x prefix are ignored in the string if present. Only the first 8 characters of
the remaining string are interpreted and the string is assumed to contain only valid hexadecimal symbols. Big
and little endian structure of memory storage is properly handled.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval float2hex(pi)

Value: real2hex(pi) = "40490fdb"

GENPLOT: eval hex2float("40490fdb")
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Value: 3.1415927 = hex2float("40490fdb")

GENPLOT: eval hex2float("3FF00000")

Value: 1.875 = hex2float("3FF00000")

GENPLOT:

Related functions: double2hex(), hex2double(), real2hex(), float2hex()

3.5.168 hex2int, x2d

Usage: hex2int(s)

x2d(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII hex string to be converted
Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The functions hex2int(text) and x2d(text) atttempt to interpret the string as an integer value in base 16
(hexadecimal). It is equivalent to the call base2int(text,16). Conversion of the string stops at the first
character that is not in the range [0,9] or [a,f].

Special prefix strings may override the specified base. Strings beginning with 0x are interpreted as hexadecimal
constants while those beginning o are considered as octal constants. This permits constants of the form 0x377F

and o377 to be properly interpreted.

While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: hex2int("FFFF")

:= 65535

GENPLOT: hex2int("o377")

:= 255

GENPLOT:

Related functions: base2int(), bin2int(), oct2int()

3.5.169 hex2real, hex2float

Usage: hex2real(hexstr)

hex2float(hexstr)

Inputs: hexstr string Hexadecimal representation of real floating point value
Returns: string Floating point numerical corresponding to the hexadecimal code

The functions hex2float(hexstr) and hex2real(hexstr) are the inverse of the real2hex() function, converting
the input hexadecimal representation of a floating point value into a number. The pattern represented by the
hexstr variable is simply copied into memory and interpreted as a floating point value corresponding to the C
“float” type object. No validation or interpretation of the string is otherwise made.

Leading whitespace and an optional 0x prefix are ignored in the string if present. Only the first 8 characters of
the remaining string are interpreted and the string is assumed to contain only valid hexadecimal symbols. Big
and little endian structure of memory storage is properly handled.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval float2hex(pi)

Value: real2hex(pi) = "40490fdb"

GENPLOT: eval hex2float("40490fdb")

Value: 3.1415927 = hex2float("40490fdb")
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GENPLOT: eval hex2float("3FF00000")

Value: 1.875 = hex2float("3FF00000")

GENPLOT:

Related functions: double2hex(), hex2double(), real2hex(), float2hex()

3.5.170 hexand, hexor, hexxor

Usage: hexand(hexstr1, hexstr2)

hexor(hexstr1, hexstr2)

hexxor(hexstr1, hexstr2)

Inputs: hexstr1 string ASCII hexadecimal string argument 1
hexstr2 string ASCII hexadecimal string argument 2

Returns: string Bitwise operation on the strings

The functions hexand(str1,str2), hexor(str1,str2) and hexxor(str1,str2) perform the corresponding bit-
wise operations on text string representations of hexadecimal numbers. These are the symbolic equivalent of the
mathematical operators & and |. The result is a string representing the hexadecimal result, with a length equal
to the longer of the arguments.

Leading whitespace in the string is ignored. The string is terminated at the first invalid (not in [0,9] or [a-f])
character. If there are no valid characters in an argument, the argument is treated as a 0.

Examples:

GENPLOT: hexand("3F724", "BD02")

:= 0b500

GENPLOT: hexor("3F724", "BD02")

:= 3ff26

GENPLOT: hexxor("3F724", "BD02")

:= 34a26

GENPLOT: hexxor("3g724", "BD02")

:= bd01

GENPLOT:

Related functions: bitand(), bitor(), bitxor()

3.5.171 hv$

Usage: hv$(z)

Inputs: r real/complex argument
Returns: real Heaviside function of z

This function hv$(z) implements the Heaviside function H(x) which is the integral of the Dirac delta function
and can be defined as

hv$(x) =

 0 for x < 0
0.5 for x = 0

1 otherwise

3.5.172 ichar

Usage: ichar(c)

Inputs: c char or strong Single character or text string
Returns: string Integer value of the character or first character in the string
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The ichar(c) function returns the integer value corresponding to specified single character or the first character
in the string. Conversion is based on the standard ASCII encoding and currently active code page. In particular,
the upper half of the code page (0x80-0xFF) depends on the operating system dependent code page, including
such characters as the German umlauts (0xFC is ü).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 NUL SOH STX ETX EOT ENQ ACK BEL BS HT LF VT FF CR SO SI

1 DLE DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB CAN EM SUB ESC FS GS RS US

2 SP ! ” # $ % & ’ ( ) * + , - . /
3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; < = > ?
4 @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
5 P Q R S T U V W X Y Z [ \ ] ˆ
6 ‘ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o
7 p q r s t u v w x y z { | } ˜ DEL

Examples:

GENPLOT: ichar(’a’)

:= 97

GENPLOT: d2x(ichar(’z’))

:= 7a

GENPLOT: d2x(ichar(’a’))

:= 61

GENPLOT: eval ichar("This")

Value: 84 = ichar("This")

GENPLOT:

Related functions: char()

3.5.173 imag

Usage: imag(z)

Inputs: r real/complex argument
Returns: real Imaginary part of the argument

Function to return the imaginary part I(z) of a complex argument z. For any real value, imag(r) = 0. This
function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode.

Related functions: real(), magn(), sign()

3.5.174 index, pos

Usage: index(needle, haystack [, start])

pos(needle, haystack [, start])

Inputs: needle string substring to search for
haystack string string to search
start integer optional start position in haystack for start of search

(default = 0)
Returns: string Index of character where string occurs or -1 if not found

The functions index(needle, haystack [,start]) and pos(needle, haystack [,start]) return the charac-
ter position of the first occurance of the string needle in the haystack string. By default, the search begins from
the beginning of haystack. If the optional parameter start is given, the search can be restricted to start at the
specified character position (or equivalently to skip the first start characters).
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The returned value is 0 based with 0 indicating the first character of the string itself. Returned values are always
relative to the start of the entire string, not from where the search began. If the needle does not exist in the
haystack (beyond start), the function returns -1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: index("is", "This is a test")

:= 2

GENPLOT: index("is", "This is a test", 2)

:= 2

GENPLOT: index("is", "This is a test", 3)

:= 5

GENPLOT: index("is", "This is a test", 6)

:= -1

GENPLOT: declare aline = pwd() eval aline /* Note: lastpos() is better for doing this

Value: aline = "F:/cgs.v14/lexp/linux" /* Want the last element name only

GENPLOT: setv ipt,ldir = 0,0

GENPLOT: while (ipt >= 0) ipt = index(’/’, aline, ldir) if (ipt>0) { let ldir=ipt+1 }

GENPLOT: eval substr(aline,ldir,99)

Value: substr(aline,ldir,99) = "linux"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: pos(), lastpos()

3.5.175 insert

Usage: insert(new, target, new [,start [,length [,pad]]])

Inputs: new string Substring to be inserted into text

target string Target string to be inserted into
start integer Starting character position for insertion

(default = 0 which inserts at the beginning of target
length integer Length of substring to insert (pad or truncate as needed)

(default = length of new)
pad char/integer Optional character for padding (default = space)

Returns: string Resulting string with new inserted into text

The insert(new, target [,start [,length [,pad]]]) function inserts the new string into the existing target

text starting at the start position (which defaults to character position 0 or the beginning of the string). The
start position may be beyond the end of the existing target string, in which case the original target string is
padded on the right with the pad characters (which defaults to a spaces). The optional length parameter (which
defaults to the length of new) defines the number of characters to be inserted. If length is less than the length
of new, the string is truncated. If length is greater than the length of new, it is padded on the right with pad

characters.

This insert() function is very close to the Rexx equivalent. However, the start position for Rexx indentifies
the character that the new string will be inserted after. Thus, 0 refers to the beginning of the string since the
first character would have been 1. This makes no sense when the character indexing starts at 0, so in this
implementation the new string is inserted at the specified location.

Examples:

GENPLOT: insert(" ", "abcdef", 3)

:= abc def

GENPLOT: insert("123", "abc", 5,6)

:= abc 123

GENPLOT: insert("123", "abc", 5,6,’+’)
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:= abc++123+++

GENPLOT: insert("nother", "This is a test", 9)

:= This is another test

GENPLOT: insert("Oh bummer", "This is a test", 0, 20, ’.’)

:= Oh bummer...........This is a test

GENPLOT: insert("what a bummer", "This is a test", 25,, ’.’)

:= This is a test...........what a bummer

GENPLOT:

Related functions: delstr(), overlay()

3.5.176 int

Usage: int(r)

Inputs: r real argument
Returns: integer Truncation of r to an integer value

The int(r) function returns the integer portion of the real number, discarding any decimal part. This function
always truncates toward zero; use the floor() function to return the integer “below” the argument when needed.

Examples:

GENPLOT: int(3.73)

:= 3

GENPLOT: int(-3.73)

:= -3

GENPLOT: int(-3)

:= -3

GENPLOT:

Related functions: ceil(), floor(), nint(), frac()

3.5.177 int2base

Usage: int2base(ival, base)

Inputs: ival integer Numerical value to encode as octal
base integer Base for representation (2 ≤ base ≤ 36)

Returns: string Representation of the integer in the specified base

The function int2base(ival,base) encodes the integer argument as a string of the equivalent base representa-
tion. Complex and real values are truncated to the real integer part only. For negative values, the value is stored
as a signed integer, and then treated as an unsigned integer for evaluation. Bases between 2 and 36 are allowed.

Examples:

GENPLOT: int2base(32767,2)

:= 111111111111111

GENPLOT: int2base(32767,16)

:= 7fff

GENPLOT: int2base(32767,36)

:= pa7

GENPLOT: int2base(-32767,36)

:= 1z13cox

GENPLOT:
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Related functions: d2x(), x2d(), hex2int(), int2hex(), int2bin(), bin2int(), int2oct(), oct2int(), and
base2int()

3.5.178 int2bin

Usage: int2bin(ival)

Inputs: ival integer Numerical value to encode as binary
Returns: string Binary representation of the integer

The function int2bin(ival) encodes the integer argument as a string of the equivalent binary representation.
Complex and real values are truncated to the real integer part only. For negative values, the value is stored as a
signed integer, and then treated as an unsigned integer for evaluation.

Examples:

GENPLOT: int2bin(254)

:= 11111110

GENPLOT: int2bin(-254)

:= 11111111111111111111111100000010

GENPLOT:

Related functions: d2x(), x2d(), hex2int(), int2hex(), bin2int(), int2oct(), oct2int(), int2base(),
base2int()

3.5.179 int2hex, d2x

Usage: d2x(ival)

int2hex(ival)

Inputs: ival integer Numerical value to encode as hexadecimal
Returns: string Hexadecimal representation of the integer

The functions d2x(ival) and int2hex(ival) encode the integer argument as a string of the equivalent hexadec-
imal value. Complex and real values are truncated to the real integer part only. For negative values, the value is
stored as a signed integer, and then treated as an unsigned integer for evaluation. Hence -1 with 32-bit integers
will 0xFFFFFFFF.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval d2x(32676)

Value: d2x(32676) = "7fa4"

GENPLOT: eval int2hex(0x401)

Value: int2hex(0x401) = "401"

GENPLOT: eval d2x(-3)

Value: d2x(-3) = "fffffffd"

GENPLOT: eval d2x(7.93)

Value: d2x(7.93) = "7"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: d2x(), x2d(), hex2int(), int2bin(), bin2int(), int2oct(), oct2int(), int2base(),
base2int()

3.5.180 int2oct

Usage: int2oct(ival)

Inputs: ival integer Numerical value to encode as octal
Returns: string Octal representation of the integer
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The function int2oct(ival) encodes the integer argument as a string of the equivalent octal (base 8) represen-
tation. Complex and real values are truncated to the real integer part only. For negative values, the value is
stored as a signed integer, and then treated as an unsigned integer for evaluation.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval int2oct(254)

Value: int2oct(254) = "376"

GENPLOT: eval int2oct(-37)

Value: int2oct(-37) = "37777777733"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: d2x(), x2d(), hex2int(), int2hex(), int2bin(), bin2int(), oct2int(), int2base(),
base2int()

3.5.181 integral, integrate

Usage: integral(fnc,xlow,xhigh [,eps [,minpts [,maxpts]]] )

Inputs: fnc function Function to be integrated
xlow real Lower limit of the integral
xhigh real Upper limit of the integral
eps real Optional fractional precision of the result desired

(default = 1E-5)
minpts integer Optional minimum number of points to sample function

(default = 256)
maxpts integer Optional maximum number of points to sample function

(default = 65536)
Returns: real/complex Integral of the function from xlow to xhigh

The integrate(fnc,xlow,xhigh) function numerically approximates the integral of the function over the speci-
fied interval. The optional parameters may be specified or simply left empty to accept the defaults (see examples

below). Except for pathological functions such as

∫ ∞
0

δ(x− 0.072837282) dx, the resulting integral will be evalu-

ated with the specified fractional precision or an error message will be printed if the maximum number of function
subdivisions is reached.

The integral is approximated using the trapezoid rule on a uniform grid of x as∫ x1

x0

f(x) dx ≈
N−1∑
i=0

(
f(xi+1) + f(xi)

2

)
(xi+1 − xi)

where the xi are uniformly spaced over the interval [x0, x1]. The interval spacing is reduced by a factor of 2 each
iteration until an estimae for the remaining fractional error is less that the specified eps. The interval will be
divided into at least minpts (next higher power of 2) and will not be subdivided into more that 2 times maxpts

(again the next higher power of 2). The convergence of the algorithm is normally 1/N4 so each halving of the
grid spacing increases the precision by a factor of 16.

In complex mode, the integral is limited to a path integral along the real x axis from the limits. But otherwise
will return the full complex integral.

The first argument is a function declaration of a dummy argument that may be as complex or simple as desired.
For example, the integral of the product of two functions may be determine as integral(f(x)*g(x),0.3,0.7).
By default, the dummy argument for the function is x, but may be specified as another variable with the
“|r” construct (read “given r”). The expression integral(f(q)*g(q)|q,0.3,0.7) is equivalent (read integral
of f(q)g(q) over q from q = 0.3 to q = 0.7). This form is often necessary to avoid ambiguity regarding the
interpretation of x when creating curves (see example below).
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For smooth functions, the default parameters are normally adequate. Increasing the precision (eps) below 1×10−7

may result in numerical instability issues due to the finite precision of values in the computer.

There are several potential problems that can arise using numerical integration, some of which are discussed
below. Like any numerical algorithm, it should be caveat emptor – let the user beware. Know the basic behavior
of the function before using the integral function blindly. It is trivial to plot the function first over the interval
before evaluating it. This may also suggest possible coordinate changes that would improve the integration.
include:

Limits of ±∞: An integral with a limit of ±∞ must have an integrand that approaches zero at least as fast as
1/x in order to converge (

∫
dx/x = lnx). Thus the ∞ limit can be replaced with a large but reasonable

value where the function is sufficiently small that the error is acceptable. In cases where the integrand falls
exponentially, an upper limit of ∼ 35 is almost always sufficient as e−35 = 6 × 10−16. Defining a range
that is larger than necessary will actually reduce the precision since (1) subdivision of the range results in
a large fraction of the points contributing no significant value to the final integral, and (2) undersampling
and aliasing of the function on the sparse grid may occur. See the examples below for integration of the
definition of the gamma function (which dies exponentially), and for the integral of sin(x)/x (one of the
most challenging as it decays only as 1/x).

Exact integral is zero: The precision criteria for terminating the grid subdivision fails when analytically the
integral is exactly equal to zero, such as for the integration of harmonic functions over an even number
of periods. In such cases, the fractional error convergence criteria never gets satisfied and the limiting
number of function evaluations ultimately terminates the approximation. There is no real solution to this
problem other than recognizing that it can occur and accepting the error message. See the example below

for

∫ 2π

0

sinx dx.

Integrands with singularities: Functions that diverge at some point require extremely fine grids in the neigh-
borhood of the singularity to converge properly. Since the algorithm is based on uniform grids, the grid
never gets sufficiently fine in the neighborhood to converge well. The integral should be recast to analyti-
cally remove the singularity, or integrated piecewise over the full domain. See integration of 1/x below as
an example of the piecewise method.

Undersampling of the function: Undersampling of periodic function may result in aliasing with the integral
appearing to converge when not even close to the correct answer. The minimum number of points (minpts)
should be sufficiently large that the function is well represented by this grid density. The case of the δ(x)
function is the pathological example of this problem. No grid would be sufficiently dense to properly sample
the integrand and a value of zero would always be returned. See the examples below for a more realistic
failure for sin2(x) with an unfortunate range and a small minpts.

Finally, while the integral function exists and can be used to create a curve representing the integral of an inte-
grand, it is not always the most efficient method. The commands create y = integral(sin(x),0,x) -range 0

2*pi -points 201 and create y = sin(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 201 transf y integral both produce
an approximation to the integral problem. However the latter requires only 400 computations while the former
requires 40,000. However, the integral function is more uniformly accurate when necessary.

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = cos(x)^2*sin(x)

GENPLOT: integral(f(x),0,pi/2)

:= 0.33333333

GENPLOT: integral(e^(j*x),0,pi/4)

:= 0.70710678+0.29289322j

GENPLOT: plot -f integral(f(q)|q,0,x) -range 0 20 -points 1000

GENPLOT:

---------- Integrating to an infinite limit ------
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GENPLOT: eval integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20)-gamma(1.5)

Value: -3.4726688E-006 = integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20)-gamma(1.5)

GENPLOT: eval integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20,1E-7)-gamma(1.5)

ERROR: Did not converge within maximum number of evaluations (INTEGRATE)

Value: -4.4227731E-007 = integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20,1E-7)-gamma(1.5)

GENPLOT: eval integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20,1E-7,,2^20)-gamma(1.5)

Value: -2.8570717E-008 = integral(t^0.5*exp(-t)|t,0,20,1E-7,,2^20)-gamma(1.5)

GENPLOT:

---------- Issues where the integrand decays as 1/x ------

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,1000)-pi/2

Value: -0.00056338687 = integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,1000)-pi/2

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,10000)-pi/2

Value: 9.5295282E-005 = integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,10000)-pi/2

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,100000)-pi/2

ERROR: Did not converge within maximum number of evaluations (INTEGRATE)

Value: 1.0404653E-005 = integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,100000)-pi/2

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,100000,,,2^18)-pi/2

Value: 1.0013704E-005 = integral(sin(x)/x,1E-10,100000,,,2^18)-pi/2

GENPLOT:

---------- Issues where the integral is analytically zero ------

GENPLOT:

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x),0,2*pi)

ERROR: Did not converge within maximum number of evaluations (INTEGRATE)

Value: 4.2938462E-017 = integral(sin(x),0,2*pi)

GENPLOT:

---------- Issues where the integrand diverges ------

GENPLOT: eval integral(1/x,1E-6,1),ln(1E6)

ERROR: Did not converge within maximum number of evaluations (INTEGRATE)

Value: 16.865193 = integral(1/x,1E-6,1)

Value: 13.815511 = ln(1E6)

GENPLOT: eval integral(1/x,1E-6,1E-3)+integral(1/x,1E-3,1),ln(1E6)

Value: 13.815511 = integral(1/x,1E-6,1E-3)+integral(1/x,1E-3,1)

Value: 13.815511 = ln(1E6)

GENPLOT:

---------- Issues of undersampling (pathological normally) ------

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100)

Value: 100.43671 = integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100)

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,64) /* Converges to wrong answer

Value: 17.763182 = integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,64)

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,64) /* Converges to wrong answer

Value: 17.763182 = integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,64)

GENPLOT: eval integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,128)

Value: 100.43665 = integral(sin(x)^2,-100,100,,128)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: dydx(), solve()
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3.5.182 isalnum

Usage: isalnum(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is a-z, A-Z, or 0-9; 0 otherwise

The isalnum(char) function returns non-zero if char is either a valid alphabetic character or a digit 0-9. The
exact return value depends on the compiler and operating system. Some locales may include more than a-z and
A-Z as alphabetic characters.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isalnum(’a’)

:= 2

GENPLOT: isalnum("8")

:= 4

GENPLOT: isalnum(’.’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: isalnum(0x43)

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.183 isalpha

Usage: isalpha(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is a-z or A-Z; 0 otherwise

The isalpha(char) function returns non-zero if char is a valid alphabetic character a-z or A-Z. The exact
return value depends on the compiler and operating system. Some locales may include more than a-z and A-Z as
alphabetic characters.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isalpha(’a’)

:= 2

GENPLOT: isalpha(’.’)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

declare aline = "Dec. 25, 2012"

loop (strlen(aline)) {

qev printf("‘%.1c %d %d %d %d\n", aline[%i], isalpha(aline[%i]), isdigit(aline[%i]), isspace(aline[%i]), ispunct(aline[%i]))

}

Related functions: isalnum(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.184 isatof

Usage: isatof(text)

Inputs: text string String representing a floating point number
Returns: integer 1 if string is a valid number, 0 otherwise
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The isatof(text) function returns 1 if the string is valid as a floating point number. Any invalid character in
the string will result in a return value of 0 even if it occurs after a valid number representation. This function
is a companion to atof() which returns the value but ignores any trailing invalid characters. isatof() can be
used as an error check first to ensure that the entire string is used in the conversion process.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isatof("7.384E17")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isatof("7.384E17 +/- 0.7")

:= 0

GENPLOT: isatof(" +7")

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: atof(), isatoi()

3.5.185 isatoi

Usage: isatoi(text)

Inputs: text string String representing a floating point number
Returns: integer 1 if string is a valid integer number, 0 otherwise

The isatoi(text) function returns 1 if the string is valid as a integer number. Any invalid character in the
string will result in a return value of 0 even if it occurs after a valid number representation. This function is a
companion to atoi() which returns the value but ignores any trailing invalid characters. isatoi() can be used
as an error check first to ensure that the entire string is used in the conversion process.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isatoi("-7382")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isatoi("-7382.")

:= 0

GENPLOT: isatoi(" +73")

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: atoi(), isatof()

3.5.186 iscntrl

Usage: iscntrl(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is a control character; 0 otherwise

The iscntrl(char) function returns non-zero if char is any type of control character such as FF, HT, or CTRL-C.
The exact return value depends on the compiler and operating system.

Examples:

GENPLOT: iscntrl(’a’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: iscntrl(0x08)

:= 32

GENPLOT:
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Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.187 isdigit

Usage: isdigit(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is a digit 0-9; 0 otherwise

The isdigit(char) function returns non-zero if char is a digit 0-9. The exact return value depends on the
compiler and operating system.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isdigit(’a’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: isdigit(’8’)

:= 4

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.188 isdir

Usage: isdir(path)

Inputs: path string Path to possible directory or subdirectory
Returns: integer 1 if the specified path is an existing valid directory, 0 otherwise

The isdir(path) function checks to see if the specified path refers to an existing directory. It returns 1 if the
directly name is valid and the directory exists; otherwise the function returns 0. It is often used in macros to
validate input specifications. This function only guarentees the existence of the directory, not that the user has
read or write access to files in that directory (especially in Linux).

Examples:

GENPLOT: isdir("f:/cgs.v14/lexp")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isdir(".")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isdir("NewDirName")

:= 0

GENPLOT: isdir("\\zoo\users\tommy\Abet_2010")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isdir[getenv("windir")]

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isfile()

3.5.189 isfile

Usage: isfile(path)

Inputs: path string Path to possible file
Returns: integer 1 if the specified file exists, 0 otherwise
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The isfile(path) function verfies that the specified path is both valid and refers to an existing file on the
system. It returns 1 if the file exists and 0 otherwise. This function is often used prior to a file read in macros
to validate the filename and the existence of the file. However, this function only guarentees the existence of the
file, not that the user has either read or write access to that file (especially in Linux). To succeed, the user need
only search access to the directory.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isfile("Jung_JVST_Article_v2.doc")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isfile("Version 3.doc")

:= 0

GENPLOT: isfile("f:\cgs.v14\math.tex")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isfile("\\zoo\users\tommy\Abet_2010\Table_5.2.tex")

:= 1

GENPLOT: isfile(getenv("COMSPEC"))

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isdir()

3.5.190 isgraph

Usage: isgraph(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is non-space printing character; 0 otherwise

The isgraph(char) function returns non-zero if char is a printable character other than a space. The corre-
sponding isprint() return non-zero for all printable characters including white-space characters. The exact
return value depends on the compiler and operating system.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isgraph(’#’)

:= 16

GENPLOT: isgraph(’ ’)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.191 islower

Usage: islower(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is lower case a-z; 0 otherwise

The islower(char) function returns non-zero if char is a lower case character in the range a-z. The isupper()

function is complementary for upper case characters. The exact return value depends on the compiler and
operating system. Some locales may include more than a-z and A-Z as alphabetic characters.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: islower(’a’)

:= 2

GENPLOT: islower(’@’)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), isprint(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.192 ispln

Usage: ispln(xlow, xhigh [,ar] )

Inputs: xlow real Lower limit of the integral
xhigh real Upper limit of the itnegral
ar array Array with matrix elements for spline coefficients

(default = spl$data from the spline fit)
Returns: real Integral of spline between the limits

The ispln(xlow, xhigh) function evaluates the integral of a spline (normally a fit) function between the two
specified limits. The spline is a piecewise continuous cubic function between a set of knot values (in x) that
is normally continuous in f(x), f ′(x) and f ′′(x). This function evaluates the analytical sum of the piecewise
polynomials between the two limits.

The optional array ar contains 5 coefficients for each knot in a spline interpolation. The values are the knot (x)
and function value (y), and the coefficients of the cubic polynomial between knots. While the values of the ar

array could be generated directly, they are almost invariably obtained from a spline fit to the knot points. The
default value for ar is thus the array created by the spline fit spl$data. To work with multiple spline curves,
this array should be copied into a new array.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 100

GENPLOT: fit spline

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3),dspln(0.3),ddspln(0.3),sin(0.3),cos(0.3)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3)

Value: 0.29552021 = sin(0.3)

Value: 0.95533649 = cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3),1-cos(0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = 1-cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: alloc ar1 array sizeof(spl$data) let ar1 = spl$data

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3,ar1),dspln(0.3,ar1),ddspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: spline(), spline2(), dspln(), dspln2(), ddspln(), ddspln2(), ispln()
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3.5.193 isprint

Usage: isprint(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char prints, including space; 0 otherwise

The isprint(char) function returns non-zero if char is a printable character including the blank space. The
corresponding isgraph() return non-zero for only characters that make a real mark. The exact return value
depends on the compiler and operating system.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isprint(’a’)

:= 2

GENPLOT: isprint(’ ’)

:= 4

GENPLOT: isprint(0x09)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), ispunct(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.194 ispunct

Usage: ispunct(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is printable, but not isalnum(); 0 otherwise

The ispunct(char) function returns non-zero if char a printable character that is neither white space nor
alphanumeric. The exact return value depends on the compiler and operating system. Some locales may include
more than a-z and A-Z as alphabetic characters.

Examples:

GENPLOT: ispunct(’#’)

:= 16

GENPLOT: ispunct(’8’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: ispunct(0x09)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), isspace(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.195 isspace

Usage: isspace(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is blank space character; 0 otherwise

The isspace(char) function returns non-zero if char is any type of white space including a space, tab or formfeed.
The exact return value depends on the compiler and operating system.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: isspace(’ ’)

:= 8

GENPLOT: isspace(0x09)

:= 8

GENPLOT: isspace(’a’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: isspace(’\n’)

:= 8

GENPLOT: isspace(’\t’)

:= 8

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(),
isupper(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.196 isupper

Usage: isupper(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is upper case A-Z; 0 otherwise

The isupper(char) function returns non-zero if char is an upper case character in the range A-Z. The islower()
function is complementary for lower case characters. The exact return value depends on the compiler and operating
system. Some locales may include more than a-z and A-Z as alphabetic characters.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isupper(’a’)

:= 0

GENPLOT: isupper(’A’)

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(),
isspace(), isxdigit(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.197 isvar, exists

Usage: exists(var)

isvar(var)

Inputs: var arbitrary Internal variable name
Returns: integer 1 if name is a varable (of any type), 0 otherwise

The exists(var) and isvar(var) function are equivalent and simply return true (1) if the specified variable
name exists anywhere in the functional evaluator name space. Both simple [c1] and compound variables names
[varc1:npt)] may be specified. This function is normally used to either flag an error if something has not already
happened, or to avoid repeating operations in a macro.

Examples:

GENPLOT: exists(npt)

:= 1

GENPLOT: isvar(ids)

:= 1
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GENPLOT: exists(c1:npt)

:= 1

GENPLOT: exists(c1:nrow)

:= 0

GENPLOT: if (! exists(loaded)) { /* Do so work */ setv loaded = 1 }

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: exists(), sizeof(), typeof()

3.5.198 isxdigit

Usage: isxdigit(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer non-zero if char is a hexadecimal digit 0-F; 0 otherwise

The isxdigit(char) function returns non-zero if char is a valid hexadecimal digit in the range 0-9, a-f or A-F.
The exact return value depends on the compiler and operating system.

Examples:

GENPLOT: isxdigit(’8’)

:= 128

GENPLOT: isxdigit(’A’)

:= 128

GENPLOT: isxdigit(’f’)

:= 128

GENPLOT: isxdigit(’g’)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: isalnum(), isalpha(), iscntrl(), isdigit(), isgraph(), islower(), isprint(), ispunct(),
isspace(), isupper(), tolower(), toupper()

3.5.199 j0,j1,jn

Usage: j0(x)

j1(x)

jn(n,x)

Inputs: x real Argument
Returns: real Bessel function of the first kind of the specified order at x

The functions J0(x), J1(x) and Jn(n,x) return the value of the Bessel function of the first kind for zeroth order
(J0), first order (J1) and arbitrary order (Jn). Jn(n,x) is exact for integer order and for half-integer orders. For
other values of n, the approximations should valid for reasonable choices of n and x (|ν| . 1000 and |x| & |ν|/2
for large ν).

Bessel functions arise commonly in the solution to problems with cylindrical symmetry, including electromagntic
fields, heat transport, FM signal modulation, and vibration of cylindrical membranes (timpani or kettle drum).
They arise as solutions to differential equations of the form

x2
(
d2y

dx2

)
+ x

(
dy

dx

)
+ (x2 − ν2)y = 0

where ν is the order of the Bessel fuction. Generally ν is an integer or half-integer for most physical problems
(though defined for any real or complex value). These functions are also commonly referred to cylindrical functions
or cylindrical harmonics due to their propensity to be solutions in cylindrical symmetry problems.
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Bessel functions of the first kind, referred to as Jn(x), are solutions which are finite at the origin. J0(0) = 1 and
Jn(0) = 0 otherwise. Bessel functions of the second kind, referred to as Yn(x), are solutions which diverge as
x→ 0.

For large arguments, the Bessel functions are essentially damped sine and cosine functions which decay as 1/
√

(x).

Jn(x) ≈
√

2

πx
cos

[
x− nπ

2
− pi

4

]
Yn(x) ≈

√
2

πx
sin

[
x− nπ

2
− pi

4

]
Higher order Bessel functions can be computed using the recursion relationships, and fractional Bessel functions
evaluated from analytical forms of J1/2 and J−1/2.

Jν(x) =
2νJν−1
x

− Jν−2(x)

Yν(x) =
2νYν−1
x

− Yν−2(x)

J−1/2(x) =

√
2

πx
cosx

J+1/2(x) =

√
2

πx
sinx

3.5.200 justify

Usage: justify(text, length [,pad])

Inputs: text string String of words to full justify
length integer Length of final string desired
pad char/integer Optional character for use between words

(default = space)
Returns: string full left/right justified sring of words with even spacing

The justify(text, length [,pad]) function takes a string of words and justifies the text into a string of
exactly length with uniform spacing between the words. The input string text will be truncated word by word
until it fits within length. If the optional pad character is specified, what would have been blank spaces in the
output are replaced with the pad character.

Examples:

GENPLOT: justify("Now is the time for all good men", 40)

:= Now is the time for all good men

GENPLOT: justify(" The blue sky ", 14, ’.’)

:= The..blue..sky

GENPLOT: loop 15 "("+justify(" The blue sky ", %c)+")"

:= ( )

:= ( )

:= (The)

:= (The )

:= (The )

:= (The )

:= (The )

:= (The blue)

:= (The blue)

:= (The blue)

:= (The blue)
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:= (The blue sky)

:= (The blue sky)

:= (The blue sky)

:= (The blue sky)

GENPLOT:

GENPLOT: let text = hold

GENPLOT: GENPLOT: while (words(text) > 0) {

: let aline = justify(text,60)

: let text = delword(text,0,words(aline))

: qev printf("‘%s\n",aline)

: }

Academic integrity is expected of all students of Cornell

University at all times, whether in the presence or absence

of members of the faculty. Understanding this, I declare I

shall not give, use or receive unauthorized aid in this

examination.

GENPLOT:

Related functions: space()

3.5.201 lastpos

Usage: lastpos(needle, haystack [,start])

Inputs: needle string Substring to search for
haystack string String to search
start integer Optional start position for search backwards

(default = length(haystack)-1 = search from end)
Returns: integer last index within string where needle found, or -1 if not present

The functions lastpos(needle, haystack [,start]) returns the position of the last occurrence of the string
needle in the haystack string. This is complementary to the pos() which returns the first position of the
occurance. If the string does not exist in the haystack, returns -1. By default the search starts at the last
character of haystack and scans backward. The optional start parameter specifies the character from which
to begin the search. This is the 0 based index, so specifying 0 is equivalent to strncmp(needle, haystack,

length(needle)). If start is negative or greater than length(haystack)-1, the default value will be used.

A common use is to strip off the last directory for filename element from a string (see the last example below).

Note: For many years, GENPLOT implemented the start parameter incorrectly.

Examples:

GENPLOT: lastpos(" ", "abc def ghi")

:= 7

GENPLOT: lastpos(" ", "abc def ghi", 99)

:= 7

GENPLOT: lastpos(" ", "abc def ghi", 6)

:= 3

GENPLOT: lastpos(" ", "abcdefghi")

:= -1

GENPLOT: lastpos("xy", "efgxyz")

:= 3

GENPLOT: substr(pwd(), 0, lastpos(pwd(), "/"))

:= F:/cgs.v14

GENPLOT:

Related functions: pos(), index()
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3.5.202 ldexp

Usage: ldexp(x,n)

Inputs: x real Floating point number
n integer Power of 2 to multiply by

Returns: real x× 2n

The function ldexp(x,n) multplies the real value x by two raised to the nearest integer value of the argument n. In
general, this is a more efficient way of multiplying by a power of 2, but otherwise is identical to x*pow(2,nint(n)).

3.5.203 left

Usage: left(text, length [,pad])

Inputs: text string Original text string
length integer Length of resulting string
pad char/integer Optional pad character (default = space)

Returns: string Leftmost length characters of text, padded
if necessary to be exactly length size

The left(text, length [,pad]) returns a string of length exactly length containing the leftmost length

characters of the text string. If text is longer than length, the remaining characters are truncated. If text is
shorter than length, the output string is padded with pad characters. By default, the pad character is the space
character. An empty string will be returned if length is zero or negative.

The pad character may be specified as an integer (95 which is an underscore), as a single character (’ ’), or as
a string of length 1 (" ").

Examples:

GENPLOT: left("Don’t let this be more than 20 characters", 20)

:= Don’t let this be mo

GENPLOT: "*"+left("This is now a very long line", 40)+"*"

:= *This is now a very long line *

GENPLOT: "*"+left("This is now a very long line", 40, ’-’)+"*"

:= *This is now a very long line------------*

GENPLOT: "*"+left("abc def", 0)+"*"

:= **

GENPLOT:

Related functions: right(), center()

3.5.204 length, strlen

Usage: length(text)

strlen(text)

Inputs: text string string to evaluate
Returns: integer number of characters in the text string

The length(text) returns the total number of characters in the text string including all leading and trailing
blanks. It is identical to the “C” like function strlen(). To ignore trailing whitespace, use the strnblen()

function instead.

Examples:

GENPLOT: length("How much typing have I done today")
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:= 33

GENPLOT: length(" ")

:= 4

GENPLOT: length(copies("Hello, world! ", 99))

:= 1386

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strlen(), strnblen()

3.5.205 LexChkToken

Usage: LexChkToken(pstr)

Inputs: pstr string Pointer to a string variable (by reference)
Returns: integer 1 if there was a token present, which is returned as str, 0 otherwise

The LexChkToken(pstr) function checks the current command line for the next token. If that token does exist,
it is returned as the string given in the argument pstr and the function return TRUE (1). If nothing exists on
the command line, the function returns FALSE (0) and the string is set to empty. The argument to the function
must a string variable that can be written, though it is referenced in the same way as a normal string. The
current value of the string will be overwritten whether the function succeeds or not.

The three related functions, LexChkToken(), LexGetToken() and LexGetTokenP(), are equivalent to internal
functions used to parse the GENPLOT command line. However, they are generally not useful in macros until the
programmer can figure out a way to get access to the higher level command strings. Then they would be useful
to parse arguments on the line of a macro. Stay tuned for changes to these functions.

Examples:

GENPLOT: declare aline = "test"

GENPLOT: LexChkToken(aline)

:= 0

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = ""

GENPLOT: LexChkToken(aline) printf "The command will be executed"

:= 1

The command will be executed

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "printf"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: LexGetToken(), LexGetTokenP()

3.5.206 LexEqual

Usage: abbrev(s1, s2 [, minlen])

Inputs: s1 string First string
s2 string Second string
minlen integer Optional minimum number of characters that must math

Returns: integer 2 if identical, 1 if lexically equal, 0 otherwise

The LexEqual(s1,s2,minlen) function compares string s1 to string s2 to determine if they are lexically equal.
In contrast to the similar abbrev() function, LexEqual() is symmetric in the two arguments s1 and s2. Lexical
equality occurs if the two strings agree in all of the given characters (case independent) and if there are at least
minlen characters in both strings. The return values are
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0 No match
1 Lexically matched but not identical
2 Identical strings (case independent)

Normally one should check only for equal to zero or not equal to zero. If minlen is 0, then any length string will
match, including the empty string. If minlen is negative, the absolute value is used.

LexEqual is the primary function used to parse the command language of GENPLOT, so its behavior should be
familiar.

Examples:

GENPLOT: lexequal("PowerOfOne", "Power", 5)

:= 1

GENPLOT: lexequal("Power", "PowerOfOne", 5)

:= 1

GENPLOT: lexequal("PowerOfOne", "powerofone", 5)

:= 2

GENPLOT: lexequal("PowerOfOne", "Pow", 5)

:= 0

GENPLOT: lexequal("PowerOfOne", "P", 0)

:= 1

GENPLOT: lexequal("PowerOfOne", "Pow", -5)

:= 0

GENPLOT: lexequal("powerofone", "P", 1)

:= 1

GENPLOT: lexequal("eval", "Evaluate", 4)

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: abbrev()

3.5.207 LexGetToken

Usage: LexGetToken(pstr)

Inputs: pstr string Pointer to a string variable (by reference)
Returns: integer 1 if there was a token present, which is returned as str, 0 otherwise

The LexGetToken(pstr) function returns the next token on the command line, removing it from the command
line and returning it unmodified to the variable pstr specified. If the command line is empty, the value of pstr
is set to the empty string and FALSE (0) is returned by the function. The token in any case is removed and the
command line continues with the next object.

The argument to the function must a string variable that can be written, though it is referenced in the same way
as a normal string. The current value of the string will be overwritten whether the function succeeds or not.

The three related functions, LexChkToken(), LexGetToken() and LexGetTokenP(), are equivalent to internal
functions used to parse the GENPLOT command line. However, they are generally not useful in macros until the
programmer can figure out a way to get access to the higher level command strings. Then they would be useful
to parse arguments on the line of a macro. Stay tuned for changes to these functions.

Examples:

GENPLOT: declare aline = ""

GENPLOT: LexGetToken(aline)

:= 0

GENPLOT: eval aline
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Value: aline = ""

GENPLOT: LexGetToken(aline) "This is a long token"

:= 1

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "This is a long token"

GENPLOT: LexGetToken(aline) DumpThis printf "This is executed"

:= 1

This is executed

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "DumpThis"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: LexChkToken(), LexGetTokenP()

3.5.208 LexGetTokenP

Usage: LexGetTokenP(pstr, prompt)

Inputs: pstr string Pointer to a string variable (by reference)
prompt string Prompt for next command line if no token currently available

Returns: integer 1 if a token was returned, which is returned as str, 0 otherwise

The LexGetTokenP(pstr) function returns the next token on the command line, removing it from the command
line and returning it unmodified to the variable pstr specified. If the current command line is empty, the function
requests the next line of input using a prompt of prompt. This becomes the new command line and is scanned
again for a token. If there still is no token (entered string blank), the value of pstr is set to the empty string and
FALSE (0) is returned by the function. When successful, the token is removed and the command line continues
with the next object.

The argument to the function must a string variable that can be written, though it is referenced in the same way
as a normal string. The current value of the string will be overwritten whether the function succeeds or not.

The three related functions, LexChkToken(), LexGetToken() and LexGetTokenP(), are equivalent to internal
functions used to parse the GENPLOT command line. However, they are generally not useful in macros until the
programmer can figure out a way to get access to the higher level command strings. Then they would be useful
to parse arguments on the line of a macro. Stay tuned for changes to these functions.

Examples:

GENPLOT: declare aline = ""

GENPLOT: LexGetTokenP(aline, "Type something please: ") "Something already exists"

:= 1

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "Something already exists"

GENPLOT: LexGetTokenP(aline, "Type something please: ")

Type something please: Okay

:= 1

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "Okay"

GENPLOT: LexGetTokenP(aline, "Type something please: ")

Type something please: Something printf "And this becomes a command"

:= 1

And this becomes a command

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = "Something"

GENPLOT: LexGetTokenP(aline, "Type something please: ")

Type something please:
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:= 0

GENPLOT: eval aline

Value: aline = ""

GENPLOT:

Related functions: LexChkToken(), LexGetToken()

3.5.209 limit

Usage: limit(z,low,high)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
low real/complex Lower value permitted
high real/complex Upper value permitted

Returns: real/complex z if in bounds, otherwise low or high

Function to return an argument bounded by limiting low and high values. The return value will satisfy

low ≤ limit(z,low,high) ≤ high

R(low) ≤ R(limit(z,low,high)) ≤ R(high)

where the latter is appropriate for complex arguments. For complex arguments, only the real part of the argument
and limit values are tested. Lower and upper limits will be exchanged if not ordered correctly.

Often used to avoid range errors, such as let y = erfci(limit(y,0,1)).

3.5.210 ln

Usage: ln(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Natural (base e) log of z

Simple function to return the natural log of the argument, for both real and complex arguments. By default, the
branch cut is taken along the negative real axis for complex arguments.

3.5.211 lnbeta

Usage: lnbeta(z,w)

Inputs: z real/complex argument
w real/complex argument

Returns: real/complex Natural log of the beta function B(z, w)

The beta function B(z, w), implemented as beta(z,w) and as lnbeta(z,w), occurs in statistical tests and is
defined as

B(z, w) =
Γ(z)Γ(w)

Γ(z + w)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function. This function returns the natural log of the beta function

lnB(z, w) = ln Γ(z) + ln Γ(w)− ln Γ(w + z)

Examples:
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GENPLOT: lnbeta(3,7)

:= -5.5294291

GENPLOT: lngamma(3)+lngamma(7)-lngamma(10)

:= -5.5294291

GENPLOT:

Related functions: beta(), betai()

3.5.212 lnerfc

Usage: lnerfc(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Natural log of the complementary error function

Returns the natural logarithm of the complementary error function

lnerfc(z) = ln [erfc(z)]

Valid for arbitrary z and especially useful for large values of z as the complementary error function decays
exponentially and erfc() returns zero due to underflow of the floating point representation.

3.5.213 lngamma

Usage: lngamma(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Natural log of the gamma function

Returns the natural logarithm of the gamma function

lngamma(z) =

{
ln
∣∣Γ (x)

∣∣ for z real
ln Γ (z) for z complex

Valid for arbitrary z and especially useful for large values of z as the gamma function (factorial) increases rapidly.
For real arguments, the function returns the log of the absolute value of the Γ function, while for complex
arguments the proper complex result is returned.

3.5.214 log

Usage: log(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Common (base 10) log of z

Simple function to return the common log of the argument, for both real and complex arguments. By default,
the branch cut is taken along the negative real axis for complex arguments.

log z =
ln z

ln 10

where ln z is the natural logarithm.
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3.5.215 lorentzian, lorentz

Usage: lorentz(x,x0,w)

lorentzian(x,x0,w)

Inputs: x real Argument
x0 real Mean of distribution
w real FWHM width of distribution

Returns: real Lorentzian probability distribution

The functions lorentzian(x,x0,w) and lorentz(x,x0,w) implement the Lorentzian probability distribution
function which is used extensively to model the lineshape in spectroscopic methods. The Lorentzian is the
expected distribution for a damped resonant oscillator. Compared to the Gaussian, it is more steeply peaked
with broader tails which decay only quadratically.

Given a mean µ = x0 and a width parameter Γ = w, the Lorentzian function is defined as:

pL(x |µ,Γ) =
1

π

Γ/2

(x− µ)2 + (Γ/2)2

Since the distribution only decays as (x− µ)−2, the standard deviation, and higher moments, are undefined and

only the width can be determined. The peak occurs at µ with a value of
2

πΓ
and Γ is the full width at half

maximum of the distribution. The distribution is properly normalized such that

∫ ∞
−∞

pL dx = 1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = lorentz(x,2.7,1.2)

GENPLOT: create y = f(x) -range 0 6 -points 1000 plot -lt 1

GENPLOT: create y = lorentz(x,1.7,1.2)/lorentz(0,0,1.2) pl -lt 1 /* Peak = 1.0

GENPLOT: 2*[solve(f(x)/f(2.7)-0.5,2.7,10)-2.7] /* Determine FWHM

:= 1.2000002

GENPLOT:

Related functions: binomial(), edgeworth(), poisson(), gaussian(), weibull()

3.5.216 lowcase, lowercase

Usage: lowcase(text)

lowercase(text)

Inputs: text string Input string
Returns: string Input string with characters [A,Z] translated to [a,z]

The lowcase(text) and lowercase(text) functions return the input string with all upercase characters (0x41
to 0x5A) converted to their lowercase equivalents (0x61 to 0x7A). All other characters are copied unmodified.

Examples:

GENPLOT: lowercase("THIS is MY DaUGhTer’S TyPING STylE")

:= this is my daughter’s typing style

GENPLOT:

Related functions: upcase(), uppercase()
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3.5.217 lrand, lrand48

Usage: lrand()

lrand48()

Inputs: none

Returns: integer Random number on interval [0, 231]

lrand() and lrand48() (long unsigned random) are two members of a series of 48-bit pseudo-random number
(PRN) generators. The various functions differ only in the domain for the returned values. This is a portable
PRN generator with many more values (normally) than are typically provided by the default rand() C function.

Names Type Return values
drand(), drand48() double precision real [ 0, 1 ]
lrand(), lrand48() unsigned integer [ 0, 231 ]

mrand(), mrand48() signed integer [−231, 231 ]

If called in a complex number expression, random values will be assigned to both the real and imaginary parts.

The seed value for the random number generator may be set with the srand48() function. As with all pseudo-
random number generators, use of more than one value at a time in an expression should be carefully tested for
correlations.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval lrand48()

Value: 1.3127442E+009 = lrand48()

GENPLOT: create y = lrand() -points 1000 eval @min(y),@max(y)

Value: 2911854 = @min(y)

Value: 2.1473658E+009 = @max(y)

GENPLOT: create y = lrand() -points 1E6 transf y hist / pl -hist

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd(), rand(), srand(), gnoise(), drand(), drand48(), mrand(), mrand48(), srand48()

3.5.218 m1n

Usage: m1n(n)

Inputs: n integer Power for -1
Returns: real −1n

Simple function to return the value of −1n where n is the nearest integer to the given argument n. Returns +1
if n is even and −1 is n is odd. Used often in continued series expressions to avoid the overhead of the function
pow(-1,n).

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval m1n(7)

GENPLOT: define f(x) = sum[ m1n(i)*x^(2*i+1)/(2*i+1)!, 0,10 ]

GENPLOT: eval f(0.9),sin(0.9)

Value: 0.78332691 = f(0.9)

Value: 0.78332691 = sin(0.9)

GENPLOT:
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3.5.219 magn, abs, fabs

Usage: magn(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real Magnitude of the argument

Returns the magnitude of the real or complex argument. This is synonymous with the abs(z) and fabs(z)

functions. For complex arguments, magn(z) =
√
R(z)2 + I(z)2

While nominally identical, the magn() function forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode
while abs() and fabs() remain in real mode unless some other element of the expression implies complex mode.

Related functions: imag(), real(), sign()

3.5.220 mantissa

Usage: mantissa(r)

Inputs: r real Argument
Returns: real Signed mantissa of a scientific notation

The function returns the mantissa of a real number for scientific notation. The value will be in the range
1.00 <= |r| < 10 with the appropriate sign. For a complex argument, returns only the value of the real
component. Often used, along with the exponent() function, to format printing in scientific notation.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv q = -1.602E-19

GENPLOT: printf "The electron has a charge q = %.3fE%+3.2d" mantissa(q) exponent(q)

The electron has a charge q = -1.602E-19

GENPLOT:

Related functions: exponent()

3.5.221 max

Usage: max(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Maximum value from the list

The max() function takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the item with the largest value in the list.
Arguments must be single values – see the function @max() to determine the maximum value within an array. For
real values, the maximum is well defined. For complex numbers, the maximum is taken first on the real part of the
number, then on the imaginary component if the real parts are equal. This maintains a “signed” interpretation
for complex numbers.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval max(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

Value: 18 = max(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

GENPLOT: eval max(7+3j,7+2j)

Value: 7+3j = max(7+3j,7+2j)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), count(), min(), median(), std(), stdev(), sdom()
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3.5.222 mean, ave, avg, average

Usage: mean(a,b,...)

ave(a,b,...)

avg(a,b,...)

average(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Average of the values

The mean() (and all of its aliases) takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the average of the list.
Arguments must be single values – see the function @average() to determine the average of an array.

〈x〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi

Examples:

GENPLOT: average(7,3,5,6,5,7)

:= 5.5

GENPLOT: average(7+2j,3+3j,5+j)

:= 5+2j

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), count(), min(), max(), median(), std(), stdev(), sdom()

3.5.223 median

Usage: median(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Median value from the list

The median() takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the median value – i.e. the value where half of the
list is greater and half the list is smaller. For complex arguments, the real parts are compared first, considering
the imaginary part only if the real parts are equal. This maintains a “signed” interpretation for complex numbers.

For an even number if items in the list, the median is taken as the higher value.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval median(7,3,8,2,9,5)

Value: 7 = median(7,3,8,2,9,5)

GENPLOT: eval median(7,3,8,2,5)

Value: 5 = median(7,3,8,2,5)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), count(), max(), min(), std(), stdev(), sdom()

3.5.224 min

Usage: min(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Minimum value from the list
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The min() function takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the item with the smallest value in the list.
Arguments must be single values – see the function @min() to determine the minimum value within an array. For
real values, the minimum is well defined. For complex numbers, the minimum is taken first on the real part of the
number, then on the imaginary component if the real parts are equal. This maintains a “signed” interpretation
for complex numbers.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval min(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

Value: -100 = min(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

GENPLOT: eval min(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

Value: -100 = min(3,7,18,-8,2,-100)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), count(), max(), median(), std(), stdev(), sdom()

3.5.225 mkdir

Usage: mkdir(path)

Inputs: path string Directory path to be created
Returns: integer 0 if successful

The mkdir(path) function attempts to create a directory with the specified pathname. Path specification and
behavior of this function is operating system dependent with the string passed unmodified to the corresponding
operating system function. Under Windows, only one element of a path may be created with each call. The
specified path may be a relative path (optionally using . and ..), a fully qualified path including optional drive
specification, or a fully qualified network directory specification (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two
characters must be backslashes; in all other cases both forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as
pathname separators. Under Linux, the directory is create with with R/W rights for the user and group, and
R/O rights for others.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: mkdir("test")

:= 0

GENPLOT: mkdir("f:/cgs.v14/lexp/test")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() rmdir(), rm(), unlink(), mv(), rename()

3.5.226 mod, fmod

Usage: mod(x,y)

fmod(x,y)

Inputs: x real argument
y real divisor

Returns: real remainder of x/y

The modulo functions mod(x,y) and fmod(x,y) returns the “remainder” when the argument The mkdir(path)

function attempts to create a directory with the is divided by the divisor. While typically used with integers, it is
defined for any real number arguments. The result satisfies 0 ≤ |mod(x, y)| < y with the sign of the result being
the same as that of the argument. The sign of the divisor is ignored.
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A common use of the mod() function is to cycle through a series of integer values repeatedly. let ival =

mod(ival+1,3) will loop through values 0,1,2,0,1,2,0,1,2. . . repeatedly.

For complex arguments, the imaginary part of the value is ignored.

Examples:

GENPLOT: mod(7,3)

:= 1

GENPLOT: mod(-7,3)

:= -1

GENPLOT: loop 6

:= 0

GENPLOT: create y = mod(x,4) -range 0 14 -by 1 eval y

0: 0 1 2 3 0

5: 1 2 3 0 1

10: 2 3 0 1 2

GENPLOT:

3.5.227 mrand, mrand48

Usage: mrand()

mrand48()

Inputs: none

Returns: integer Random number on interval [−231, 231]

mrand() and mrand48() (signed random) are two members of a series of 48-bit pseudo-random number (PRN)
generators. The various functions differ only in the domain for the returned values. This is a portable PRN
generator with many more values (normally) than are typically provided by the default rand() C function.

Names Type Return values
drand(), drand48() double precision real [ 0, 1 ]
lrand(), lrand48() unsigned integer [ 0, 231 ]

mrand(), mrand48() signed integer [−231, 231 ]

If called in a complex number expression, random values will be assigned to both the real and imaginary parts.

The seed value for the random number generator may be set with the srand48() function. As with all pseudo-
random number generators, use of more than one value at a time in an expression should be carefully tested for
correlations.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval mrand48()

Value: 7.746674E+008 = mrand48()

GENPLOT: create y = mrand() -points 1000 eval @min(y),@max(y)

Value: -2.1459692E+009 = @min(y)

Value: 2.1464534E+009 = @max(y)

GENPLOT: create y = mrand() -points 1E6 transf y hist / pl -hist

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd(), rand(), srand(), gnoise(), drand(), drand48(), lrand(), lrand48(), srand48()
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3.5.228 mv, rename

Usage: mv(oldpath, newpath)

Inputs: oldpath string Path of an existing file or directory
newpath string New path for the file or directory

Returns: integer 0 if successful

The mv(old,new) and rename(old,new) functions attempt to rename and/or move a specified file or directory
to a new name and location. Path specification and behavior of these functions are operating system dependent
with the strings passed unmodified to the corresponding operating system function. Under Windows, the final
name of the given; one cannot just specify a directory with an implicit move of the file with the same name.
Specified paths may be relative paths (optionally using . and ..), fully qualified paths including optional drive
specification, or fully qualified network path specifications (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters
must be backslashes; in all other cases both forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname
separators.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: mv("test.dat","test/final_results.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT: mv("test", "2011.02.17")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() mkdir(), rmdir(), rm(), unlink()

3.5.229 ndtr

Usage: ndtr(x)

Inputs: x real Argument
Returns: real Normal distribution at x

The normal distribution is the integral of the Gaussian probability distribution function from −∞ to x:

PG(x) =

∫ x

−∞
pG(t) dt =

1

2π

∫ x

−∞
e−t

2/2 dt

This is the probability that from a Gaussian distributed random probability that one should observe a value of x
or less. x can be interpreted as the number of standard deviations from the mean. This function is widely used
in statistical testing.

The function ndtr(x)) returns this normal probability function. Due to finite precision in floating point numbers,
the effective range of the function (on the Intel platform) is [−38.47465, 8.2923] (underflow (< 5 × 10−304) for
x < −38.47465 and less than 1 × 10−16 from 1.0 at 8.2923). The reflection formula can be used to obtain more
precise values for large positive values

PG(1− x) = 1− PG(−x)

The value between two values (central probability) can be readily determined by the difference of two values.∫ x

−x
pG(t) dt = PG(x)− PG(−x) = 1− 2PG(−x)

Examples:
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GENPLOT: ndtr(1.0)-ndtr(-1.0) /* Probability of being within 1 std dev

:= 0.68268949

GENPLOT: ndtr(2.0)-ndtr(-2.0) /* Probability of being within 2 std dev

:= 0.95449974

GENPLOT: 2*ndtr(-6) /* Probability of being outside 6 std dev

:= 1.9731753E-009

GENPLOT:

Related functions: gaussian(), ndtri()

3.5.230 ndtri

Usage: ndtri(x)

Inputs: x real Argument
Returns: real Inverse normal distribution at x

The inverse normal function ndtri(x), corresponding to the inverse trig functions such as asin(), returns the
value of t where ndtr(t) = x. Since the normal distribution function range is [0,1], the value of x must satisfy
0 < x < 1. Arguments outside this range return ±37.47365.

The ndtr(x) can be interpreted as the number of standard deviations above the mean one must be to include
at least x fraction of all samples. Alternatively, it can be used to generate a pseudo-random gaussian noise as
ndtri(rnd()) – which is equivalent to the gnoise() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: ndtr(1.0),ndtri(0.84134475)

:= 0.84134475

:= 1

GENPLOT: loop 5 ndtri(rnd())

:= 1.2941382

:= 0.84583635

:= -0.61330778

:= -0.30538782

:= 1.7667476

GENPLOT:

Related functions: gaussian(), ndtr()

3.5.231 nint

Usage: nint(r)

Inputs: r real argument
Returns: integer Nearest integer to argument r

The nint(r) function returns the integer that is closest to the given argument, rounding up or down as necessary.
If exactly 0.5, the value is rounded up in the absolute value sense (positive numbers up and negative numbers
down).

Examples:

GENPLOT: nint(3.73)

:= 4

GENPLOT: nint(-3.73)

:= -4
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GENPLOT: nint(-3.5)

:= -4

GENPLOT: nint(3.5)

:= 4

GENPLOT:

Related functions: ceil(), floor(), int()

3.5.232 oct2int

Usage: oct2int(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII octal string to be converted
Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The function oct2int(text) atttempts to interpret the string as an integer value in base 8 (octal). It is equivalent
to the call base2int(text,8). Conversion of the string stops at the first character that is not in the range [0,7].

Special prefix strings may override the specified base. Strings beginning with 0x are interpreted as hexadecimal
constants while those beginning o are considered as octal constants. This permits constants of the form 0x377F

and o377 to be properly interpreted.

While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: oct2int("377")

:= 255

GENPLOT: oct2int("0xFFFF")

:= 65535

GENPLOT:

Related functions: base2int(), bin2int(), hex2int()

3.5.233 overlay

Usage: overlay(new, target, new [,start [,length [,pad]]])

Inputs: new string Substring to be overlayed on text

target string Target string to be overlayed
start integer Starting character position for overlay

(default = 0 which inserts at the beginning of target
length integer Length of substring to overlay (pad or truncate as needed)

(default = length of new)
pad char/integer Optional character for padding (default = space)

Returns: string Resulting string with new overlayed on text

The overlay(new, target [,start [,length [,pad]]]) function overlays the new string into the existing
target text starting at the start position (which defaults to character position 0 or the beginning of the string).
The start position may be beyond the end of the existing target string, in which case the original target string
is padded on the right with the pad characters (which defaults to a spaces). The optional length parameter
(which defaults to the length of new) defines the number of characters to be overlayed. If length is less than the
length of new, the string is truncated. If length is greater than the length of new, it is padded on the right with
pad characters.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: overlay(" ", "abcdef", 2)

:= ab def

GENPLOT: overlay("qq", "abcd",3)

:= abcqq

GENPLOT: overlay(".", "abcdef",3,2,’+’)

:= abc.+f

GENPLOT: overlay(".", "abcdef",3,2)

:= abc. f

GENPLOT: overlay(".", "abcdef",3,2,’+’)

:= abc.+f

GENPLOT: overlay("123", "abc",4,6,’+’)

:= abc+123+++

GENPLOT: overlay("123", "abc",4,2,’+’)

:= abc+12

GENPLOT:

Related functions: insert(), delstr()

3.5.234 p chi

Usage: p chi(chisqr, nu)

Inputs: chisqr real Observed χ2 value
nu real Number of degrees of freedom ν

Returns: real Cummulative probability Pχ(χ2|ν)

The function p chi(chisqr,nu) returns the cummulative probability for the χ2 distribution function. It is the
probability that a random experiment would generate a χ2 value between 0 and the specified chisqr, for a system
with nu degrees of freedom. It is

Pχ(χ2|ν) =

∫ χ2

0

pχ(χ2|ν) dχ2

where pχ(χ2|ν) is the probability distribution function for χ2.

This function can be used to determine if a fit is reasonable to the data. The statistic χ2 is computed as

χ2 =

N∑
i=1

yi − f(xi)

σ2
i

where (xi, yi) are a set of N measurements with uncertainty of σi, and f(x) is a test function of M adjustable
parameters. For instance, in a linear fit, M = 2 for the slope and offset. ν = N −M and the value Pχ(χ2, ν)
gives that probability that a random valid set of data would give a χ2 value no worse that what was actually
observed. If the value is too small (¡1%), the data quite likely is faked (small chance it fits that well). Similarly,
if too large (¿99%), then the fit fails to fall with the expected error of each point.

The function q chi(chisqr,nu) provides the complement 1-p chi().

Example:

GENPLOT: create y = 0.3*x+0.25+gnoise(1) -range -5 5 -points 20

GENPLOT: plot

GENPLOT: fit linear -sigma 1

Slope: 0.1444544 +/- 0.07367884 Degrees of Freedom: 18

Offset: 0.1128442 +/- 0.2236068 Root Mean Variance: 0.8092407

Error correlation: -0.0000

Reduced chi-square: 0.6548705
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Q(chi-squared): 0.8580037

GENPLOT: let y = (y-fit(x))^2/1^2 eval @sum(y)

Value: 11.787668 = @sum(y)

GENPLOT: eval P_chi(11.787668,18)

Value: 0.14199624 = P_chi(11.787668,18)

GENPLOT: eval Q_chi(11.787668,18)

Value: 0.85800376 = Q_chi(11.787668,18)

GENPLOT:

Note that in this case, we would likely accept the fit as 0.01 < Pχ < 0.99.

Related functions: q chi()

3.5.235 pclose

Usage: pclose(funit)

Inputs: funit fileptr file handle returned from popen()

Returns: integer 0 if successful, EOF otherwise

pclose() closes the pipe stream associated with the specified file handle, flushing all internal buffers associated
with the stream. After the call, the file handle will be invalid, even if the call fails.

The file handle passed to this function must have been assigned from a popen() command. Use fclose() for
streams opened using fopen(). If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise it returns an error code, typically
EOF. It is not possible to close the standard handles stdin, stdout or stderr.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv punit = popen("c:\read_data.exe", "r")

GENPLOT: alloc c1 array 1000

GENPLOT: loop 1000 let c1[%i] = atof(fgets(punit))

GENPLOT: pclose(funit)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: popen(), fopen(), fclose()

3.5.236 poisson

Usage: poisson(n,x0)

Inputs: n integer Argument
x0 real Mean of distribution

Returns: real Poisson probability distribution

The function poisson(n,x0) implements the Poisson probability distribution function which is the limit of the
binomial distribution as p → 0 while Np is kept a constant. The Poisson distribution occurs naturally in any
counting type experiment, such as the probability of observing a specific number of radioactive decay events in a
given time frame. Specifically pP (n|ν) is the probability of observing n events when the expected mean number
of events is ν.

Given a mean ν = x0, the Poisson function is defined as:

pP (n | ν) =
νn e−ν

n !

While mathematically valid for all real values of the argument n, it is meaningful on on the integer domain [0,∞].
The mean of the distribution is ν with a standard deviation of

√
ν. In the limit that ν → ∞ (20 on a practical
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scale), the Poisson distribution approaches a Gaussian with a standard deviation of
√
ν. The nromalization of

the Poisson distribution is over the positive integers

∞∑
n=0

pP (n | ν) = 1

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = poisson(x,8.3)

GENPLOT: create y = f(x) -range 0 20 -by 1 plot -hist

GENPLOT: eval @sum(y)

Value: 0.99984611 = @sum(y)

GENPLOT: eval sum(f(i),0,30)

Value: 1 = sum(f(i),0,30)

GENPLOT: eval sum(i*f(i),0,30)

Value: 8.3 = sum(i*f(i),0,30)

GENPLOT: eval sqrt(sum((i-8.3)^2*f(i),0,30)),sqrt(8.3)

Value: 2.8809719 = sqrt(sum((i-8.3)^2*f(i),0,30))

Value: 2.8809721 = sqrt(8.3)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: binomial(), edgeworth(), lorentz(), gaussian(), weibull()

3.5.237 poly

Usage: poly(z,ar)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
ar array Coefficients of the polynomial

Returns: real/complex Value of the polynomial expansion at z

The poly(z,ar) evaluates a power series polynomial at the z using the coefficients in the array ar. The order of
the polynomial is set by the dimension of the array len.

poly(z,ar =

len∑
i=0

ar[i] zi

= ar[0] + z (ar[1] + z (ar[2] + z . . . ))

where the second expression is the actual implementation.

Example:

GENPLOT: alloc coeff array 3

GENPLOT: let coeff(..) = 1 7 3

GENPLOT: eval poly(3,coeff),3*(3^2)+7*(3^1)+1*(3^0)

Value: 49 = poly(3,coeff)

Value: 49 = 3*(3^2)+7*3+0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: dpoly()

3.5.238 popen

Usage: popen(command [,mode])

Inputs: command string command to be run as a pipe for input or output
mode string Optional specification for access wanted (default = "r"

Returns: fileptr file handle for use with subsequent I/O operations on file
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The function popen(command [,mode]) executes the specified command and connects to either the standard
input or output of that process as a file handle for read or write. It is not possible to open a pipe as both read
and write. The command may be a shell command (such as dir) or an executable console program (such as
read scope.exe). The normal search path is scanned for the appropriate executable file.

Under Windows, it is not possible to run a windowed program unless it has been specifically designed to deal
with redirected standard input and output handles (very uncommon).

The optional mode parameter specifies the type of pipe established. Default is read access. The command returns
a special variable type of fileptr which can only be used as an argument to file I/O operations. The file handle
should be closed when no long needed using the pclose() function.

Access modes are somewhat operating dependent, but include generally

mode Action
"r" Connect to standard output of the process to read the processes output
"w" Connect to standard input of the process to send information to the processes
"t" In Windows, appended character to indicate text handling of the pipe
"b" In Windows, appended character to indicate binary handling of the pipe

For windows, the mode may include a translation modified "b" or "t" to indicate that the file is in binary or
text mode. In text mode, CTRL+Z is recognized as an end of file indicator and CR/LF characters in the file
are translated to a single NL character on read (and inversely on write). In binary mode, no translation occurs
on file characters. This qualifying character must be appended to the mode desired ("rb"). Text translation is
normally the default mode.

The function return is stored as a special variable type which cannot normally be tested, including for errors. The
special case test if (! funit) printf "ERROR: Pipe failed to connect" is allowed to determine if
the pipe successfully opened.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv punit = popen("dir", "r")

GENPLOT: if (! punit) printf "ERROR: Pipe failed open" goto CantWorkNow

GENPLOT: while (! feof(punit)) fgets(punit)

GENPLOT: qev pclose(funit)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: pclose(), fopen()

3.5.239 pos, index

Usage: pos(needle, haystack [, start])

index(needle, haystack [, start])

Inputs: needle string substring to search for
haystack string string to search
start integer optional start position in haystack for start of search

(default = 0)
Returns: string Index of character where string occurs or -1 if not found

The functions index(needle, haystack [,start]) and pos(needle, haystack [,start]) return the charac-
ter position of the first occurance of the string needle in the haystack string. By default, the search begins from
the beginning of haystack. If the optional parameter start is given, the search can be restricted to start at the
specified character position (or equivalently to skip the first start characters).

The returned value is 0 based with 0 indicating the first character of the string itself. Returned values are always
relative to the start of the entire string, not from where the search began. If the needle does not exist in the
haystack (beyond start), the function returns -1.
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Examples:

GENPLOT: pos("is", "This is a test")

:= 2

GENPLOT: pos("is", "This is a test", 2)

:= 2

GENPLOT: pos("is", "This is a test", 3)

:= 5

GENPLOT: pos("is", "This is a test", 6)

:= -1

GENPLOT: declare aline = pwd() eval aline /* Note: lastpos() is better for doing this

Value: aline = "F:/cgs.v14/lexp/linux" /* Want the last element name only

GENPLOT: setv ipt,ldir = 0,0

GENPLOT: while (ipt >= 0) ipt = pos(’/’, aline, ldir) if (ipt>0) { let ldir=ipt+1 }

GENPLOT: eval substr(aline,ldir,99)

Value: substr(aline,ldir,99) = "linux"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: index(), lastpos()

3.5.240 pow

Usage: pow(z,r)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
r real/complex power

Returns: real/complex zr raise z to the r power

The pow(x,y) function returns the value of xy. With real values, valid for bot positive x and for negative x when
y is an integer. In complex mode, valid for all values of x and y.

Examples:

GENPLOT: pow(e,4)

:= 54.59815

GENPLOT: pow(-3,7)

:= -2187

GENPLOT: pow(-3,6)

:= 729

GENPLOT: pow(-3,6.2)

MATH exception: Invalid number (bad argument?)

Unable to evaluate expression: pow(-3,6.2)

GENPLOT: 0j+pow(-3,6.2)

:= 734.69896-533.79004j

GENPLOT: pow(7+3j,-2+0.25j)

:= 0.014875353-0.0046378279j

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: ln()
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3.5.241 printf

Usage: pprintf(format, expr1, expr2, ...)

Inputs: format string format string describing output
expr1 arbitrary first expression used in format specification
expr2 arbitrary second expression used in format specification
. . . at least as many arguments as are referred to in the format

Returns: integer number of characters written if successful,
negative value on error

The function printf(format,...) outputs a sequence of data values formatted as defined by the format specifier
to standard output (normally te screen). The arguments following the format are expressions which ae interpreted
according to the descriptors in the format. The format specifications are identical to those for the fprintf()

command. See that section for details.

The functions fprintf(), printf(), and sprintf() behave identical with the exception of where the output is
sent. fprintf() sends the output to a specified file, printf() sends the data to stdout, and sprintf() encodes
the data into a string variable. The command line function printf also uses the same format for encoding values,
but in addition always appends a newline character to the output string.

Related Functions: fprintf(), sprintf()

3.5.242 prod

Usage: prod(fnc, ilow, ihigh [, istep])

Inputs: fnc function Function for the continued product
ilow integer Lower value of i in the continued product
iihigh integer Upper value of i in the continued product
istep integer Optional increment on loop index (default = 1)

Returns: real/complex Continued product of fnc over i=ilow,ihigh,istep

The prod(fnc,ilow,ihigh [,istep]) function performs the continued product over the arbitrary function fnc

prod() =

ihigh∏
i=ilow

fnc(i)

where the index i is incremented by istep each iteration through the loop. This is completely analogous to the
continued sum function sum().

The continued product is always evaluated with increaing i. If ihigh < ihigh, the arguments are exhanged.
Similarly, the index increment is always taken as the absolute value of the parameter istep. If istep is zero, an
error is flagged and the function returns one (default for a continued product).

The first argument is a function declaration of a dummy index that may be as complex or simple as desired. By
default, the dummy index is i, but may be specified as another variable using the “|n” construct (read “given
n”). The expression define f(x) = sum(n|n,1,x) is identical to define f(x) = sum(i,1,x) and both return
the factorial function fact(x). Changing the dummy index may help with readability and may be necessary to
avoid ambiguity with the interpretation of i.

The function always performs the number of iterations specified. Obviously this may involve considerable time
if the fnc is complicated and ihigh is set to a rediculous number. As is often true, garbage in equals infinite
time wasted. Think about what is necessary to converge the function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(n) = prod(i,1,n)

GENPLOT: eval f(7),7!
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Value: 5040 = f(7)

Value: 5040 = 7!

GENPLOT:

Related functions: sum()

3.5.243 pwd, cwd

Usage: cwd()

pwd()

Inputs: (none)

Returns: string Current working directory

The functions cwd() and pwd() return the current working directory. The fully qualified path is normally returned
including the drive letter in Windows. This string may be passed to the cd(path) function to return to the same
location later.

Examples:

GENPLOT: cwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14/lexp

GENPLOT: cd .. pwd()

:= f:/cgs.v14

GENPLOT: declare old_dir = pwd()

GENPLOT: /* lots of work */ qev cd(old_dir)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir()

3.5.244 q chi

Usage: p chi(chisqr, nu)

Inputs: chisqr real Observed χ2 value
nu real Number of degrees of freedom ν

Returns: real One minus the cummulative probability Pχ(χ2|ν)

The function q chi(chisqr,nu) returns the complement of the cummulative probability for the χ2 distribution
function. It is the probability that a random experiment would generate a χ2 value equal to or greater than the
specified chisqr, for a system with nu degrees of freedom. It is

Qχ(χ2|ν) = 1− Pχ(χ2|ν) =

∫ ∞
χ2

pχ(χ2|ν) dχ2

where pχ(χ2|ν) is the probability distribution function for χ2.

This function can be used to determine if a fit is reasonable to the data. The statistic χ2 is computed as

χ2 =

N∑
i=1

yi − f(xi)

σ2
i

where (xi, yi) are a set of N measurements with uncertainty of σi, and f(x) is a test function of M adjustable
parameters. For instance, in a linear fit, M = 2 for the slope and offset. ν = N−M and the value Qχ(χ2, ν) gives
that probability that a random valid set of data would give a χ2 value as bad or worse than what was actually
observed. If the value is too large (¿99%), the data quite likely is faked (small chance it fits that well). Similarly,
if too small (¡1%), then the fit fails to fall with the expected error of each point.
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This function is the complement of the function p chi(chisqr,nu), with q chi() = 1-p chi().

Example:

GENPLOT: create y = 0.3*x+0.25+gnoise(1) -range -5 5 -points 20

GENPLOT: plot

GENPLOT: fit linear -sigma 1

Slope: 0.1444544 +/- 0.07367884 Degrees of Freedom: 18

Offset: 0.1128442 +/- 0.2236068 Root Mean Variance: 0.8092407

Error correlation: -0.0000

Reduced chi-square: 0.6548705

Q(chi-squared): 0.8580037

GENPLOT: let y = (y-fit(x))^2/1^2 eval @sum(y)

Value: 11.787668 = @sum(y)

GENPLOT: eval P_chi(11.787668,18)

Value: 0.14199624 = P_chi(11.787668,18)

GENPLOT: eval Q_chi(11.787668,18)

Value: 0.85800376 = Q_chi(11.787668,18)

GENPLOT:

Note that in this case, we would likely accept the fit as 0.01 < Qχ < 0.99.

Related functions: p chi()

3.5.245 rainbow

Usage: rainbow(x [, xlow [, xhigh]])

Inputs: x real argument
xlow real optional lower limit of range (default = 0)
xlow real optional upper limit of range (default = 1)

Returns: string RGB color code correspond to (x-xlow)/(xhigh-xlow)
in the current palette

The function rainbox(x,xlow,xhigh) returns the RGB color code corresponding to the scaled value of x in the
current palette (from 3D bitmap plotting). The scaled value is defined as (x− xlow)/(xhigh− xlow) and limited
to the range [0,1]. The current palette can be modified by the command palette rainbox 〈type〉 where type is
one of the defined sets such as hot or afm.

Examples:

GENPLOT: d2x(rainbow(37,15,55))

:= 10077ff

GENPLOT: loop 11 d2x(rainbow(%i,0,10))

:= 1000000

:= 1000044

:= 1000088

:= 10000cc

:= 10011ff

:= 10055ff

:= 10099ff

:= 100ddff

:= 133ffff

:= 199ffff

:= 1ffffff

GENPLOT: palette rainbow hot

GENPLOT: loop 6 d2x(rainbow(%i,0,5))
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:= 1ff0000

:= 1ffcc00

:= 166ff00

:= 100ff66

:= 100ccff

:= 10000ff

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.246 rand, rnd

Usage: rand()

rnd()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1]

The rand() and rnd() functions returns a random number uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. This
function utilized the built-in “C” function rand() normalized by the RAND MAX paramters (rand() normally
returns an integer). If called in a complex number expression, random values will be assigned to both the real
and imaginary parts. As with all pseudo-random number generators, use of more than one value at a time in an
expression should be carefully tested for correlations.

Because of implementation variations of the libary rand() function, the GENPLOT implemente drand() function
may be considered as a better option.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the srand() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: qev srand(time())

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rand()

Value: 0.6685791 = rand()

Value: 0.17877197 = rand()

Value: 0.67852783 = rand()

Value: 0.31430054 = rand()

Value: 0.82366943 = rand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd(), srand(), drand()

3.5.247 random

Usage: random()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1)

The random() and rnd drand() functions return a random double precision real number uniformly distributed
within the interval [0, 1). This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which is among the best available
today, for the random number generation and is suitable for use with Monte Carlo methods. Random numbers
utilizing the full precision of a double variable (typically 52 bits) are returned.

If called within complex number expressions, random values are returned for both the real and imaginary part.
The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Use of random() or rnd drand() is preferred for new code over the built-in functions rand() or the linear
congruential generator drand().
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Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval random()

Value: 0.79330372 = random()

Value: 0.79614688 = random()

Value: 0.097961862 = random()

Value: 0.22183104 = random()

Value: 0.58746636 = random()

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval 0j+random()

Value: 0.018378734+0.33308628j = 0j+random()

Value: 0.12101388+0.25209086j = 0j+random()

Value: 0.54699328+0.22898109j = 0j+random()

Value: 0.73946593+0.24545736j = 0j+random()

Value: 0.18572745+0.93557922j = 0j+random()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd uniform(), rnd drand(), rnd seed(), rand(), drand()

3.5.248 real

Usage: real(z)

Inputs: r real/complex argument
Returns: real Real part of the argument

Function to return the real part R(z) of a complex argument z. For any real value, real(r) = r. This function
forces the function evaluator into the complex calculation mode.

Related functions: imag(), magn(), sign()

3.5.249 real2hex, float2hex

Usage: float2hex(rval)

real2hex(rval)

Inputs: rval double Floating point numerical value to encode as hexadecimal
Returns: string Hexadecimal representation of the floating point constant

The functions float2hex(rval) and real2hex(rval) encode the internal representation of the real value re-
sprenting rval in a hexadecimal format. This is the computer hardware dependent method of storing a floating
point values in the C language “float” variable type, and is the explicit bit pattern stored in memory. With
an Intel architecture (IEEE Standard 754 Floating Point Numbers), floating point real values (32 bits wide) are
represented by 1 bit of sign, 8 bits of exponent with a bias of 0x7f, followed by 23 bits of mantissa with an implied
1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval real2hex(0.5),real2hex(1.0),real2hex(2.0),real2hex(1.5)

Value: real2hex(0.5) = "3f000000"

Value: real2hex(1.0) = "3f800000"

Value: real2hex(2.0) = "40000000"

Value: real2hex(1.5) = "3fc00000"

GENPLOT: eval real2hex(pi)

Value: real2hex(pi) = "40490fdb"

GENPLOT:

Related functions: double2hex(), hex2double(), hex2float, hex2real()
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3.5.250 rename, mv

Usage: mv(oldpath, newpath)

Inputs: oldpath string Path of an existing file or directory
newpath string New path for the file or directory

Returns: integer 0 if successful

The mv(old,new) and rename(old,new) functions attempt to rename and/or move a specified file or directory
to a new name and location. Path specification and behavior of these functions are operating system dependent
with the strings passed unmodified to the corresponding operating system function. Under Windows, the final
name of the given; one cannot just specify a directory with an implicit move of the file with the same name.
Specified paths may be relative paths (optionally using . and ..), fully qualified paths including optional drive
specification, or fully qualified network path specifications (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters
must be backslashes; in all other cases both forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname
separators.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: mv("test.dat","test/final_results.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT: mv("test", "2011.02.17")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() mkdir(), rmdir(), rm(), unlink()

3.5.251 reverse

Usage: reverse(text)

Inputs: text string Text string to reverse
Returns: string Character by character reversed string of text

The reverse(text) function reverses the order of characters in the argument text string. The resulting string is
exactly the same size as the original string and maintains the case of each character.

Examples of Palindromes are particularly interesting:

GENPLOT: reverse("god saw I was dog")

:= god saw I was dog

GENPLOT: reverse("live not on evil, madam, live not on evil")

:= live no ton evil ,madam ,live no ton evil

GENPLOT: reverse("some men interpret nine memos")

:= somem enin terpretni nem emos

GENPLOT:

3.5.252 RGB

Usage: RGB(red,green,blue)

Inputs: red integer Intensity of the red channel [0,255]
green integer Intensity of the green channel [0,255]
blue integer Intensity of the blue channel [0,255]

Returns: integer Encoded RGB triple for specified color
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The RGB(red,green,blue) function is used to encode a specific RGB color into an integer for use in, for example,
the -pen <color> option of plot. The values for each channel are scaled between 0 (fully off) to 255 (fully on).
Values given are truncated to the lower 8 bits, resulting in a mod() like behavior for small integers and ill-defined
behavior for real values. The intensity of each color is combined into an OS dependent color representation.

Examples:

GENPLOT: d2x(rgb(255,0,255))

:= 1ff00ff

GENPLOT: pl -color RGB(201,080,150)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: RGB COLOR()

3.5.253 RGB color

Usage: RGB color(color)

Inputs: color string Color name (must exist in database)
Returns: integer Encoded RGB triple for specified color

The RGB color("color") function returns the RGB encoded triple corresponding to the color specified. The color
names are taken from the colormap.dat file located in the installed directory (on Windows /Program Files/cgs/Genplot/nt/colormap.dat).

Examples:

GENPLOT: d2x(rgb_color("MistyRose"))

:= 1e1e4ff

GENPLOT: setv -integer default_color = rgb_color("DodgerBlue")

GENPLOT: plot -pen default_color

GENPLOT:

Related functions: RGB()

3.5.254 right

Usage: right(text, length [,pad])

Inputs: text string Original text string
length integer Length of resulting string
pad char/integer Optional pad character (default = space)

Returns: string Rightmost length characters of text, padded
if necessary to be exactly length size

The right(text, length [,pad]) returns a string of length exactly length containing the rightmost length

characters of the text string. If text is longer than length, the remaining characters are truncated. If text is
shorter than length, the output string is padded with pad characters. By default, the pad character is the space
character. An empty string will be returned if length is zero or negative.

The pad character may be specified as an integer (95 which is an underscore), as a single character (’ ’), or as
a string of length 1 (" ").

Examples:

GENPLOT: right("Don’t let this be more than 20 character", 20)

:= re than 20 character

GENPLOT: "*"+right("This is now a very long line", 40)+"*"
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:= * This is now a very long line*

GENPLOT: "*"+right("This is now a very long line", 40, ’-’)+"*"

:= *------------This is now a very long line*

GENPLOT: "*"+right("abc def", 0)+"*"

:= **

GENPLOT:

Related functions: left(), center()

3.5.255 rm, unlink

Usage: rm(path)

unlink(path)

Inputs: path string File (path) to be deleted
Returns: integer 0 if successful

The rm(path) and unlink() functions attempts to delete the speciifed file. Path specification and behavior of
this function is operating system dependent with the string passed unmodified to the corresponding operating
system function. Under Windows, the file cannot be read only or currently in use when deleted. For hardlink
files, the command only deletes the link unless it is the last one for that file. The specified path may be a relative
path (optionally using . and ..), a fully qualified path including optional drive specification, or a fully qualified
network path specification (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters must be backslashes; in all
other cases both forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname separators.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: rm("test.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT: rmdir("f:/cgs.v14/lexp/test.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() mkdir(), rmdir(), mv(), rename()

3.5.256 rmdir

Usage: rmdir(path)

Inputs: path string Directory path to be deleted
Returns: integer 0 if successful

The rmdir(path) function attempts to delete a directory with the specified pathname. Path specification and
behavior of this function is operating system dependent with the string passed unmodified to the corresponding
operating system function. Under Windows, the directory must be completely empty before it can be deleted, and
only one element of a path may be deleted with each call. The specified path may be a relative path (optionally
using . and ..), a fully qualified path including optional drive specification, or a fully qualified network directory
specification (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters must be backslashes; in all other cases both
forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname separators.

If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: rmdir("test")
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:= 0

GENPLOT: rmdir("f:/cgs.v14/lexp/test")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() mkdir(), rm(), unlink(), mv(), rename()

3.5.257 rand

Usage: rand()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1]

The rand() function returns a random number uniformly distributed on the interval [0,1]. This function utilized
the built-in “C” function rand() normalized by the RAND MAX paramters (rand() normally returns an integer).
If called in a complex number expression, random values will be assigned to both the real and imaginary parts.
As with all pseudo-random number generators, use of more than one value at a time in an expression should be
carefully tested for correlations.

Because of implementation variations of the libary rand() function, the GENPLOT implemented rnd() or drand()
function may be considered as a better options.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the srand() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: qev srand(time())

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rand()

Value: 0.6685791 = rand()

Value: 0.17877197 = rand()

Value: 0.67852783 = rand()

Value: 0.31430054 = rand()

Value: 0.82366943 = rand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rand(), srand(), drand()

3.5.258 rnd

Usage: rnd()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1)

The rnd() (and the equivalent functions rnd drand() and random() function returns a random double precision
real number uniformly distributed within the interval [0, 1). This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm,
which is among the best available today, for the random number generation and is suitable for use with Monte
Carlo methods. Random numbers utilizing the full precision of a double variable (typically 52 bits) are returned.

If called within complex number expressions, random values are returned for both the real and imaginary part.
The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Use of rnd() or rnd drand() is preferred for new code over the built-in functions rand() or the linear congruential
generator drand().

Examples:
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GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd()

Value: 0.79330372 = rnd()

Value: 0.79614688 = rnd()

Value: 0.097961862 = rnd()

Value: 0.22183104 = rnd()

Value: 0.58746636 = rnd()

GENPLOT: eval 0j+rnd()

Value: 0.018378734+0.33308628j = 0j+rnd()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd uniform(), rnd drand(), rnd seed(), rand(), drand()

3.5.259 rnd drand

Usage: rnd drand()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Random number on interval [0, 1)

The random() and rnd drand() functions return a random double precision real number uniformly distributed
within the interval [0, 1). This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which is among the best available
today, for the random number generation and is suitable for use with Monte Carlo methods. Random numbers
utilizing the full precision of a double variable (typically 52 bits) are returned.

If called within complex number expressions, random values are returned for both the real and imaginary part.
The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Use of random() or rnd drand() is preferred for new code over the built-in functions rand() or the linear
congruential generator drand().

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_drand()

Value: 0.28561113 = rnd_drand()

Value: 0.29905582 = rnd_drand()

Value: 0.94396716 = rnd_drand()

Value: 0.56330092 = rnd_drand()

Value: 0.86320104 = rnd_drand()

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval 0j+rnd_drand()

Value: 0.28717872+0.94327608j = 0j+rnd_drand()

Value: 0.41443234+0.83225806j = 0j+rnd_drand()

Value: 0.74266509+0.17079085j = 0j+rnd_drand()

Value: 0.52806508+0.9252349j = 0j+rnd_drand()

Value: 0.95615541+0.92433846j = 0j+rnd_drand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: random(), rnd uniform(), rnd seed(), rand(), drand()

3.5.260 rnd erlang

Usage: rnd erlang(k, mean

Inputs: k integer Shape parameter for distribution
mean real Mean of the distribution

Returns: real Random value taken from an Erlang probability distribution

The rnd erlang() function returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the Erlang
probability distribution within the interval [0,∞]. k is a shape parameter, and the distribution will have the
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specified mean. This distribution describes the distirbution of waiting times between k events that obey the
Poisson distribution themselves (such as radioactive decay). It is commonly used for modeling of stochastic
queuing problems such as traffic flow. The Mersenne Twister algorithm is used to obtain the initial random
value.

The Erlang probability distribution is most commonly defined as

p(x|k, λ) =
λkxk−1e−λx

(k − 1)!

where

λ =
k

mu

with µ the mean and k a shape factor. The distribution is defined only for integer k (though it can be extended
with the Gamma function to real k). The variance is k/λ2 = µ2/k, the skewness is 2/

√
k and the excess kurtosis

is 6/k.

Complex arguments are ignored, returning values based on the real part only.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_erlang(2,50)

Value: 85.24776 = rnd_erlang(2,50)

Value: 93.656381 = rnd_erlang(2,50)

Value: 42.012189 = rnd_erlang(2,50)

Value: 51.879231 = rnd_erlang(2,50)

Value: 64.034076 = rnd_erlang(2,50)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd exponential(), rnd normal(), rnd lognormal(), rnd triangle(), rnd uniform(),
rnd weibull(), rnd seed()

3.5.261 rnd exponential

Usage: rnd exponential(mean

Inputs: mean real/complex Desired mean of the probability distribution
Returns: real/complex Random value taken from an exponential probability distribution

The rnd exponential() functions returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the
exponential probability distribution within the interval [0,∞) (for µ > 0). The Mersenne Twister algorithm is
used to obtain the initial random value. The returned value will have the same sign as the specified mean.

The exponential probability distribution is defined as

p(x) =
1

|µ|
e−x/µ

where µ is the mean and the domain is either [0,∞] for µ > 0 or [−∞, 0] for µ < 0.

If the argument for the mean is a complex number, the result will be a complex value taken from individual
distributions specified by the real and imaginary parts of the argument. A mean of zero will always return zero.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: create y = rnd_exponential(2) -points 1E6

GENPLOT: eval @ave(y)

Value: 1.9985917 = @ave(y)

GENPLOT: transf y hist -density -normalize / pl -hist

GENPLOT: ov -f exp(-x/2)/2 -lt 1

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_exponential(2)

Value: 0.24349214 = rnd_exponential(2)

Value: 0.32852601 = rnd_exponential(2)

Value: 1.2901453 = rnd_exponential(2)

Value: 0.6160982 = rnd_exponential(2)

Value: 2.1252632 = rnd_exponential(2)

GENPLOT: eval rnd_exponential(2-7j)

Value: 2.4834918-1.1150931j = rnd_exponential(2-7j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd normal(), rnd lognormal(), rnd triangle(), rnd uniform(),
rnd weibull(), rnd seed()

3.5.262 rnd iuniform

Usage: rnd iuniform([lower [,upper]]

Inputs: lower integer Lower bound of the interval (default=0)
upper integer Upper bound of the interval (default=10)

Returns: integer Random integer in the interval [lower, upper)

The rnd iuniform() functions returns a random integer value uniformly distributed within the interval [lower, upper).
Note that the upper boundary will never be returned. This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which
is among the best available today, for the random number generation and is suitable for use with Monte Carlo
methods.

If called within complex number expressions, a uniform distribute within a rectangular space can be generated.
The real and imaginary parts are considered independently in the call.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_iuniform(1,7)

Value: 1 = rnd_iuniform(1,7)

Value: 4 = rnd_iuniform(1,7)

Value: 2 = rnd_iuniform(1,7)

Value: 4 = rnd_iuniform(1,7)

Value: 3 = rnd_iuniform(1,7)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rand(), drand()

3.5.263 rnd lognormal

Usage: rnd lognormal(mu, sigma

Inputs: mu real scale – average of lnx values in the distribution
sigma real shape – standard deviation of lnx values in the distribution

Returns: real Random value taken from a log-normal probability distribution

The rnd lognormal() function returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the log-
normal probability distribution within the interval [0,∞]. This distribution models physical processes where the
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log of the parameter is expected to be normally distributed. For the log-normal distribution, ln z is normally
distributed with mean µ and standard deviation σ, as given by the function arguments mean and sigma. These
are also referred to as the scale and shape parameters respectively. The Mersenne Twister algorithm is used to
obtain the initial random value.

The lognormal probability distribution is defined as

p(x|σ, µ) =
1

x
√

2πσ2
e−(ln x−µ)

2/2σ2

The distribution has a mean given by eµ+σ
2/2, a median of eµ, a mode of eµ−σ

2

and a variance (eσ
2 − 1) e2µ+σ

2

.

If the arguments are complex numbers, the result will be a complex value taken from individual distributions
specified by the real and imaginary parts of the argument.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Warning: The underlying functions for the rnd xxx functions are based on Goeff Euenning’s mtwist package.
The parameter order for rnd lognormal() is reversed from that of the underlying function rd lognormal(). The
order of mean and sigma is symmetric with the rnd normal() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_lognormal(5,2)

Value: 90.41044 = rnd_lognormal(5,2)

Value: 68.190319 = rnd_lognormal(5,2)

Value: 168.50465 = rnd_lognormal(5,2)

Value: 11.607269 = rnd_lognormal(5,2)

Value: 351.56022 = rnd_lognormal(5,2)

GENPLOT: create y = ln[rnd_lognormal(5,2)] -points 1E6

GENPLOT: eval @ave(y),@std(y)

Value: 5.001814 = @ave(y)

Value: 1.9974341 = @std(y)

GENPLOT: eval rnd_lognormal(5+3j,2+2j)

Value: 1182.4079+19.608836j = rnd_lognormal(2+2j,5+3j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd exponential(), rnd normal(), rnd triangle(), rnd uniform(),
rnd weibull(), rnd seed()

3.5.264 rnd lrandn

Usage: rnd lrand()

Inputs: none

Returns: unsigned int Random integer on interval [0, 231− 1]

The rnd lrand() functions return an unsigned 32-bit integer uniformly distributed within the interval [0, 231−1].
This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which is among the best available today, for the random
number generation and is suitable for use with Monte Carlo methods.

If called within complex number expressions, random values are returned for both the real and imaginary part.
The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Use of random() or rnd drand() is preferred for new code over the built-in functions rand() or the linear
congruential generator drand().

Due to the absence of an unsigned integer type in GENPLOT, the range of this function is only 231 − 1 instead
of the default 232 − 1 of the underlying library function rd lrand().

Examples:
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GENPLOT: loop 5 printf "%10d" rnd_lrand()

1755202939

2145466945

1095977670

282464773

76056029

GENPLOT: eval 0j+rnd_lrand()

Value: 2.1313121E+009+1.3436992E+009j = 0j+rnd_lrand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd iuniform(), rnd seed(), lrand()

3.5.265 rnd normal

Usage: rnd normal(mean, sigma

Inputs: mean real mean of the distribution
sigma real standard deviation of the distribution

Returns: real Random value taken from a normal probability distribution

The rnd normal() function returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the normal
probability distribution within the interval [−∞,∞]. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution are
given by the parameters mean and sigma. The Mersenne Twister algorithm is used to obtain the initial random
value.

The normal probability distribution, also called the Gaussian distribution, is defined as

p(x|µ, σ) =
1√

2πσ2
e−(x−µ)

2/2σ2

If the arguments are complex numbers, the result will be a complex value taken from individual distributions
specified by the real and imaginary parts of the argument.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_normal(100,3)

Value: 95.003124 = rnd_normal(100,3)

Value: 99.637421 = rnd_normal(100,3)

Value: 101.84467 = rnd_normal(100,3)

Value: 101.34084 = rnd_normal(100,3)

Value: 97.127889 = rnd_normal(100,3)

GENPLOT: eval rnd_normal(0,3+0.1j)

Value: 3.2161155-0.069481648j = rnd_normal(0,3+0.1j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd exponential(), rnd lognormal(), rnd triangle(), rnd uniform(),
rnd weibull(), rnd seed()

3.5.266 rnd seed

Usage: rnd seed([iseed]

Inputs: iseed int optional specific seed value to use
Returns: real 0
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The rnd seed() function seeds the Marsenne Twister pseudo-random number generator for the rnd xxxx()

series of functions. The value of iseed defines the sequence of values that will be returned by the rnd lrand()

function, which is subsequently used for all other random number distributions. Giving a specific value of the
iseed parameter will guarentee that the sequence of rnd xxx() values will be identical. If no argument is specified,
or the value if iseed equals -1, the current time will be used to seed the generator effectively generating a random
starting sequence. The return value of the function is always 0.

Examples:

GENPLOT: qev rnd_seed(0x1373E)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_lrand()

Value: 2.9768399E+008 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.9355714E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.3021263E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 3.016751E+008 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.6539757E+009 = rnd_lrand()

GENPLOT: qev rnd_seed(0x1373E)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_lrand()

Value: 2.9768399E+008 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.9355714E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.3021263E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 3.016751E+008 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.6539757E+009 = rnd_lrand()

GENPLOT: qev rnd_seed()

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.3664523E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 1.6236255E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 2.0363108E+009 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 7.8857898E+008 = rnd_lrand()

Value: 9.3330906E+008 = rnd_lrand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd exponential(), rnd lognormal(), rnd normal(), rnd triangle(),
rnd uniform(), rnd weibull()

3.5.267 rnd triangle

Usage: rnd triangle(lower, upper, mode

Inputs: lower real/complex Lower limit of the distribution
upper real/complex Upper limit of the distribution
mode real/complex Mean (most likely) value of the distribution

Returns: real/complex Random value taken from a triangle probability distribution

The rnd triangle() function returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the tri-
angular probability distribution within the interval [lower, upper]. The peak of the distribution will be at mode.
The Mersenne Twister algorithm is used to obtain the initial random value.

The triangular probability distribution is defined as

p(x) =
1

|µ|
e−x/µ

where µ is the mean and the domain is either [0,∞] for µ > 0 or [−∞, 0] for µ < 0.

If the arguments are complex numbers, the result will be a complex value taken from individual distributions
specified by the real and imaginary parts of the argument.
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The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

Value: 4.5378621 = rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

Value: 1.5037851 = rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

Value: 1.7086096 = rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

Value: 1.1707147 = rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

Value: 0.88924329 = rnd_triangle(0,10,1)

GENPLOT: eval rnd_triangle(0,10+70j,1+35j)

Value: 1.2626671+21.370747j = rnd_triangle(0,10+70j,1+35j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd exponential(), rnd normal(), rnd lognormal(), rnd uniform(),
rnd weibull(), rnd seed()

3.5.268 rnd uniform

Usage: rnd uniform([lower [,upper]]

Inputs: lower real Lower bound of the interval (default=0.0)
upper real Upper bound of the interval (default=1.0)

Returns: real Random value in the interval [lower, upper)

The rnd uniform() functions returns a random double precision real number uniformly distributed within the
interval [lower, upper). This function uses the Mersenne Twister algorithm, which is among the best available
today, for the random number generation and is suitable for use with Monte Carlo methods. This call generates
a random number utilizing the full precision of a double variable (typically 52 bits).

If called within complex number expressions, a uniform distribute within a rectangular space can be generated.
The real and imaginary parts are considered independently in the call.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

Value: 3.1711941 = rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

Value: 1.9367592 = rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

Value: 2.8262757 = rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

Value: 1.9425926 = rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

Value: 3.4379512 = rnd_uniform(1.7,3.5)

GENPLOT: eval rnd_uniform()

Value: 0.55095565 = rnd_uniform()

GENPLOT: loop 2 eval rnd_Uniform(-1+3j,1+7j)

Value: -0.24538083+3.1310875j = rnd_Uniform(-1+3j,1+7j)

Value: 0.16420012+6.7743374j = rnd_Uniform(-1+3j,1+7j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rand(), drand()

3.5.269 rnd weibull

Usage: rnd weibull(beta, eta

Inputs: beta real shape parameter (slope)
eta real scale parameter

Returns: real Random value taken from a Weibull probability distribution
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The rnd weibull() function returns a random double precision real number distributed according to the Weibull
probability distribution within the interval [0,∞]. This distribution is commonly used to model failure or lifetime,
but is entirely empirical in nature. The scale parameter η and the shape parameter β are given by the arguments
eta and beta respectively. The Mersenne Twister algorithm is used to obtain the initial random value.

The Weibull probability distribution is defined as

p(x|η, β) =
β

η

(
x

η

)β−1
exp

[
−
(
x

η

)β]
The moments of this distribution are given by:

mean = η Γ

(
1 +

1

β

)
median = η (ln 2)

1/β

mode = η

(
1− 1

β

)1/β

standard deviation = η

√
Γ

(
1 +

2

β

)
− Γ

(
1 +

1

β

)2

The optional position parameter γ is not included in the function arguments, but can be readily implemented as
gamma + rnd weibull(beta,eta).

Complex arguments are ignored, returning values based on the real part only.

The seed of the pseudo-random number generator can be set using the rnd seed() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rnd_weibull(7,100)

Value: 102.15115 = rnd_weibull(7,100)

Value: 106.26199 = rnd_weibull(7,100)

Value: 88.608926 = rnd_weibull(7,100)

Value: 92.299552 = rnd_weibull(7,100)

Value: 104.61652 = rnd_weibull(7,100)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rnd drand(), rnd erlang(), rnd exponential(), rnd lognormal(), rnd normal(), rnd triangle(),
rnd uniform(), rnd seed()

3.5.270 round

Usage: round(x,ndigits)

Inputs: x real Argument
ndigits integer Number of digits for rounding

Returns: real x rounded to ndigits decimal digits

The round(x,n) function rounds the arguments x to exactly n digits after the decimal point. Positive values of n
specify a number of decimal values to remain, with 2 rouding to the hundreths. Negative values of n indicate that
rouding should occur to the left of the decimal point, with -3 rounding to the nearest thousand. If the fractional
part of the number is exactly 0.5 (in the rounding position), the round() function randomly rounds up or down
to remain “fair and balanced”. For n, the nearest integer is used if real. If n is out of range (±300 for Intel
architecture), the function just returns x.

Except for the random rounding at 0.5, this is equivalent to nint(x*10^n)/10^n when n is an integer.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: eval round(pi,2)

Value: 3.14 = round(pi,2)

GENPLOT: eval round(57450,-2)

Value: 57400 = round(57450,-2)

GENPLOT: eval round(57450,-2)

Value: 57500 = round(57450,-2)

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.271 sdev, std, stddev, stdev

Usage: sdev(a,b,...)

std(a,b,...)

stddev(a,b,...)

stdev(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Standard deviation of the arguments

The stdev() (and all of its aliases) takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the standard deviation of
the list. Arguments must be single values – see the function @stdev() to determine the standard deviation of an
array.

s =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − 〈x〉)2

where 〈x〉 is the mean (average) of the list.

Examples:

GENPLOT: stdev(7,3,5,6,5,7)

:= 5.5

GENPLOT: stdev(7+2j,3+3j,5+j,6+7j,5+3j,7+2j)

:= 1.5165751+2.0976177j

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), sdom(), count(), min(), max(), median()

3.5.272 sdom

Usage: sdom(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Standard deviation of the mean of the arguments

The sdom() takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the standard deviation of the mean of the list.
Arguments must be single values – see the function @sdom() to determine the standard deviation of the mean of
an array.

The standard deviation of the mean is defined as

sµ =
s√
N

where s is the standard deviation of the N samples.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: sdom(2.4274,2.4662,2.4436,2.4531,2.4548,2.4459,2.4378)

:= 0.0047515769

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: stdev(), count(), min(), max(), median()

3.5.273 sech

Usage: sech(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic secant of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic secant of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic secant is
defined in terms of exponentials as

sechx =
1

coshx
=

2

ex + e−x

Related Functions: sinh(), cosh(), tanh(), coth(), csch()

3.5.274 sign

Usage: sign(z)

Inputs: r real/complex argument
Returns: real/complex Sign of the argument

Function to return the sign of a real number, or the signs of the real and complex parts of a complex number. For
a complex argument, the real and imaginary parts are treated separately and each return their respective signs.

sign(x) =

 −1 for x < 0
0 for x = 0
1 otherwise

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval sign(cos(2741.5))

Value: -1 = sign(cos(2741.5))

GENPLOT: eval sign(7-3j)

Value: 1-1j = sign(7-3j)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: imag(), magn(), real()

3.5.275 sin

Usage: sin(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Sine of the argument

Returns the sine of the argument, where the argument is given in radians.

Related Functions: sind(), cos(), tan, cot
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3.5.276 sind

Usage: sind(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in degrees)
Returns: real/complex Sine of the argument

Returns the sine of the argument, where the argument is given in degrees.

Related Functions: sin(), cosd(), tand, cotd

3.5.277 sinh

Usage: sinh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic sine of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic sine of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic sine is
defined in terms of exponentials as

sinhx =
ex − e−x

2

Related Functions: cosh(), tanh(), coth(), sech(), csch()

3.5.278 sizeof

Usage: sizeof(var)

Inputs: var arbitrary Internal variable name
Returns: integer Size of the variable (argument dependent)

The sizeof(var) function returns the size of the data object specified by the var argument. In general, this is
the number of elements associated with the variable and not the memory required to store the object. Thus both
double, real and integer variables have a size of 1, while arrays and curves have a sizeof equal to the maximum
number of points that can be stored (which may be greater than the actual number used). Compound variables
like c1:npt should be used to determine the active (in use) size of a curve or array.

Real variable 1
Double variable 1
Integer variable 1

Complex variable 1
Function definition 1

Array (real) Allocated number of entries
Integer Array Allocated number of entries
Double Array Allocated number of entries

Complex Array Allocated number of entries
String Array Allocated number of entries

2D/3D Curve Maximum number of points Use c:npt for in use
Surface Product of rows and columns Use s:ncol and s:nrow

String (allocated) 256 Unlimited - expands as needed
String (link) Defined length

Pointer (generic) 1
File pointer 1 From fopen()

Other “linked” variables (linked to specific constants in the code) not specifically listed above report the same
size as their allocated equivalents.
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Examples:

GENPLOT: alloc c1 curve 1000

GENPLOT: sizeof(c1)

:= 1000

GENPLOT: sizeof(c1:npt)

:= 1

GENPLOT:

GENPLOT: listv -string -hidden

256:STRING LINK 0 IDS : sin(x)

256:STRING LINK 0 $$TMP$$:ids : dspln(x)

.....

512:STRING LINK 0 $MacroPath : <stdin>

512:STRING LINK 0 $MacroName : <stdin>

GENPLOT: eval sizeof($macropath),strlen($macropath)

Value: 512 = sizeof($macropath)

Value: 7 = strlen($macropath)

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: typeof(), exists(), isvar()

3.5.279 solve

Usage: solve(fnc,xl,xh[,guess[,eps[,maxiter]]])

Inputs: fnc(x) function Function to search
xl real Lower limit of search range
xh real Upper limit of search range
guess real Initial guess for the root (last)
eps real Precision for root finding (4E-7)
maxiter integer Maximum number of search iterations (100)

Returns: real Argument at zero of the function

The solve() function is used to find a zero of the function in the interval between xl and xh. If successful, the
zero will be within a fractional error eps of the returned value. The search is performed using a combination
of random search, bisection, secant, and false position methods. It is robust and, with default parameters, will
almost always return a root if it exists.

The function must be written in terms of searching for a zero. To find the point where f(x)=a, search on f(x)-a.
Any expression, such as x*exp(-x)-0.7 may be used. However, only the defined interval [xl,xh] will be searched.

In the function definition, x is a dummy variable. Any alternate dummy argument may be specified using the
form f(w)|w where w is now the search variable. This is often necessary, particularly to create a curve that is the
solution of an equation. For example, an inefficient way to plot the arcsin function might be

GENPLOT: create y = solve(sin(w)-x|w,0,pi/2) -range 0.0 1.0 -points 100

GENPLOT: plot

There are three optional arguments. The first is the initial guess for the position of the zero. This may improve
the convergence speed for particularly “expensive” functions. The default value is the last root that was returned
by the previous calls to the function. Note that the guess cannot expand the range of the search beyond [xl,xh].

The second optional parameter is the precision for the returned value. By default, this is 4 times the machine
precision (normally 4E-7) and returns essentially the “exact” root. In the case of expensive function evaluations
(experimental simulation runs for example), it may be prudent to use a larger value if, for example, only 1%
precision is warrented.
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The final optional parameter is the maximum number of iterations that will be evaluated before abandoning
the search. In the worst case, the function may make twice this number of evaluations ... first to locate an
appropriate range to search and then the same number attempting to identify the root. Typically less than 10
iterations are required. In almost all cases, the default (100) is sufficient to converge to a root. However, functions
with singularities (such as 1/x) will fail on the iteration count without locating a true root.

If the value of the function has opposite signs on the domain boundaries, then there is almost guarenteed to be
a root (excepting pathological functions) and the function will always converge to the same root given the same
initial conditions (including the initial guess). However, if the sign of the function is the same at the domain
boundaries (at xl, xh and guess), the function will attempt a random search over the interval to locate a sign
reversal. As this is a random search, each call may return a different root if multiple roots exist within the
domain. For example,

GENPLOT: loop 5 solve(sin(w)|w,1E-10,256*pi+0.1,128*pi+0.1)

:= 47.123889

:= 53.407075

:= 543.49553

:= 197.92034

:= 329.8672

GENPLOT:

returns different roots (but all valid) each time.

While it would be possible to search without specifying a domain ([xl,xh]), such a search is mathematically
foolish since the interesting domain for a zero could be anything from [10−31, 2× 10−31] to [−1024, 1024]. If you
have absolutely no idea where the root of the equation will be, then you probably have no reason to be using
GENPLOT. Garbage in almost inevitably implies garbage out.

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval solve(x*exp(-x)-cos(x),0,2)

Value: 1.2010606 = solve(x*exp(-x)-cos(x),0,2)

GENPLOT: eval solve(x*exp(-x)-cos(x),0,2,1,1E-2,10)

Value: 1.203795 = solve(x*exp(-x)-cos(x),0,2,1,1E-2,10)

GENPLOT:

GENPLOT: create y = solve(w*exp(w)-x|w,0,1) -range 0 0.35 -points 100 plot

GENPLOT:

3.5.280 space

Usage: space(text [, n [, pad]])

Inputs: text string Text string containing words to space uniformly
n integer Optional number of separating characters between words in text

(default = 1)
pad integer Optional character to use bewteen words in text

(default = blank space)
Returns: string Original text with exactly n pad characters between words

The space(text [, n [, pad]]) function takes an input string assumed to consist of a number of white-space
delimited words and generates an output string consisting of those words each separated by exactly n characters
of pad. By default, n=1 and the pad character is a blank space. With no optional parameters, space(text)
removes all leading and trailing whitespace from the string and replaces all of the whitespace separators between
words with exactly on blank space. Leading and trailing whitespace is always removed.

Examples:

GENPLOT: space(" This is a test ")
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:= This is a test

GENPLOT: space(" This is a test ", 2)

:= This is a test

GENPLOT: space(" This is a test ", 1, ’+’)

:= This+is+a+test

GENPLOT: space(" This is a test ", 0, ’+’)

:= Thisisatest

GENPLOT:

Related functions: justify()

3.5.281 spline, spline2

Usage: spline(x [,ar] )

spline2(x,ar)

Inputs: x real Argument for evaluation
ar array Array with matrix elements for spline coefficients

(default = spl$data from the spline fit)
Returns: real 2nd derivative of spline function evaluated at x

The spline(x) and spline2(x,ar) functions evaluate the value of a spline (normally a fit) function at the
specified argument x. The spline is a piecewise continuous cubic function between a set of knot values (in x)
that is normally continuous in f(x), f ′(x) and f ′′(x). This function evaluates the f ′′(x) curvature for an arbitray
value of x based on the coefficients in the array.

The optional array ar contains 5 coefficients for each knot in a spline interpolation. The values are the knot (x)
and function value (y), and the coefficients of the cubic polynomial between knots. While the values of the ar

array could be generated directly, they are almost invariably obtained from a spline fit to the knot points. The
default value for ar is thus the array created by the spline fit spl$data. To work with multiple spline curves,
this array should be copied into a new array.

Examples:

GENPLOT: create y = sin(x) -range 0 2*pi -points 100

GENPLOT: fit spline

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3),dspln(0.3),ddspln(0.3),sin(0.3),cos(0.3)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3)

Value: 0.29552021 = sin(0.3)

Value: 0.95533649 = cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3),1-cos(0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3)

Value: 0.044663511 = 1-cos(0.3)

GENPLOT: alloc ar1 array sizeof(spl$data) let ar1 = spl$data

GENPLOT: eval spline(0.3,ar1),dspln(0.3,ar1),ddspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.29552019 = spline(0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.95533709 = dspln(0.3,ar1)

Value: -0.29549829 = ddspln(0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT: eval ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

Value: 0.044663511 = ispln(0,0.3,ar1)

GENPLOT:

Related functions: dspln(), dspln2(), ddspln(), ddspln2(), ispln()
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3.5.282 sprintf

Usage: sprintf(format, expr1, expr2, ...)

Inputs: format string format string describing output
expr1 arbitrary first expression used in format specification
expr2 arbitrary second expression used in format specification
. . . at least as many arguments as are referred to in the format

Returns: string string containing the encoded data described by format

The function sprintf(format,...) outputs a sequence of data values formatted as defined by the format

specifier. The arguments following the format are expressions which ae interpreted according to the descriptors
in the format. The format specifications are identical to those for the fprintf() command. See those section for
details.

The functions fprintf(), printf(), and sprintf() behave identical with the exception of where the output is
sent. fprintf() sends the output to a specified file, printf() sends the data to stdout, and sprintf() encodes
the data into a string variable. The command line function printf also uses the same format for encoding values,
but in addition always appends a newline character to the output string.

Related Functions: fprintf(), printf()

3.5.283 sqrt

Usage: sqrt(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument
Returns: real/complex Square root of z

Simple function to return the square root of the argument, for both real and complex arguments. By default, the
branch cut is taken along the negative real axis for complex arguments.

3.5.284 srand

Usage: srand(seed)

Inputs: seed integer Seed value for the pseudo random number generator
Returns: real Seed value seed

The srand() function seeds the pseudo-random number generator for the rand() function. The value of seed
defines the sequence of values that will be returned by the rand() function. Giving a specific value of the seed

parameter will guarentee that the sequence of rand() values will be identical. A common way to seed the random
number generator is srand(time()) which uses the current time. Seeding the pseudo-random number generator
with a specific value is commonly used in debugging to ensure the same sequence is given everytime.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv tnow = srand(time())

GENPLOT: qev srand(tnow)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rand()

Value: 0.73931885 = rand()

Value: 0.069671631 = rand()

Value: 0.75009155 = rand()

Value: 0.70568848 = rand()

Value: 0.31448364 = rand()

GENPLOT: qev srand(tnow)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval rand()

Value: 0.73931885 = rand()
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Value: 0.069671631 = rand()

Value: 0.75009155 = rand()

Value: 0.70568848 = rand()

Value: 0.31448364 = rand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: rand()

3.5.285 srand48

Usage: srand48(seed)

Inputs: seed integer Seed value for the 48-bit pseudo random number generator
Returns: real Seed value seed

The srand48() function sets the seed value for the 48-bit pseudo-random number generator functions drand(),
drand48(), lrand(), lrand48(), mrand(), and mrand48() . The seed defines the sequence of values that will be
returned by these function. Giving a specific value of the seed parameter will guarentee that the sequence returned
by these functions will be identical. A common way to seed the random number generator is srand48(time())

which uses the current time. Seeding the pseudo-random number generator with a specific value is commonly
used in debugging to ensure the same sequence is given everytime.

Examples:

GENPLOT: setv tnow = time()

GENPLOT: qev srand48(tnow)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval drand()

Value: 0.2600432 = drand()

Value: 0.36919078 = drand()

Value: 0.1047715 = drand()

Value: 0.52512295 = drand()

Value: 0.21288822 = drand()

GENPLOT: qev srand48(tnow)

GENPLOT: loop 5 eval drand()

Value: 0.2600432 = drand()

Value: 0.36919078 = drand()

Value: 0.1047715 = drand()

Value: 0.52512295 = drand()

Value: 0.21288822 = drand()

GENPLOT:

Related functions: drand(), drand48(), lrand(), lrand48(), mrand(), mrand48()

3.5.286 std, stddev, stdev, sdev

Usage: std(a,b,...)

stddev(a,b,...)

stdev(a,b,...)

sdev(a,b,...)

Inputs: a,b,... real/complex Arguments
Returns: real/complex Standard deviation of the arguments

The stdev() (and all of its aliases) takes an arbitrary number of values and returns the standard deviation of
the list. Arguments must be single values – see the function @stdev() to determine the standard deviation of an
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array.

〈s〉 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − 〈x〉)2

where 〈x〉 is the mean (average) of the list.

Examples:

GENPLOT: stdev(7,3,5,6,5,7)

:= 5.5

GENPLOT: stdev(7+2j,3+3j,5+j,6+7j,5+3j,7+2j)

:= 1.5165751+2.0976177j

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: average(), sdom(), count(), min(), max(), median()

3.5.287 strcat, concat

Usage: strcat(str1, str2)

concat(str1, str2)

Inputs: str1 string first argument
str2 string second argument

Returns: string concatentation of str1 and str2 strings

The strcat(str1,str2) and concat(str1,str2) function returns the concatenation of the two text string.
When the function evaluator recognizes that it is working with strings, the “+” operator is overloaded with this
function. The full length of the combined string is always returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strcat(strcat("First string", " "), "and second string")

:= First string and second string

GENPLOT: declare text = "His name is "

GENPLOT: declare name = "John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt"

GENPLOT: concat(text,name)

:= His name is John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt

GENPLOT: text+name

:= His name is John Jacob Jingleheimer Schmidt

GENPLOT:

Related functions: concat(), insert()

3.5.288 strcmp

Usage: strcmp(str1, str2)

Inputs: str1 string first argument
str2 string second argument

Returns: integer 0 if strings are completely identical
-1 if str1 is less than str2

+1 if str1 is greater than str2

The strcmp(str1,str2) function compares the two strings and returns 0 if they are identical, -1 if str1 is less
than str2, or +1 if str1 is greater than str2. Greater than or less than is determined by comparing the ASCII
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code corresponding to each character (see ichar()) one by one along the string until a mismatch is found. The
end of the string is considered to be filled with NUL (0) characters so a shorter string is always less than a longer
string that begins with the same characters. In contrast to the stricmp() function, strcmp compares the values
as case sensitive strings. Tests of less than the full string length can be done using the strncmp() function.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strcmp("Peter and Paul","Peter and Paul")

:= 0

GENPLOT: strcmp("a","b")

:= -1

GENPLOT: strcmp("b","a")

:= 1

GENPLOT: strcmp("ab","abc")

:= -1

GENPLOT: strcmp("abc","ab")

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: stricmp(), strncmp(), strnicmp()

3.5.289 strcspn

Usage: strcspn(haystack, needles)

Inputs: haystack string string to be searched
needles string list of characters to search for

Returns: integer Index of first character of haystack that is in needles

Return length of haystack if none

The strcspn(haystack, needles) function searches the string haystack for the first occurance of any of the
characters that are listed in the needles string. It returns the index of this first matching character (in haystack).
This is equal to the length of the substring of haystack that does not contain any of characters in the needles

string. If there are no common characters between haystack and needles, then the function returns the length
of haystack.

This function is the complement of the strspn() function which returns the substring of haystack consisting of
only characters in needles.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strcspn("Hi! Where are you going?", " !.,:;?")

:= 2

GENPLOT: strcspn("Peter and Paul", "0123456789")

:= 14

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strspn()

3.5.290 strftime

Usage: strftime(format [, time])

Inputs: format string format specifier for the time
time integer optional time to encode (seconds from epoch)

(default or negative uses current time)
Returns: string encoded string with formatted local time
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The strftime(format [, time]) function (string format time) encodes the local time corresponding to time

(current time as default) in a very flexible format as specified by the format string. The returned string may be
printed or otherwise processed. The time is normally obtained from the time() function, but may also be derived
from the filetime() function or calculated internally.

Like fprintf(), the format contains replaceable specifiers preceeded by the % character. Other characters in
the format string are copied unmodified. The specifiers are interpreted as:

specifier replacement example
%a abbreviated weekday name Wed
%A full weekday name Wednesday
%b abbreviated month name Aug
%B full month name August
%c appropriate time and date representation 06/28/11 18:25:21
%d day of the month as a number [01,31] 28
%H hour (24-hour clock) as number [00,23] 18
%I hour (12-hour clock) as number [01,12] 06
%j day of the year as a number [001,366] 179
%m month as a number [01,12] 06
%M minutes as a number [01,60] 34
%p AM or PM as appropriate PM
%S seconds as a number [00,59] 03
%U week of year as number [00,53] with Sunday as

first day of each week
26

%w weekday as a number [0,6] with Sunday as 0 2
%W week of year as number [00,53] with Monday as

first day of each week
26

%x date representation for current locale 06/28/11
%X time representation for current locale 18:49:03
%y year without century [00,99] 11
%Y year with century [1970,2032] 2011
%Z timezone name or abbreviation; blank if unknown Eastern Daylight Time
%% percent sign %

Internally this command simply calls the C libary function by the same name. The specifiers above are listed
explicitly as part of the standard C language and should be present in all implementations. However, both POSIX
(Linux) and Microsoft have additional and incompatible extensions to this list.

POSIX additions include these (and possibly more):

specifier replacement example
%C century number [00,99] 20
%D same as %m/%d/%y 06/28/11
%e day of month as a number [1,31] with possible

leading space
28

%h same as %b Aug
%n newline character
%r time in AM or PM notation %I:%M:%S %p 07:20:19 PM
%R time in 24 hour format %H:%M 18:23
%t tab character
%V week number of year [01,53] alternate def’n 26

For Windows, the # modifier may be applied to any of the specifiers. For %#c and %#x, the modifier indicates
a long form representation should be used. For numerical values that are normally encoded as a multiple digit
number (such as 003 for Jan. 3), the # modifier removes the leading zeros (d,H,I,j,m,M,S,U,w,W,y and Y). Where
this makes no sense (month name), the modifier is ignored (a,A,b,B,p,X,Z, and %).
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specifier replacement example
%#c long time and date representation Tuesday, June 28, 2011 18:57:27
%#d day of the month as a number [1,31] 28
%#H hour (24-hour clock) as number [0,23] 18
%#I hour (12-hour clock) as number [1,12] 6
%#j day of the year as a number [001,366] 179
%#m month as a number [01,12] 6
%#M minutes as a number [01,60] 34
%#S seconds as a number [00,59] 3
%#U week of year as number [00,53] with Sunday as

first day of each week
26

%#w weekday as a number [0,6] with Sunday as 0 2
%#W week of year as number [00,53] with Monday as

first day of each week
26

%#x long date representation for current locale Tuesday, June 28, 2011
%#y year without century [00,99] 11
%#Y year with century [1970,2032] 2011

All values and representations are based on the current locale settings, reflecting regional preferences.

Warning: The Microsoft implementation of strftime() is extremely unfriendly. Including a specifier that is not
in the allowed list will crash the program. Not sure if they will ever fix that problem, but for the moment be very
careful to use only the Standard C language % specifiers, optionally with the # modifier.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strftime("The current time is %#I:%M:%S %p", time())

:= The current time is 7:35:38 PM

GENPLOT: strftime("US date %#m/%#d/%Y versus European date %#d/%#m/%y or %#d.%#m.%Y")

:= US date 6/28/2011 versus European date 28/6/11 or 28.6.2011

GENPLOT: strftime("The epoch in %Z is %#c",0)

:= The epoch in Eastern Standard Time is Wednesday, December 31, 1969 19:00:00

GENPLOT:

Related functions: time(), ctime(), asctime()

3.5.291 stricmp

Usage: stricmp(str1, str2)

Inputs: str1 string first argument
str2 string second argument

Returns: integer 0 if strings (ignoring case) are completely identical
< 0 if str1 is less than str2

> 0 if str1 is greater than str2

The stricmp(str1,str2) function compares the two strings ignoring the case of the letters and returns a signed
value. The return value is zero (0) if they are identical, a negative integer if str1 is less than str2, or a positive
integer if str1 is greater than str2. For purposes of this function, the strings are treated as if they had been first
converted to lowercase using the lowcase() function. Greater than or less than is determined by comparing the
ASCII code corresponding to each character (see ichar()) one by one along the string until a mismatch is found.
The end of the string is considered to be filled with NUL (0) characters so a shorter string is always less than
a longer string that begins with the same characters. In contrast to the strcmp() function, stricmp compares
the values as case insensitive strings. Tests of less than the full string length can be done using the strnicmp()

function.

Only the sign of the return value should be considered significant. For Microsoft C++, the return value is the
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difference between the ASCII codes of the two mismatch characters. But this behavior is not defined by the
standard and therefore should be used with extreme care.

Because stricmp() implicitly lowercases the string before the comparison, there are situation where stricmp()

and strcmp() will return opposite ordering of the strings. This happens if the first mismatch consists of a
character in the range 0x3A through 0x40 (includes brackets [], the caret, underscore, backslash and backhash)
and an uppercase letter. See the example below.

Examples:

GENPLOT: stricmp("Peter and Paul", "peter and paul")

:= 0

GENPLOT: stricmp("will_and_mary", "william_and_mary")

:= -10

GENPLOT: strcmp("will_and_mary", "william_and_mary")

:= -1

GENPLOT: strcmp("WILL_AND_MARY", "WILLIAM_AND_MARY")

:= 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strcmp(), strncmp(), strnicmp()

3.5.292 strip

Usage: strip(text [, mode [, chr]])

Inputs: text string Original text string
mode char/integer Optional specifier for what to strip

(default = ’B’)
chr char/integer Optional character to strip (default = space)

Returns: string text with leading/trailing/all occurances of chr removed

The strip(text [, mode [, chr]) function strips the text string of all leading, trailing, leading and trailing,
or all occurences of the specified chr character. The default action is to remove all leading and trailing spaces
from the string. The mode is specified as one of the following (only the first character in the string matters and
is case insensitive):

Both remove both leading and trailing characters from text (default)
Leading remove leading characters from text

Trailing remove trailing characters from text

All remove all occurences of character from text (Rexx extension)

The default character to strip is the space. However, any other character can be specified with the chr optional
argument.

Examples:

GENPLOT: "-"+strip(" this is a test ")+"-"

:= -this is a test-

GENPLOT: "-"+strip(" this is a test ",’L’)+"-"

:= -this is a test -

GENPLOT: "-"+strip(" this is a test ","Trailing")+"-"

:= - this is a test-

GENPLOT: "-"+strip(" this is a test ",’B’)+"-"

:= -this is a test-

GENPLOT: "-"+strip(" this is a test ",’A’)+"-"

:= -thisisatest-
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GENPLOT: "-"+strip("0002738.28302000",,’0’)+"-"

:= -2738.28302-

GENPLOT:

Related functions: left(), right(), center()

3.5.293 strlen, length

Usage: length(text)

strlen(text)

Inputs: text string string to evaluate
Returns: integer number of characters in the text string

The strlen(text) returns the total number of characters in the text string including all leading and trailing
blanks. It is identical to the Rexx function length(). To ignore trailing whitespace, use the strnblen() function
instead.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strlen("How much typing have I done today")

:= 33

GENPLOT: strlen(" ")

:= 4

GENPLOT: strlen(copies("Hello, world! ", 99))

:= 1386

GENPLOT:

Related functions: length(), strnblen()

3.5.294 strnblen, strnlen

Usage: strnblen(text)

strnlen(text)

Inputs: text string string to evaluate
Returns: integer number of characters in the text string ignoring trailing whitespace

The strnblen(text) and strnblen(text) functions return the total number of characters in the text string
excluding any trailing whitespace. It can be used to determine the minimum number of characters required to
store the “useful” part of the string.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strnblen("Space waste ")

:= 11

GENPLOT: strnlen(" More waste ")

:= 14

GENPLOT:

Related functions: length(), strlen(), strnlen
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3.5.295 strncmp, strnicmp

Usage: strncmp(str1, str2, length)

strnicmp(str1, str2, length)

Inputs: str1 string first argument
str2 string second argument

Returns: integer 0 if strings are identical
< 0 if str1 is less than str2

> 0 if str1 is greater than str2

The strncmp(str1,str2) and strnicmp(str1,str2) functions are functionally similar to the corresponding
strncmp(str1,str2) and strnicmp(str1,str2) functions except that they compare only the first length char-
acters in the string. The strnicmp() version compares the strings treating upper and lowercase letters as identical
while strncmp() treats upper and lowercase letters as distinct. length will be restricted to the range of zero to
the longer of the two strings. All strings match if the length is zero.

The return value is zero (0) if the strings are identical , a negative integer if str1 is less than str2, or a positive
integer if str1 is greater than str2. Greater than or less than is determined by comparing the ASCII code
corresponding to each character (see ichar()) one by one along the string until a mismatch is found. The end of
the string is considered to be filled with NUL (0) characters so a shorter string is always less than a longer string
that begins with the same characters.

Only the sign of the return value should be considered significant. For Microsoft C++, the return value for
strncmp() is the difference between the ASCII codes of the two mismatch characters, while strnicmp() returns
only ±1. This is exactly opposite to the behavior of strcmp() and stricmp(). The behavior is not defined by
the standard and therefore should be used with extreme care.

Because strnicmp() implicitly lowercases the string before the comparison, there are situation where strnicmp()
and strncmp() will return opposite ordering of the strings. See the stricmp() function for an example.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strncmp("Peter_and_Mary", "Peter", 5)

:= 0

GENPLOT: strnicmp("peter_and_mary", "Peter", 5)

:= 0

GENPLOT: strncmp("peter_and_mary", "Peter", 5)

:= 32

GENPLOT: strnicmp("peter", "Peter", 99)

:= 0

GENPLOT: strncmp("Peter", "", 0)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strcmp(), stricmp()

3.5.296 strnlen, strnblen

Usage: strnlen(text)

strnblen(text)

Inputs: text string string to evaluate
Returns: integer number of characters in the text string ignoring trailing whitespace

The strnblen(text) and strnblen(text) functions return the total number of characters in the text string
excluding any trailing whitespace. It can be used to determine the minimum number of characters required to
store the “useful” part of the string.
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Examples:

GENPLOT: strnblen("Space waste ")

:= 11

GENPLOT: strnlen(" More waste ")

:= 14

GENPLOT:

Related functions: length(), strlen(), strnblen

3.5.297 strspn

Usage: strspn(haystack, needles)

Inputs: haystack string string to be searched
needles string list of characters to search for

Returns: integer Index of first character of haystack that is in not in needles

Return length of haystack if all characters are in needles

The strspn(haystack, needles) function searches the string haystack for the first occurance of any of character
that is not an element of the needles string. It returns the index of this first non-matching character (in
haystack). This is equal to the length of the substring of haystack that contains only characters in the needles

string. If all of the characters of haystack are also in needles, then the function returns the length of haystack.

This function is the complement of the strcspn() function which returns the substring of haystack consisting
of no characters in needles.

Examples:

GENPLOT: strspn("3.14159265359", "0123456789.")

:= 13

GENPLOT: strspn("3.14159=pi", "0123456789.")

:= 7

GENPLOT: strspn("abc def", "0123456789.")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: strcspn()

3.5.298 strtol

Usage: strtol(s,base)

Inputs: s string ASCII string to be converted to a number
base integer Base for the number conversion

Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The function strtol(text,base) atttempts to interpret the string as an integer value in the specified base
system. The conversion stops at the first character that does not fall within the valid range of the base (case
insensitive). While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned. strtol(s,10) is
effectively identical to the function atoi(s).

Examples:

GENPLOT: strtol("3728 is simple",10)

:= 3728

GENPLOT: strtol("3ffe",16)
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:= 16382

GENPLOT: strtol("0A",16)

:= 10

GENPLOT: strtol("10110011001101001",2)

:= 91753

GENPLOT: strtol("abzy",36)

:= 482110

GENPLOT:

Related functions: atof(), strtol()

3.5.299 substr

Usage: substr(text, start [, length [, pad]])

Inputs: text string Original text string
start integer Starting position of substring (0 based)
length integer Optional length of resulting string

(default = all remaining characters)
pad char/integer Optional character to pad string with (default = space)

Returns: string string exactly length long from text

The substr(text, start [, length [, pad]) function extracts a substring from text starting with character
start. 0 refers to the first character in the string. If start points beyond the text string, no characters are
copied. The optional length parameter gives the exact length of the resulting string. If there are more characters
in text, the extra characters are discarded. If there are fewer characters in text, the trailing positions are filled
with the pad character. By default, the pad is the blank character but can be set to any desired value.

Examples:

GENPLOT: substr("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz", 3)

:= defghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

GENPLOT: substr("abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz", 3, 5)

:= defgh

GENPLOT: substr("3.14159", 0, 10, ’0’)

:= 3.14159000

GENPLOT: substr("This is a test", 5, 20, ’*’)

:= is a test***********

GENPLOT: "-"+substr("This", 5, 10)+"-"

:= - -

GENPLOT:

Related functions: subword()

3.5.300 subword

Usage: subword(text, start [, len])

Inputs: text string Text string to be scanned
start integer Starting white-space delimited word for copy
length integer Number of words to copy (default = 9999)

Returns: string substring starting on the specified word including
up to length words

The subword(text, start [,len]) function extracts a substring from text beginning at the start word and
continuing for len words, or the end of text whichever comes first. Word position is based on a 0-index so 0
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refers to the first word in the string. If start poinwts past the last word in the text, an empty string is returned.
A value of 0 for len also returns an empty string.

Examples:

GENPLOT: subword("Now is the time", 1, 2)

:= is the

GENPLOT: subword("Now is the time", 2)

:= the time

GENPLOT: subword("Now is the time", 4)

:=

GENPLOT:

Related functions: word, words(), wordpos()

3.5.301 sum

Usage: sum(fnc, ilow, ihigh [, istep])

Inputs: fnc function Function for the continued summation
ilow integer Lower value of i in the continued sum
iihigh integer Upper value of i in the continued sum
istep integer Optional increment on loop index (default = 1)

Returns: real/complex Continued sum of fnc over i=ilow,ihigh,istep

The sum(fnc,ilow,ihigh [,istep]) function performs the continued sum over the arbitrary function fnc

sum() =

ihigh∑
i=ilow

fnc(i)

where the index i is incremented by istep each iteration through the loop. This is completely analogous to the
continued product function prod().

The continued sum is always evaluated with increaing i. If ihigh < ihigh, the arguments are exhanged. Similarly,
the index increment is always taken as the absolute value of the parameter istep. If istep is zero, an error is
flagged and the function returns zero.

The first argument is a function declaration of a dummy index that may be as complex or simple as desired. By
default, the dummy index is i, but may be specified as another variable using the “|n” construct (read “given
n”). The expression define f(x) = sum(xn̂/n!|n,0,100) is identical to define f(x) = sum(xı̂/i!,0,100)

and both return the exponential function exp(x). Changing the dummy index may help with readability and
may be necessary to avoid ambiguity with the interpretation of i.

The function always performs the number of iterations specified. Obviously this may involve considerable time
if the fnc is complicated and ihigh is set to a rediculous number. As is often true, garbage in equals infinite
time wasted. Think about what is necessary to converge the sum.

Examples:

GENPLOT: sum(i,1,10)

:= 55

GENPLOT: eval sum(m1n((i-1)/2)*3^i/i!,1,19,2),sin(3)

Value: 0.14112001 = sum(m1n((i-1)/2)*3^i/i!,1,19,2)

Value: 0.14112001 = sin(3)

GENPLOT: define f(x) = sum(x^n/n!|n,0,100)

GENPLOT: eval f(3),exp(3)

Value: 20.085537 = f(3)

Value: 20.085537 = exp(3)
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GENPLOT: sum(i-i/2*j,1,10)

:= 55-27.5j

GENPLOT:

Related functions: prod()

3.5.302 t test

Usage: t test(t, nu)

Inputs: t real Value of the t statistic
nu real Number of degrees of freedom

Returns: real Cummulative probability for |x| <= t from the Student t
probability distribution

The t test(t,nu) function returns the two-sided cummulative probability of the Student t-distribution (|t| ≤ t)
for a system with nu degrees of freedom. This is conventionally written as At(t | ν) where ν = nu. Mathemtically
it is

At(t | ν) =

∫ t

−t
pt(x | ν) dx = 1− I ν

ν+t2

(
ν

2
,

1

2

)
where pt(x | ν) is the Student’s t probability distribution function and Ix(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta
function. The probability pt(t | ν) is given by

pt(t | ν) =
1√
νπ

Γ [(ν + 1)/2]

Γ(ν/2)

(
1 +

t2

ν

)−(ν+1)/2

As this is the central cummulative probability, the result is symmetric with respect to the argument, that is
t test(t,nu) = t test(-t,nu). Similarly, as ν →∞, the t test(t,nu) function converges with the comparable
normal distribution central cummulative probability ndtr(t)-ndtr(-t).

The Student’s t-distribution is used in place of the Gaussian and normal distribution functions when the standard
deviation of the sample population must be estimated from the variance of the data itself (in contrast to a-priori
knowledge of both µ and σ). The deviation of a measured average x̄ from the true mean µ will the distributed as
pt(t | ν) where

t =
x̄− µ
sµ

and sµ is the standard deviation of the mean (an estimate of the population standard deviation σµ). The number
of degrees of freedom in this case is ν = N − 1 where N is the number of samples in the set. The value returned
by t test(t,nu) is the then probability that in a random sample taken from a parent population with mean µ
would have an observed t statistic less than or equal to that actually observed. A value of 0.99 means that in
only 1% of true samples from the population would the measured average be that many standard deviations from
the true population mean.

This test is commonly used to reject the null hypothesis that a sample set is consistent with a known mean.
Typically the hpyothesis is rejected at either the 90% (At(t | ν) > 0.90), 95%, 99% or 99.5% confidence level. This
quantifies the probability that the conclusion might be wrong. The related functions @t test(), @td test() and
@u test() apply the Student’s t-test directly to arrays.

Combined with the solve() function, the number of standard deviations from the mean that would include a
specific fraction of the possible outcomes can be determined. solve(t test(x,8)-0.995,0,10 gives 3.83 which
means that 99.5% of all tests should be within 3.83 standard deviations of the true mean.

Examples:

GENPLOT: t_test(2.7,8)
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:= 0.97292596

GENPLOT: solve(t_test(x,8)-0.995,0,10)

:= 3.8325186

GENPLOT: create y = gnoise() -points 20

GENPLOT: t_test([@ave(y)-0]/@sdom(y),npt-1)

:= 0.84304547

GENPLOT: @t_test(y,0)

:= 0.84304547

GENPLOT:

Related functions: @t test(), @td test(), @u test()

3.5.303 tan

Usage: tan(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Tangent of the argument

Returns the tangent of the argument, where the argument is given in radians.

Related Functions: tand(), sin(), cos, cot

3.5.304 tand

Usage: tand(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in degrees)
Returns: real/complex Tangent of the argument

Returns the tangent of the argument, where the argument is given in degrees.

Related Functions: tan(), sind(), cosd, cotd

3.5.305 tanh

Usage: tanh(z)

Inputs: z real/complex Argument (in radians)
Returns: real/complex Hyperbolic tangent of the argument

Returns the hyperbolic tangent of the argument, where the argument is given in radians. The hyperbolic tangent
is defined in terms of exponentials as

tanhx =
sinhx

coshx
=

ex − e−x

ex + e−x

Related Functions: sinh(), cosh(), coth(), sech(), csch()

3.5.306 time

Usage: time()

Inputs: none

Returns: real Time in seconds since the epoch

The time() function returns the system time in seconds since the epoch, which is normally defined as Jan 1,
1970 UTC. As we are now more than 1.3 × 109 seconds past the epoch, care should be used when storing this
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time. Floating point numbers have only about 6-7 digits of precision which means about two minute precision as
a time. Either double precision variables or integers should be used instead.

The timer() function can be used to do timing measurements where the absolute time is not important.

Examples:

GENPLOT: time()

:= Sat Jun 18 13:54:14 2011

GENPLOT: setv -integer t0 = time()

GENPLOT: let t0 = time() sleep 20 eval time()-t0

Value: 20 = time()-t0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: timer(), asctime(), ctime(), strftime()

3.5.307 timer

Usage: timer( [reset] )

Inputs: reset Optional BOOL variable to reset the timer
Returns: real High precision time in seconds since last reset

The timer() function returns the time in seconds since the last reset of the timer. The timer is reset on the first
call, and on any subsequent call with a non-zero parameter specified. Under Windows, this timer is based on the
QueryPrecisionCounter() function with sub-microsecond precision. The function is designed for high-precision
timing which does not extend over extremely long periods (use time() instead for extended timing applications).
Under other operating systems, the function is equivalent to time() offset to the last reset.

Examples:

GENPLOT: timer(1)

:= 0

GENPLOT: timer()

:= 484.37574

GENPLOT: eval timer()-timer()

Value: -2.7936512E-006 = timer()-timer()

GENPLOT: setv tm = timer() eval timer()-tm

Value: 0.00011987899 = timer()-tm

GENPLOT:

Related functions: time(), clock()

3.5.308 time2double, time2float

Usage: time2double("hh:mm:ss")

time2float("hh:mm:ss")

Inputs: "hh:mm:ss" string Time encoded as hours:mins:secs
Returns: real Numerical value corresponding to the time representation

The time2double("hh:mm:ss") and time2float("hh:mm:ss") functions (synonymous) convert a string con-
taining a time in hours:min:sec format into a numerical time in seconds. Strings of "hh:mm" or "mm:ss" can be
similarly interpreted as minutes and seconds. The format attempts to be as flexible as possible, with no range
restrictions on the elements. The minutes (characters between colons) is multipled by 60 and the hours are
multiplied by 3600.

Examples:
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GENPLOT: time2double("02:18:03")

:= 8283

GENPLOT: time2float("1:48.37")

:= 108.37

GENPLOT: time2float("01:90")

:= 150

GENPLOT: time2double("192.37")

:= 192.37

GENPLOT: time2double("02:98:00")/3600

:= 3.6333333

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.309 Tn

Usage: Tn(n,x)

Inputs: n integer Order of the Chebyshev polynomial
x real value to evaluate

Returns: real Tn(x) Chebyshev polynomial

The Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) form an complete orthogonal basis set on the interval [−1, 1]. The first few
Chebyshev polynomials, and the recursion relationship, are given by:

T0(x) = 1

T1(x) = x

T2(x) = 2x2 − 1

Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−1(x)

The Tn(n,x) function evaluates a specific Chebyshev polynomial at the specified argument. These may be used
to determine the coefficients in a Chebyshev series expansion where

an =
2

π

∫ 1

−1
f(x)Tn(x)

dx√
1− x2

Examples:

GENPLOT: eval Tn(10,0.7)

Value: -0.099840051 = Tn(10,0.7)

GENPLOT: reg left -1 1 reg bot -1 1 axis

GENPLOT: loop 6 ov -f Tn(%i,x) -range -1 1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cheby()

3.5.310 tolower

Usage: tolower(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer Return lower case verion of char, or char if non-alphabetic

If char is an upper case character, tolower(char) returns the corresponding lower case character. Otherwise,
the function returns the value passed. Corresponding function include toupper() for single characters and
lowercase() and uppercase() for entire strings.
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Examples:

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’F’))

:= f

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’q’))

:= q

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’8’))

:= 8

GENPLOT:

Related functions: islower(), isupper(), toupper(), lowercase(), uppercase()

3.5.311 toupper

Usage: toupper(char)

Inputs: char integer Single character (as integer or quoted character)
Returns: integer Return upper case verion of char, or char if non-alphabetic

If char is a lower case character, toupper(char) returns the corresponding upper case character. Otherwise,
the function returns the value passed. Corresponding function include tolower() for single characters and
lowercase() and uppercase() for entire strings.

Examples:

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’f’))

:= F

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’Q’))

:= Q

GENPLOT: char(tolower(’8’))

:= 8

GENPLOT:

Related functions: islower(), isupper(), tolower(), lowercase(), uppercase()

3.5.312 translate

Usage: translate(text [, new [, old [, pad]]])

Inputs: text string Text string to be translated
new string Optional replacement characters

(defaults to “ABC...XYZ” if old and pad not specified)
(default to the empty string if old or pad specified)

old string Optional characters that are to be replaced
(defaults to “abc...def” if pad not specified)
(default to all characters if pad specified)

pad integer Optional pad character if no matching new for an old character
(default is the space (0x20) character)

Returns: string translated string

The translate() function replaces any characters in the text string that are found in the old string with the
corresponding character in the new string. Without any arguments, the old string consists of all the lowercase
letters and the new string consists of all the uppercase letters. Thus translate(text) simple uppercases the
entire string.

If new and old are specified, only the characters in old will be modified. Others will simply be copied from the
original string to the function value. If there are more characters in new than in old, the extra characters are
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simply ignored. However, if there are more characters in old and in new, the additional charaters are translated
to the pad character, which defaults to a space (0x20). This replacement character may optionally be set to any
value.

Special conditions apply for default values of the parameters. If only old is defined and new is passed as the
default, the value of new is set to an empty string and all characters in old will be replaced with the pad character.
If a pad character is specified, the default value of new is an empty string (all matching characters replaced with
the pad character), and the default value of old is a string consisting of all 255 possible character codes. Thus
translate(text,,,’.’) returns a string filled with the pad character.

Examples:

GENPLOT: translate("abcdef")

:= ABCDEF

GENPLOT: translate("abbc", "&", "b")

:= a&&c

GENPLOT: translate("abcdef",’a’,’b’)

:= aacdef

GENPLOT: translate("abcdef","12","ec")

:= ab2d1f

GENPLOT: translate("abcdef","12","abcd",".")

:= 12..ef

GENPLOT: translate("APQRV",,"PR")

:= A Q V

GENPLOT: translate("abcdef",,,’.’)

:= ......

GENPLOT: translate("4123", "abcd", "1234")

:= dabc

GENPLOT:

The last example shows an interesting way to reorder the characters in a string ... could be based on letters as
well as numbers.

Related functions:

3.5.313 typeof

Usage: typeof(var)

Inputs: var arbitrary Internal variable name
Returns: integer Constant indicating type of the argument variable

The typeof(var) function returns the internal integer used to represent the argument, which specifies both the
class of the variable (real, integer, complex) and whether it has been allocated or is linked to another variable.
The list given below is valid as of 6/2011, but as these are programming values they may change. This function
is normally used only to compare two variable types for equivalence or as a debugging tool.
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Variable class Value Description
GV REAL 0x0010 Real/double variable class
GV REAL LINK 0x0011
GV DOUBLE 0x0014 Alternate precision
GV DOUBLE LINK 0x0015
GV INT 0x0020 Integer variable class
GV INT LINK 0x0021
GV COMPLEX 0x0040 Complex variable class
GV COMPLEX LINK 0x0041
GV ARRAY 0x0080 Real array class
GV ARRAY LINK 0x0081
GV DOUBLE ARRAY 0x0084 Alternate precision
GV DOUBLE ARRAY LINK 0x0085
GV COMPLEX ARRAY 0x0100 Complex array class
GV COMPLEX ARRAY LINK 0x0101
GV INT ARRAY 0x0200 Integer arrays
GV INT ARRAY LINK 0x0201
GV STRING 0x0400 String class
GV STRING LINK 0x0401
GV STRING ARRAY 0x0800 String arrays
GV STRING ARRAY LINK 0x0801
GV FUNCTION 0x1000 Function f(x) class
GV FUNCTION LINK 0x1001 External fnc of real ags
GV FUNCTION A LINK 0x1002 External fnc of real/str
GV STR FUNCTION LINK 0x1003 String function link
GV 2DCURVE 0x2000 Curve class
GV 3DCURVE 0x2002
GV SURFACE 0x4000 Surface class
GV POINTER 0x8000 Generic pointer class
GV FILEPTR 0x8002 File pointer

Examples:

GENPLOT: printf "variable is of type 0x%4.4X" typeof($macropath)

variable is of type 0x0401

GENPLOT: if (typeof(c1) != typeof(s1)) printf "ERROR: Variables not of the same type"

ERROR: Variables not of the same type

GENPLOT:

Related Functions: sizeof(), exists(), isvar()

3.5.314 unlink, rm

Usage: rm(path)

unlink(path)

Inputs: path string File (path) to be deleted
Returns: integer 0 if successful

The rm(path) and unlink() functions attempts to delete the speciifed file. Path specification and behavior of
this function is operating system dependent with the string passed unmodified to the corresponding operating
system function. Under Windows, the file cannot be read only or currently in use when deleted. For hardlink
files, the command only deletes the link unless it is the last one for that file. The specified path may be a relative
path (optionally using . and ..), a fully qualified path including optional drive specification, or a fully qualified
network path specification (UNC). In the case of a UNC, the first two characters must be backslashes; in all
other cases both forward and backslashes may be used interchangeably as pathname separators.
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If successful, the function returns 0. Otherwise an operating system dependent error code is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: rm("test.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT: rmdir("f:/cgs.v14/lexp/test.dat")

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: cd(), chdir() mkdir(), rmdir(), mv(), rename()

3.5.315 upcase, uppercase

Usage: upcase(text)

uppercase(text)

Inputs: text string Input string
Returns: string Input string with characters [a,z] translated to [A,Z]

The upcase(text) and uppercase(text) functions return the input string with all lowercase characters (0x61
to 0x7A) converted to their uppercase equivalents (0x41 to 0x5A). All other characters are copied unmodified.

Examples:

GENPLOT: upcase("THIS is MY DaUGhTer’S TyPING STylE")

:= THIS IS MY DAUGHTER’S TYPING STYLE

GENPLOT:

Related functions: lowcase(), lowercase()

3.5.316 verify

Usage: verify(text, reference [, mode [, start]])

Inputs: text string Input string to verify
reference string List of test characters
mode string "match" or "nomatch" (default = "nomatch"

start integer Optional starting character to test (default = 1)
Returns: integer For mode = "nomatch", return index of first

character in text not in reference

integer For mode = "match", returns index of first
character in text also in reference

Returns -1 if the there are no matches or all matches

The verify(text, reference [, mode [, start]]) function verifies that all of the characters in text come
from the subset defined by reference. It returns the index of the first character that violates this condition, or
-1 if all of the characters in text are specifically listed in reference. This is the default behavior or when mode

is set to "nomatch". This is commonly used to verify that all of the characters in text are valid.

The behavior is reversed if the mode is "match". In this case, a value of -1 is returned only if there are no
characters from reference in text. Otherwise the index of the first matching character in text is returned. This
may be used to verify that a string does not contain any special characters.

Optionally the first start characters can be ignored. If start is less than 0, a value of 0 is assumed. The mode

is case insensitive and only the first character of the parameter is tested. Invalid values default to "nomatch".
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If the text string is empty, a value of -1 is always returned independent of the mode. Similarly, if start points
beyond the end of the text, a value of -1 is returned. If the reference string is empty, the function returns
either -1 for mode=match, or start if mode=nomatch.

In all cases, the return value and the start value are 0-index based, so 0 refers to the first character in the string.
The return value and logic behind the verify function are convoluted, especially when linked with the 0-index
base. Look carefully at the examples below to understand these subtleties.

Examples:

GENPLOT: verify("3.14159", "+-.0123456789")

:= -1

GENPLOT: verify("3.14159", "+-.")

:= 0

GENPLOT: verify("3.14159", "+-.", "m")

:= 1

GENPLOT: verify("3.14159", "123456789", "m")

:= 0

GENPLOT: verify("3.14159", "123456789", "m", 1)

:= 2

GENPLOT: verify("1Z3", "123456789")

:= 1

GENPLOT: verify("123","","n")

:= 0

GENPLOT: verify("123","","m")

:= -1

GENPLOT: verify("pi=3.1415926", "+-.0123456789",,3)

:= -1

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.317 weibull

Usage: weibull(T,gamma,eta,beta)

Inputs: T real Argument γ ≤ T <∞
gamma real Location parameter −∞ < gamma <∞
eta real Scale parameter 0 ≤ eta <∞
beta real Shape parameter 0 ≤ beta <∞

Returns: real Weibull probability distribution

The function weibull(T,gamma,eta,beta) implements the Weibull probability distribution pW (T | γ, η, β) with
γ = gamma, η = eta and β = beta.

The Weibull probability distribution function is one of the most widely used distribution for reliability studies.
The full parameterized probability distribution function (and the cummulative probability distribution) is given
by:

pW (T | γ, η, β) =
β

η

(
T − γ
η

)β−1
exp

[
−
(
T − γ
η

)β]

PW (T | γ, η, β) = 1− exp

[
−
(
T − γ
η

)β]

where γ is a location parameter (corresponding to µ), η is a scale parameter (corresponding to σ), and β is a
shape parameter. This function is valid only for T > γ, β > 0 and η > 0. T is widely used as the variable from
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its use in estimating the time to failure of components. The position parameter γ is just a rigid shift, as is the
scale parameter η a width scaling. It is β that defines the nature of the different Weibull distributions, with the
Weibull function approaching the Gaussian limit as β →∞ (10 on a practical scale). The distribution is properly

normalized so

∫ ∞
−∞

pW (T | γ, η, β) = 1.

When used for reliability modeling, T is normally the time at which failure occurs and pW (T ) dT is the probability
of failure between T and T + dT . From the distribution, the moments of the distribution are:

Median γ + η(ln 2)1/β

Mode γ + η

(
1− 1

β

)1/β

Standard Deviation σ η

√
Γ

(
2

β
+ 1

)
− Γ

(
1

β
+ 1

)2

MTTF T̄ γ + ηΓ
(

1
β + 1

)
Failure Rate λ(T )

β

η

(
T − γ
η

)β−1
Examples:

GENPLOT: define f(x) = weibull(x,0,1.5,3)

GENPLOT: create y = f(x) -range 0 10 -points 1000 plot -lt 1

GENPLOT: eval integral(f(x),0,5)

Value: 1 = integral(f(x),0,5)

GENPLOT: eval integral(f(x),2,3)

Value: 0.093110648 = integral(f(x),2,3)

GENPLOT: eval integral(x*f(x),0,15),1.5*(ln(2)^{1/3})

Value: 1.3394689 = integral(x*f(x),0,15)

Value: 1.3274956 = 1.5*(ln(2)^{1/3})

GENPLOT:

Related functions: binomial(), edgeworth(), lorentz(), gaussian(), poisson()

3.5.318 word

Usage: word(text, n)

Inputs: text string Text string to be scanned
n integer Number of white-space delimited word to return

Returns: string n-th word from text, where n=0 is the first word

The word(text,n) function returns the n-th word from the text string. Word position, like character position,
is based on a 0-index so 0 refers to the first word in the string. If n poinwts past the last word in the text, an
empty string is returned. Negative values of n are treated as the same as 0.

This function is identical to the function subword(text, n, 1).

Examples:

GENPLOT: words(" This is a sentence that contains many words! ")

:= 8

GENPLOT: word(" This is a sentence that contains many words! ", 3)

:= sentence

GENPLOT: word(" This is a sentence that contains many words! ", 8)

:=
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GENPLOT: word(" This is a sentence that contains many words! ", 0)

:= This

GENPLOT:

Related functions: subword, words(), wordpos()

3.5.319 wordindex

Usage: wordindex(text, n)

Inputs: phrase string Text string to be scaned
n integer Which word to find

Returns: integer Character position of the start of the nth word or -1 if not in text

The wordindex(text, n) function returns the character index in the string of the nth white-space delimited
word. If too few words exist, the function returns -1. Leading white-space is ignored. Both the word number n

and the return character value are 0-index based. A value n=0 is the first word in the string and a return value
of 0 refers to the first character in text.

Examples:

GENPLOT: wordindex("now is the time", 3)

:= 11

GENPLOT: wordindex(" now is the time", 0)

:= 2

GENPLOT: wordindex("now is the time", 5)

:= -1

GENPLOT:

Related functions: subword, word(), words()

3.5.320 wordlength

Usage: wordlength(text, n)

Inputs: phrase string Text string to be scaned
n integer Which word to find

Returns: integer Number of character in the nth word,
or 0 if the word does not exist

The wordlength(text, n) function returns the number of character in the nth white-space delimited word. If
too few words exist, the function returns 0. Leading white-space is ignored. The word number n is a 0-based
index with a value n=0 identifying the first word.

Examples:

GENPLOT: wordlength("now is the time", 3)

:= 4

GENPLOT: wordlength(" now is the time", 0)

:= 3

GENPLOT: wordlength("now is the time", 5)

:= 0

GENPLOT:

Related functions: subword, word(), words(), wordindex()
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3.5.321 wordpos

Usage: wordpos(phrase, text [, start])

Inputs: phrase string Word being searched for
text integer Text string to be scanned
start integer Optional parameter specifying saerch start point

(default = 0 which searches from the start)
Returns: integer Word position where phrase is found, or -1 if not present

The wordpos(phrase, text [,start]) function searches for the phrase in text, treating each as a sequence of
white-space delimited words. Comparisons are case sensitive. If the phrase is located, the function returns the
index of the first word in text that matches. Word index values are 0-based, so 0 refers to the first word in the
string.

The search, by default, starts at the beginning of text. The optional start parameter causes the search to begin
on the specified word. Default is 0 which is equivalent to searching from the beginning of the string.

If phrase consists of multiple words, the words must match exactly in text. However, multiple white-space
characters between words are considered to be a single whitespace character in the comparison.

If the phrase does not exist in text, the function returns -1.

Examples:

GENPLOT: wordpos("the", "now is the time")

:= 2

GENPLOT: wordpos("The", "now is the time")

:= -1

GENPLOT: wordpos("is the", "now is the time")

:= 1

GENPLOT: wordpos("is time ", "now is the time")

:= -1

GENPLOT: wordpos("be", "To be or not to be")

:= 1

GENPLOT: wordpos("be", "To be or not to be", 3)

:= 5

GENPLOT:

Related functions: subword, word(), words()

3.5.322 words

Usage: words(text)

Inputs: text string Text string to be scanned
Returns: integer Number of white-space delimited words in text

The words(string) function returns the number of white-space delimited words in the string. A word is simply
defined as any sequence of characters that are not whitespace. Leading and trailing whitespace is ignored.
Whitespace is defined as the space character and the control characters for tab (0x09), newline (0x0A), vertical
tab (0x0B), formfeed (0x0C) and carriage return (0x0D).

Examples:

GENPLOT: words(" This is a sentence that contains many words! ")

:= 8

GENPLOT: words("‘This\tis\ta\ttab\tdelimited\tset\tof\twords")

:= 8

GENPLOT:
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Related functions: subword, word(), wordpos()

3.5.323 x2d, hex2int

Usage: hex2int(s)

x2d(s)

Inputs: s string ASCII hex string to be converted
Returns: integer Integer value of the string

The functions hex2int(text) and x2d(text) atttempt to interpret the string as an integer value in base 16
(hexadecimal). It is equivalent to the call base2int(text,16). Conversion of the string stops at the first
character that is not in the range [0,9] or [a,f].

Special prefix strings may override the specified base. Strings beginning with 0x are interpreted as hexadecimal
constants while those beginning o are considered as octal constants. This permits constants of the form 0x377F

and o377 to be properly interpreted.

While there is no error if the entire string is invalid, a value of 0 is returned.

Examples:

GENPLOT: hex2int("FFFF")

:= 65535

GENPLOT: hex2int("o377")

:= 255

GENPLOT:

Related functions: base2int(), bin2int(), oct2int()

3.5.324 xrange

Usage: xrange(start, end)

Inputs: start integer Starting character
end integer Ending character

Returns: string String consisting of all character between (and including)
the arguments

The xrange(start, end) function generates a string consisting of all the ASCII codes between the specified
start and end parameters, with the exception of the NUL character (0x00). Normally start and end are single
characters and the string consists of the letters or numbers between those values. But any values in [0,255] are
valid for start and end.

While this is similar to the equivalent Rexx function, there are several intentional differences.

• start and end are truncated to use only the last eight bits of the integer value

• The sequence of characters will run from start to end (including the two end points), but the direction
will change depending on which is larger. If end is greater than start, the sequence goes up the ASCII
codes. If not, the sequence goes down the ASCII codes enabling generation of sequences "fedcb" without
using reverse() function. The Rexx function alway proceeds up the sequence, wrapping around at 0 until
reaching the end.

• The parameters start and end are required with no defaults. In Rexx, the parameters are optional with
defaults of 0 and 255. This would, by default, generate many and dangerous control codes (0x00-0x1F).

• The Rexx function would encode the NUL character (0x00). This function explicitly excludes this character
since it marks the end of a string.
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While convenient to generate a string of characters, the function should be used with care if generating codes
below 0x20 (control codes). For example, just evaluating a string with an embedded CTRL-Z will close the
communication pipe in Windows forcing a restart of Genplot.

Examples:

GENPLOT: xrange(’A’,’z’)

:= ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

GENPLOT: xrange(’z’,’a’)

:= zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcba

GENPLOT: xrange(’0’,’9’)

:= 0123456789

GENPLOT: declare aline = xrange(0,255)

GENPLOT: eval aline[12]

Value: 13 = aline[12]

GENPLOT: eval char(aline[41])

Value: char(aline[41]) = "*"

GENPLOT:

Related functions:

3.5.325 y0,y1,yn

Usage: y0(x)

y1(x)

yn(n,x)

Inputs: x real Argument
Returns: real Bessel function of the second kind of the specified order at x

The functions Y0(x), Y1(x) and Yn(n,x) return the value of the Bessel function of the second kind for zeroth
order (Y0), first order (Y1) and arbitrary integer order (Yn). Yn(n,x) is implemented only for integer values of
n in contrast to Jn(n,x) which permits non-integral values.

Bessel functions arise commonly in the solution to problems with cylindrical symmetry, including electromagntic
fields, heat transport, FM signal modulation, and vibration of cylindrical membranes (timpani or kettle drum).
They arise as solutions to differential equations of the form

x2
(
d2y

dx2

)
+ x

(
dy

dx

)
+ (x2 − ν2)y = 0

where ν is the order of the Bessel fuction. Generally ν is an integer or half-integer for most physical problems
(though defined for any real or complex value). These functions are also commonly referred to cylindrical functions
or cylindrical harmonics due to their propensity to be solutions in cylindrical symmetry problems.

Bessel functions of the first kind, referred to as Jn(x), are solutions which are finite at the origin. J0(0) = 1 and
Jn(0) = 0 otherwise. Bessel functions of the second kind, referred to as Yn(x), are solutions which diverge as
x→ 0.

For large arguments, the Bessel functions are essentially damped sine and cosine functions which decay as 1/
√

(x).

Jn(x) ≈
√

2

πx
cos

[
x− nπ

2
− pi

4

]
Yn(x) ≈

√
2

πx
sin

[
x− nπ

2
− pi

4

]
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Higher order Bessel functions can be computed using recursion relationships.

Jν(x) =
2νJν−1
x

− Jν−2(x)

Yν(x) =
2νYν−1
x

− Yν−2(x)
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Histogram, 6
Histogram, Plot, 6
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Lines, 4
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REXX functions, 22
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